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INTRODUCTION

This publioation is the annual report on the Voluntary Assistanoe
Programme (VAP), originally established by the Fifth World Meteorologioal
Congress (Geneva, 1967), and subsequently oontinued by the Sixth World
Meteorologioal Congress (Geneva, 1971).
The purpose of the VAP is to
provide assistanoe in the implementation of the World Weather Watoh Plan
(WWW) and for meteorologioal training through lon~-term fellowships. The
Exeoutive Committee at its twenty-third session ~Geneva, 1971) took
appropriate aotion to put into effeot the deoisions of Sixth Congress.
Full details of the deoisions of both bodies, inoluding the rules for the
utilization of the Voluntary Assistanoe Programme (VAP), are to be found
in the reports of the sessions of these bodies; they have been reproduoed
for oonvenienoe in a single WMO publioation entitled "World Weather Watoh
- The Plan and Implementation Programme, 1972-1975".
The present publioation is the report on the Voluntary Assistanoe
Programme for the year 1974.
In addition, however, it inoludes information
on the oontributions reoeived for the implementation of YAP projeots sinoe
the beginning of the programme and also on the overall status of implementation of VAP projeots for the period the programme has been in operation,
1968-1974.
The annual reports for the years 1968, 1969 and 1970 were
issued as publioations under the title "Consolidated list of Voluntary
Assistanoe Programme projeots approved for oiroulation in 19 •• ". :Beginning
in 1971 the publioation was expanded to inolude an indioation of the
overall situation with regard to oontributions received for the implementation of YAP projeots and ~lso to give a general review of the programme
as a whole. Its title was aooordingly ohanged to "Consolidated report on
the Voluntary Assistanoe Programme inoluding projeots approved for oiroulation in 19 •• ".
The oontents of this present report for 1974 follow the same arrangements as in the report for the previous year, exoept for Seotion VII as
explained later.
Thus, Seotion 11 is a list of abbreviations used in the publication.
Seotion III oontains general remarks on the overall situation of
the programme as of 31 Deoember 1974.
Seotion IV presents the ourrent set of guidelines approved for use
in the implementation of WWW projeots through the YAP.
Section V contains a suggested form of notifioation of contributions
The actual form of notifioation
is, of course, a matter for the deoision of the donor oountry in question,
but the form shown in Section V may be of assistanoe in this respeot.
in the form of equipment and services.

Section VI presents a consolidated list of all the equipment
grouped under the various oomponents of the World Weather Watch and the
types of equipment needed within each component.
It thus presents, in
oonvenient form, the total new requirements established in 1974.

VIII

Section VII shows Members' contributions to the VAP both in
financial form and in the form of equipment and services, including longterm fellowships.
Information is now included to show YAP projects
implemented under bilateral agreements.
Seotion VIII gives the status, as of 31 December 1914, of the
implementation of the projects through the YAP or other means from the
"Consolidated list of Voluntary Assistanoe Programme projects approved
for circulation in the period 1968-1914".
Section IX contains in full the individual projeots approved for
oirculation in 1914, presented in alphabetical order of the oountries
making the requests.
The projeots are presented under the following
headings:
The Global Observing System;
The Global Data-processing System;
The Global Teleoommunication System;
Long-term fellowship programme oomponent of VAP.
In eaoh case, the oomments of the Secretary-General and those of the
approving authority are inoluded.
Some of the projeots listed may require
further detailed information before a donor oountry can take action on
them.
In such cases information may be obtained on request from the
requesting country directly or through the Secretary-General.
Section X contains a list of individual VAP projeots approved for
oiroulation in prior years, but whioh have been substantially modified
since their publication.
Finally, Seotion XI lists all those YAP projeots approved for
oirculation in the period 1968-1914 whioh are still valid. For ease of
referenoe this section is divided into four sub-sections as follows:
XI-A

YAP projects for which no offer of support has
been reoeived;

XI-B

YAP projeots for whioh the available support provides
for partial implemention;

XI-C

VAP projeots for whioh the available support provides
for full implementation or for whioh implementation
has been oomp1eted;

XI-D

VAP projects for long-term fellowships.

Detailed information on the status of implementation of these projeots
.is reported in Section VIII.

II - NOTE ON ABBREVIATIONS
The following abbreviations are used throughout the document:

PG
POL

Aircraft
Automatic Picture Transmission Station
Automatic Weather Station
Data-processing
Equipment
Expert for training associated with equipment supplied
Facsimile equipment
Global Data-processing System of WWW
Global Observing System of WWW
Global Telecommunication System of WWW
Long-term fellowship
National Meteorological Centre
Surface Observation station
Electric power generator
Air Pollution observing station

HAD

Weather radar

RB

Regular Budget

RES
RNC

Research Programme of WWW
Regional Meteorological Centre
Radiosonde station
Regional Telecommunication Hub
RTT point-to-point link or broadoast
Radiowind station
Radiosonde and radiowind station
Ship
Single side-band transceiver
Programme of education and training in particular
long-term fellowships
Voluntary Assistance Programme
Voluntary Assistance Programme (Equipment and Services)
Voluntary Assistance Programme (Fund)
Voluntary Contributions Acoounts

AC
APT
AWS
D
E
EXP

FAX
GDPS
GOS
GTS
LTF
NMC
OBS

R

RTH
RTT
W

RW
SP
SSB
TRA
VAP
VAP(ES)
VAP(F)
VCA

III - GENERAL REMARKS ON 'I'HE S'I'A'I'US OF 'I'llE OVERALL PROGRAMME
'I'he Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP) was approved as part of the
implementation arrangements for the World Weather Watch plan which commenced
in 1968 following the decision by the Fifth World Meteorological Congress
(Geneva, 1967). 'I'he WWW plan and the VAP ,vere continued by the Sixth World
Meteorological Congress (Geneva, 1971) for a further four years, 1972-1975,
details of which were published in WMO document "World Weather Watch - 'I'he Plan
and Implementation Programme, 1972-1975". 'I'he Voluntary Assistance Programme
exists to supplement, wherever necessary, implementation activities under
national resources, bilateral agreements and the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP).
'I'hroughout its existence, the Voluntary Assistance Programme has been a
considerable success in providing assistance to Member countries in implementing
the WWW - success which has, of course, been due to the many generous contributions, lar~e and small, from other Member countries in the form of equipment and
services tVAP(ES)), or as cash contributions to the Voluntary Assistance Fund
(VAP(F)), or in providing training through the VAP component of the long-term
fellowships (L'I'F) programme, or in combinations of all three forms of assistance.
Section VII summarizes the contributions to VAP(F) during 1974 and over
the whole period 1968-1974, and indicates also the projects for which equipment
and services have been provided or long-term fellowships offered, together with
an estimate of these contributions in monetary terms. ~able VII-A shows the
contributions through VAP procedures, whilst 'I'able VII-B shows assistance
provided under bilateral agreements which stemmed from requests through the VAP
system. It will be seen that cash contributions to VAP(F) during 1974 exceeded
US $500 000: an estimate of the value of contributions under VAP(ES) and L'I'F
during the year is US $ 2.5 million. 'I'hus, the year 1974 has been another
successful one with assistance to a value of US $ 3 million made available:
this clearly indicates the continued interest of Members to support the programme.
During the year 1974, 37 Members submitted requests for assistance under
the VAP which were approved for circulation following preliminary study within
the Secretariat and examination and approval by the Executive Committee's Panel
of Experts on the VAP or by the President of WMO on its behalf. Of the 65
projects thus approved for circulation twenty-two related to the Global Observing
System of ~l, nineteen were for the improvement of the Global 'I'elecommunication
System, two were for data processing and twenty-two were for VAP long-term fellowships. Additionally, seven projects, which had previously been approved for
circulation, were reviewed and modified by the requesting Members, and approval
was given to re-circulate them. Arising from a further review of unsupported
projects, five were withdrawn from the list of projects approved for circulation.
'I'urning now to the overall situation of the Voluntary Assistance
Programme since its commencement in 1968 through to the end of 1974, the total
number of VAP projects approved for circulation has grown to 554 from a total
of 99 countries. Of these 164 projects have been completed and a further 131
are under implementation with offers of full support. 63 projects are under
implementation, to a greater or lesser extent, with only partial support, leaving
196 projects for which to date no offers of support have been forthcoming, some
of which are of course new, having been circulated only in 1974. 'I'he figure of
164 completed projects includes 13 for which the requesting countries themselves
subsequently found it possible to implement them from within their national re sources. It is appropriate here to indicate the level of support for VAP projects
implemented under bilateral agreements: these total 2'8, of which 23 have been

XI
completed or are under implementation with full support, whilst the remaining 5
are for the partial support of projects. Within the VAP component of the longterm fellowship programme, a total of 182 students from 54 countries have commenced studies with assistance provided from 13 donor countries. At the end of
1974 arrangements were in hand for a further 15 students to commence fellowships.
Contributions to the Voluntary Assistance Fund reached a total of
approximately US $ 2.8 million by 31 December 1974, and the fund has been
further enhanced over the period by income from bank interest by about
US $500 000. From the total fund, allocations totalling US $ 2.9 million have
been made by the Executive Committee Panel of Experts on the VAP in support of
70 of the projects from 45 of the Members. The value of contributions to VAP(ES)
in the form of equipment and services, including the long-term fellowships taken
up, is estimated to have reached US $ 23.7 million, to which an estimated further
US $ 2. 8 milli~,n has to be added in respect of the bilateral agreements over the
period.
Thus, the Voluntary Assistance Programme has achieved a remarkable
level of support, totalling some US $ 29 million, and has become a firmly established feature of the implementation programme for the World Weather Watch and
the training associated therewith at LTF level. The VAP provides an efficient
and effective means of rendering assistance to countries in need of such assistance in implementing the WWW.
Nevertheless, whilst much has been accomplished through the medium of
the VAP, much still remains to be done and the full support of donor countries
continues to be essential. The existing programme will continue throughout
1975, whilst the future will be considered in connexion with proposals to continue the World Weather Watoh plan for the next four years (1976-1979) which
will be oonsidered by the Seventh World Meteorologioal Congress to be held in
April/May 1975 in Geneva. This next period will be signifioant beoause it is
planned to prepare and oarry out the First GARP Global Experiment (FGGE)within
it. The extent to whioh the wvrw oan be utilized for researoh programmes was
clearly demonstrated in the current period in respeot of the GATE projeot: the
FGGE projeot will rely to an even greater extent on the wvrw, and particularly
on the observational and teleoommunioation aspeots thereof.

IV - GUIDELINES FOR USE IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF WWW PROJECTS
THROUGH THE VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (VAP)
(Approved by the Executive Committee at its twenty-sixth session)

A.

. Projects within the major elements of the WWW

Priority:
1.

Upper-air observations to meet the req~irement for a 1 000 km network
over land areas for 00 and 12 GMT, except for tropical areas where one
full rawinsonde observation and one radio/radar wind observation are
considered sufficient.

2." Surface observations to meet the requirements for a 500 km network for

aa,

A.2

06, 12 and 18 GMT.

3.

APT (direct satellite read-out) stations.

4.

Establishment of base line and regional background air pollution stations.

5.

Additional upper-air observations as required in the regional basic
synoptic networks as adopted by regional associations.

6.

Additional surface observations os required in the regional basic synoptic
networks as adopted by regional associations ond observations over ocean
areas.

Global Telecommunication System (GTS)
------------------------------------Priority:
1.
2.

Establishment of the Main Trunk Circuit and its branches including automation of the associated RTHs.
Improvement of the national telecommunication network to ensure reliable
timely collection of observational data at the NMC and also collection
of observational data from sea stations.

~nd

3.

Improvement of RTHs and, os required, of the NMC to ensure speedy transmission and relay of observational data.

4.

Establishment of main regional, regional and inter-regional circuits for
the speedy collection and exchange of observational data.

5.

Improvements inmeans of the distribution of processed information.

6.

Establishment of facilities for reception of observational data and
WMC/RMC outputs at the NMC.

XIII

A.3

Global Data-processing System (GDPS) •

-----------------------------------Priori ty:

1.

Processing and storage facilities at RMCs.

2.

Processing and storage facilities at NMCs.

Note:
Short-term training (in operation and maintenance) related to equipment provided
under YAP projects has the some priority os the project and should be included
in the project, if required.
Overall priorities within elements of WWW
Priority:

B.

.1.

GTS paragraphs 1 and 2 above.

2.

GOS paragraphs 1 and 2 above.

3.

GOS paragraphs 3 and 4 above.

4.

GTS paragraphs 3 and 4 above.

5.

GOS paragraphs 5 and 6 above.

6.

GTS

7.

GDPS paragraphs 1 and 2 above.

paragraphs 5 and 6 above.

VAP(F) priorities

VAP(F) support should, in general, be limited to YAP projects presented by
Members in Africa, Asia (southern port of), the Caribbean, Latin America and the
South-West Pacific. In selecting individual projects the priorities given in A.
above should apply.

e.

Long-term fellowships

Long-term fellowships should be considered of high priority.
on equitable distribution of long-term fellowships among Members.

There should be

In the eommenis on individual YAP projects reference is made to three categories
of long-term fellowships (0)/ (b) and (c). These ore defined as follows:
(a)

For university studies leading to a degree af Bachelor of Science (B.Se.), or
equivalent, in meteorology;

XIV

(b)

For a postgraduate study programme leading to a certificate of ~eteorologist
(Class I);

(c)

For advanced studies leading to a Master's degree (or equivolent) or a
doctorate in meteorology.

v - SUGGESTED FORM OF NOTIFICATION OF CONTRIBUTION
IN THE FORM· OF EQUIPMENT AND SERVICES TO THE WMO VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME
The GoverIlIIlent of .

0

•••••••••••••••••••••

~.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Wishing to assist in ensuring the full implementation of the World Weather Watch
plan as approved by the Sixth World Meteorological Congress, Geneva, April 1971;
and
Being mindful of the fact that some developing countries may not be able to meet
unaided the responsibilities which fall to them under the plan; and
Being mindful also of the fact that other forms of assistance to these countries
are not likely to meet all needs for assistance to these countries for this
purpose;
Notifies its willingness to contribute the following equipment and servioes to
the Voluntary Assistance Programme*:

SigIled .•••••.•••••••.•••••••••••.••

Title .•••••••••••••.•••••••.••••...
Authorized to sign on behalf
of Member .•••••••••••••••••••••••••

Place ..•..........•.•.........•....
Date •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

*

Please note that contributions may refer to specified VAP projeots (or parts
thereof) or to the overall requirements in equipment and services for the VAP.

VI - CONSOLIDATED LIST OF EQUIPMENT REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT
VAP PROJECTS APPROVED FOR CIRCULATION IN 1974

Quantity
GLOBAL OBSERVING SYSTEM
Est~blishment

of radiosonde/radiowind stations (ground
equipment and expendables) •... ~ • . . • • • • • . . . . . • . . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • . • • •

3

Establishment of radiosonde stations (ground equipment

an.d expendables) .........•....•... o................................

Establishment of radiowind stations (ground equipment

~

3

• • • • • • • • •

5

Expendables for increase in the observing programme...............

2

Equipment for surface synoptic stations (complete sets)...........

9

APT stations

4

and exp.endables)

eo • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

--

Weather radar

", . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

4

Automatic weather station;........................................

1

Equipment for background pollution observing stations.............

8

GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
Equipment for collection of observational data at HNC:
SSB-HF transceivers with associated ancillary equipment
inclUding

all tennae

G

••••••••••••

SSB-HF transceivers with output power between 30 and 150 W 19
SSB-HF transceivers with output power between 150 and
1000 W....
8
Radio equipment for transmission and reception of radar observations

3

SSB/ISB HF transmitters and assooiated equipment..................

7

HF transmitting antenna system....................................

4

HF reoeivers with ancillary equipment.............................

9

HF reoeiving antelma system............. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . ..

8

UHF transceiver .....

3

e ,

••••••••••• : ••••••••••••••••••••

XVII
Quantity
Frequency shift keyer..........................................

2

TOR/ARQ system for two channels................................

2

Test equipment............... "..... "............................

2

Terminal equipment:
Teleprinter with attached perforator and transmitter
distributor." .

..

..

19

Teleprinter for reception only.......................

11

Facsimile recorders..................................

14

Facsimile scanners." ..

2

I

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Converters AM/FM......................................

5

Power generators".............. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

27

Computer and associated equipment for automatic message
swi tching sys tem. • . . . • • • • . . . • .
. . . . . . . ••••••••

1

GLOBAL DATA-PROCESSING SYSTEM
Equipment for

~rocessing

and storage of observational data......

Microfilming equipment.........................................

1
2

TRAINING
Long-term. fellowships................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

36

VII - MEMBERS' CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE 'WMO VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (VAPI
ON 31 DECEMBER 1974

VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (F) VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME (ES)
CONTRIBUTIONS IN US $
CONTRIBUTIONS
MEMBER
FUNDS RECEIVED DURING
THE PERIOD
1968-73
1914

TOTAL OF
FUNDS
RECEIVED

EQUIPMENT AND
SERVICES

(4)

(5)

15,421

15,019

-

1,000

500

1,500

BARBADOS

1,000

-

1,000

-

BELGIUM

-

-

-

-

2,000

-

-

-

(2)

(3)

59,592

AUSTRIA

(1)

AUSTRALIA

LONG_TERM
FELLOWSHIPS.(LTF)
OFFERED

ESTIMATED VALUE
OF VAP(ES)
CONTRIBUTIONS
OFFERED AND
ACCEPTED
1968-74

(6)

(7)

1 long term
fellowship

17,000

..

BRITISH CARIBBEAN
TERRITORIES
BULGARIA

1,000

-

1,000

-

-

-

-

-

2 long term
fellowships
per year

3 long term.
fellowships

88,000

105,000

,(2)

(3)

,(4)

(?)

(6)

(7)

2,500

500

3,000

-

-

-

llYELORUSSIAN
S.S.R.

-

-

-

CHAD

405

-

405

-

-

(1)
BURMA

3,040

794

3,834

CUBA

-

-

-

CYPRUS

500

COLOMBIA

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
DEMOCRATIC YEMEN

Equipment*

Used radionsonde equipment for unspecified
project

Long term
fellowships*

*

-

-

-

-

1,500

-

-

2,000

-

2,000

-

-

240

-

240

-

-

-

-

-

1,000

DENMARK

29,205

5,000

34,205

-

EGYPT, THE ARAB
REPUBLIC OF

69,975

12,780

82,755

-

EL SALVADOR

250

ETHIOPIA

462

-

250
462

-

14 .long-term

354,,000

fellowships

-

-

-

-

!

* The llyelorussian S.S.R. provides equipment and fellowships.
Hydrometeorological Service of the U.S.S.R.

Implementation arrangements are made by the
X
H

X

(1)
FINLAND

(.2)

(B)

(4)

7,166

-

7,166

(?)
A1geria-OB!1!1!2 radiosonde station
~-OB!1!1!6 rawinBonde station
Colombia-OB!l!l!l rawinsonde station
OB!1!1!2 rawinsonde
station
Democratic Yemen-OB!l!l!l
rawinsonde station
Guinea-OB!l!l!l radiosonde station
~-OB!l!l!l rawinsonde
station
Nigeria-OB!l!l!l rawinsO/de station
OB 11172 rawinsonde
station
Singapore-OB/1/2/1
expert services
Somalia-OB/l/l/l rawinsonde station
~-OB/1/1/1 rawinsonde
station
OB/l/l/4 rawinsonde
Venezuela-OB/l/l/3 radiosonde station

(6)

x

(7)

x

-

373,61~

-

1,221,700

~-OB/l/l/l,OB/l/l!2.

radiosonde stations
Zambia-OB/l/2 radiosonde
station

FRANCE

174,669

49,978

224,647

Brazil-T.E/2/1/1-TE/2/1/2
Facsimile e1uiPment
Cameroon-OB 3/1/1 APT
station
TE/l!l telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
Chad-OB/3/1/1 APT station
TE/l/l telecommunication
equipment for national
collection

__._-_.__..._-

==----------~.

(1)
FRANCE (contd.)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)
Colombia-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
Congo-TE/l/l telecommunication equipment for
national collection
TE/l/2 telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
Dahomey-TE/4/1 Facsimile
equipment
~ (the Arab Republic of)
TE 2 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuits
Ivory Coast-OB/l/2/2
Expendables for rawinsonde
station
Mali-OB/3/1/1 APT station
TE/I/I telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
Mauritania-OB/I/I/I
expendables for rawinsonde
station
Niger~OB/I/I/l expendables
for rawinsonde station
TE/I telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
Pakistan-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
Senegal-OB/I/2/1 radiosonde
station
OB/I/l/I expendables for
radiowind station
TE/2/4facsimile equipment for RTH
TE/5/1 telecommunication
equipment for RTH
TE/l/I telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
TE/2/1/2 telecommunication
eguipment for main regional
c~rcuit

(6)

(7)

-

x
X

1-1

(1)

(2)

(3)

·

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

x
X

1-1
1-1

Sri Lanka-0:S/2/l
meteorological instruments
for surface station
Togo-TE/4/1 facsimile
equipment
Zaire-OB/3/1/1 APT station
TE/l/l/3 spare p~rts for
telecommunic~tioh equipment
for national collection
Indonesia-OB/l/l/I-OB/l/l/2
supplementary ~quipment
for radiowind station

FRANCE (contd.)

GERNANY, FEDERAL
REPUBLIC OF

287,438

155,094

442,532

GRANA

4,900

4,279

9,179

GREECE

1,100

-

1,100

GUYANA

1,250

250

1,500

mJNGARY

-

-

-

ICELAND

1,500

-

1,500

INDIA

26,666

-

26,666

IRAN

16,000

-

16,000

IRELAND

32.714

22,998

55,712

ISRAEL

-

-

-

El Salvador';'OB/5/l
equipment for turpidity
measurement

Sri Lanka-OB/l/l/l
radiosonde station

Cameroon-DP/l/2
accounting"machine for
data-processing

4 long-term
fellowships

103,200

-

-

-

-

-

2 long term
fellowships

3 long-term
fellowships

22,000

80,000

-

-

-

-

-

.60,000

(1)

.ITALY
I

I;MAICA
JAPA.N

JORDAN

KOREA i' B.EPU'BLIC 0]
KUWAIT
LIBYAN .ARAJ3
REFJ:BLIG
MALAWI

IMALAYSIA

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

-

-

-

-

13 Fellowships

32,000

1,000

-

-

-

-

89,985

30,015

Algeria- OB/EX expert
services
Egypt. The Arab Republic
.2£, - DP!4!1 expert
services
:!.!:?E~- TE/EX expert
services

-

1,500

-

-

-

1,000

1,000
120,000

500

..

700

-

700

-

-

5,568

-

5,568

-

-

-

20,648

-

-

-

352

-

-

3,000

-

-

-

17t302

352

-

3,346

3,000

I

MAURITIUS

1,.250

-

1,250

-

-

-

MONGOLIA

3,000

-

3,000

-

-

MOROCCO

4,002

-

4,002

-

-

-

27,800

-

27,800

NETHERLANDS
i

(2)

India- TE/5 computer
system for RTH

-

1,540,000
x
X

H
H
H

x
X

tl)
NETHERLANDS
ANTILLES
NORWAY

t2) ,

t3)

(4)

150

250

1',000

-

38,690

38,690

POLAND

-

ROMANIA

-

PAKISTAN

500

500

(5)

' Algeria-TE/5 'computer
system for RTE

-'

(7)

-

-

-

-

-

1,000

-

1,000

-

SINGAPORE

5,640

1,100

6,140

-

-

SRI
LANXA.
,

' 250

250

-

-

RW.AID>A

1 0 ,8.3 6

-

10,836

1,482,000

-

3 long term
fellowships

213,000

4 long term
fellowships

21,600

-

"

SWEDEN

<

(6)

-

Cameroon-OB/5/1 meteorological instruments for
9 surface s~ations
Honduras-OB/2/1 meteorological instrume~ts for
surface stations
~-OB/2/3 meteorological instruments
for surface stations

I-i

.

.

4 long term
'Kenya. Tanzania (Uni,'ted
fellowships
Republic of), Uganda-TE/5
telecommuni.cation equipment for RTE
!
Tunisia-OB/I/l/l Expenda~les
for rawinsonde station
OB/l/2/1 expendables for
rawinsonde station

260,000

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

20,000

79,551

1,000

-

-

-

-

SvlITZERLAND

59,551

TRINIDAD AND
TOBAGO

1,000

~AINIAN

S.S.R.

UNION OF SOVIET
SOCIALIST
!REPUJ3LICS

-

(5)
~ri

Larika-TE/l Telecommunication equip~ent for national
collection '
TE/2 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit and for liMC
facsimile equipment

Equipment*

-(6)

-

169,117

-

-

Long term

*

fellowships*
Afghanistan-OB/l/l/2
40 long term
rawinsonde station
fellowships
OB/l/l/3 rawinsonde
per year
station
Egypt {the tab
Repub11c of TE/2,
TE/3,TE/5 facsimile
equipment and telecommunication equipment for RTH
Hungary-OB/3/1/1 facsimile
equipment for APT station
Laos-TE/2 telecommunication equipment for
.
re,ional circuit
TE 4/1 telecommunication
equipment for liMC .
TE/4/3 facsimile equipment
Mon~Olia-OB/3/1/1 APT
~~rJi~~OB/l/2 two radio'wind stations

* The Ukrainian S.S.R. provides equipment and fellowships.
Hydrometeorological Service of the U.S.S.R.

(7)

6,280,000

Implementation arrangements are made by the
x
x

<

(1)
~ITED

KINGDOM OF
GREAT BRITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND

(2)

439,651

(3)

71,428

.
(4)
511,285

(5)

x

(6)

- 15 long term
Argentina-TE/1/1-TE!2/1
fellowships
facsimile equipment
up to a
Be1ize-TE/4/1 facsimile
maximum of
equipment
£20,000 per
Botswana-TE/l/l/l teleyear
communication equipment
for national ~o11ection
-'TE/l/l/2 telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
Czechoslovakia-TE/5/1 telecommunication.?quipment
for RTR
.
~ (the, Arab Republic
of TE/2,TE/3,TE/5
, facsimile equipment for
RTR
Ethiopia-OB/3/1/1 APT
staiion;TE/l/l telecommunication equipme~t
for-national collection
~-OB/3/1/1 ~T

station
Guinea-OB/l/l/l radiowind station
Guyana-TE/4/2 telecommunication equipment for liMC
TE/4/3 facsimile equipment -for NMC
Jordan~OB/3/1/1 APT:
station
TE/l/1 telecommunication
. equipment for national
collection
:R:enva.Tauzania(United
RepUblic of) and:Uganda
. TE/5/1 telecommunication
equipment for RTR
MauDitania-OB/l!l/l radiowind st.ation

(7)
1,699,863

x

<
1-1

(11

(2)

(3)

·

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Mauritius-OE/I/1/l radiowind station
OE/l/2/2/l radiowind
" station
TE/2/l/l telecommunication equipment for
transmission from NMC
to RTH
Niger-OE/l/l/l radi,owind s:f;ation
Nigeria-OE/3/l/1 APT
station
TE/5/l telecommunication equipment
for RTH
Romania-OE/3/l/l APT
station
Senegal-TE/2/l/2 telecommunication equipment
for main regional
circuit
Sierra Leone-TE/4/2
facsimile e~/ip.ment
Somalia-TE/ 171 telecommunication equipment
for regional circuit

UNITED KINGDOM OF
GREAT ERITAIN AND
NORTHERN IRELAND
(contd.)

~-OE/l/l/3radio-

wind station
Zambia-OE/l/2 radiowind
station

jUNITED STATES OF
AMERICA

749,395

150,000

Afghanistan-OE/5/l ~quipment.for turbidity
measurements
Argentina-TE/l/l t~lecommunication equ~pment
for national collection
TE/2/l telecommunication
equipment for regional
broadcast

899,395

8 long term
fellowships
'per yea.r

9,450,000

x

".

..

x

<
H
H

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

x
x

<
I-!
I-!
I-!

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA (contd.)

Argentina-TE/2/2 telecommunication equipment
for main regional circuit
Bahamas-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
Barbados-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
,Bolivia-OB/l/i/2 expendables for rawinsonde
station
TE/l/l telepomm~ication
equipment for ~ational
, collection
Brazil~TE/2/1/1;TE/2/1/2
telecommunication equipment for main,regional
circuit
OB/l/2/1 expendables and
spare parts for rawinsonde
stations
OB/6/1 shipboard windfinding equipment
'
~-OB/l/l/6 expendables
for rawinsonde station
OB/;/1/1 APT station
TE/l telecommunication
equipment for'national
collection
'Colombia-OB/l/l/2 rawinBonde station
TE/1~TE/2 telecommunication
equipment for national
"
collection
OB/5/1,OB/5/2 equipment,for
turbidity measur~ents for',
two ,stations
'
Cost' Rica-OB/3/l/1 APT
station
T~/4/1 facsimile equipment
I

"

(1)

(2)

(3)

(5)

(4)

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA (contd.)
, ,

Costa Rica-OB/l/l/2 rawinsonde station
TE/2/1 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
Dominican RenublicOB(371-!1 APT station
TE/l/l telecommunication
equipment 'for nat~onal
collection
Ecuador~OB/l/l/2 expendables for rawinsonde
station
OB/3/1/1 APT station
TE/l/l telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
TE/2/1 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
El Salvador-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
OB/5/1 equipment for
turbidity'measurements
TE/2/1 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
TE/4/1 facsimile equip'ment
Ethiopia-OB/5/1 equipment
for turbidity me,asurements
~-OB/l/l/l rawinsonde
station
Greece-OB/l/2 meteorological instrume~ts for
supplementary ship station
Guatemala-OB/l/l/l rawinsonde station
OB/3/1/1 APT station
OB/5/1 equipment for
turbidity measurements

(6)

(7)

x

X

H

X

(1)

(2) ,

CH

,

(4)

UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA (contd.)

x
x
x

(S)

(6)

(7)

Guatemala-TE/I/l telecommunicatio~ equipment
, for national collection
TE/2/1 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
TE/4/1 facsimile equipment
' .
GUinea-OB/l/l/i equipment and expendables
for rawinsondestation
. Honduras-OB/:;/l/l APT
station
"
TE/I/I telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
"
TE/2/1 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
TE/4/1 facsimile equip~
ment,
~-TE/5 telecommunication equipment for
RTH
'Kenya, Tanzania(United
'Republic of)' and Uganda'
TE/2/1/1,TE/2/113
telecommunication equipment £'or main regional
circuits
TE/5/1 telecommunication
,equipment for RTH
Khmer Republic-OB/3/1/1
APT station
.
Mali-OB/I/I/I exp~ndables
for rawinsonde station
Mauritania-O~/3/i/1 APT
station
0

.','

..

..

!

'.'

-

.'.,

-----_._--------------------=--~--~--~~~=~~~=~~~

(1)
!UNITED STATES OF
Al~RICA (contd.)

I

L

T2)

0)
!

(4)

T5~J

(6)

C7'i

Mexico-OE/l/l/4 rawinsonde station
OB/6/1 shipboard wind.. finding equipment
Nepal-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
OB/3/1/2 expendables
and s¥arepart~' for
APT s ation.
Nicaragua-OB/3/l/l APT
sta"tion
OB/5/1 equip~ent ~or
turbidity measurements
TE/l/l telecommUn~cation
equipment for national
collection
TE/l/2 telecommunication
equipment for national
collection
TE/2/1 telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
TE/4/1 facsimile equipment
Niger-OB/4/i weather
radar surveillance
Nigeria-OB/3/l/2 APT
station
Pakistan-OB/l/2/4
expendables for rawinsonde station
Panama-TE/l/l telecommunication equipment
for nationa~ collection
TE/2/l telecommuni~ation
equipment for regional
circuit
TE/4/1 facsimile equipment
x

x

X
H

x
I

x

(1)

(2)

{3)

ttoo:TED STATES'OF
.AMERICA (contd.).

"(4)

(5)

Paraguai-OB/l/I/2 equip~
mentand expendables
for rawinsonde station
OB/3/1/1 APT· station
OB/S/I equipment for
turbidity measurements
Peru-OB/I/I/2 equipment
and expendables for
rawinsonde" station,
OB/3/1/1 APT station
Senegal-OB/I/I/I expendables for radiowind
station
Sierra Leone-OB/2/2
meteorological instruments
for five surface stations
OB/2/3 meteorological
instruments for five
surface stations
OB/3/1/1 APl sta.tion

'",

"

,

Somaiia-OB/3/1/1 APT
station
TE/I/I/2 telecommunication equipment for
national collection
Sri Lanka~OB/3/1/1 APT
station
SUdan-OB/I/I/I" expendables for rawinsonde
, station
, OB/I/I/3 expendabl~s
for rawinsonde station
Syrian Arab RepublicOE/S!l equipment tor
" turbidity measurement
Thailand-OB/3/1/1
APT station

(6)

X

(7)

I-t
I-t

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

UNITED STATES OF
A11:ERICA (contd.

YUGOSLAVIll.

ZAMBIA

TOTALS

(5)

(6)

(7)

Trinidad and TobagoOBI,/l!l APT station
Tunisia-OB/,/l/l APT
" station
uru~a7-0B/2/2/l,
OB/~2 9 Meteorological
instruments fbr seven
surface statiohs
OB/5/l/l APT stati~n
TE/l/l telecommunication
equipment for national
collection .
TE/2/l telecommunication
equipment for regional
circuit
Venezuela-OB/5/l equipment for turbidity
measurements
TE/2/ltelecommunication
equipment for main
regional circuit
Zambia-OB/3/l/l APT
station
25,000

-

25,000

1,000

-

1,000

2,272,500

549,739

2,822,239

-

!

r

4 long term
fel1Qwships

-

88,000

23,720,092

In addition to the contributions mentioned in this table, equipment and services of an estimated total
value of about US $ 2.8 million were provided on a bilateral basis by several Members for the partial or
full implementation of VAP projects, details of which are given on the following page.

x

x
X

1-1
1-1
1-1

x
x

X

H

<

Implementation of VAP projects under bilateral agreements
MEMBER
AUSTRALIA

BELGIUM
BULGARIA
CANADA

..

FRAHCE
GERMANY, FEDERAL
REPUBLIC OF
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC
REPUBLIC
INETHERLANDS
IlJNITED KmGDOM
IlJNITED STATES OF
~ICA

PROJECTS
INDONESIA OB/I/I/I - Radiowind station. TE/2/2/1 - Telecommunication equipment for
radio broadcast
SINGAPORE OB~3~1~1 - APT station
THAILAND TE:2 I 3 - Telecommunication equipment for RTH
IVORY COAST OB/~/I/I - APT station
RWANDA TE/4/2/2 - Facsimile equipment
GUINEA OB/2/1 - Meteorological instruments for surface stations
~ OB/I/I/I-OB/I/I/6 -Hydrogen generator
COLOMBIA TEll TE/I-TE/2 - Telecommunication equipment for national collection
QQ!QQ. TE/2/1/1 - Telecommunication equipment for regional circuit
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC OB/3/2/1 - Meteorological instruments for surface stations
GUYANA_~~ Long-term fellowship
ISRAEL TR I - Long-term fellowship
MADAGASC~~:- Telecommunication equipment for national collection
NIGERIA OB I 1 2 - Hydrogen generator
~ TE/l/l/2 - Telecommunication equipment for national collection
BURUNDI _~_ - Long-term fellowship
MADAGASCAR TR/l - Long-term fellowship
RWANDA ¥:RIl - Long-term fellowship
BURMA TE/4/4 - Facsimile equipment
TUNiSIA TE/2/1/~ - Telecommunication equipment for RTT reception and maintenance
workshop
THAILAND TE/5/1 - Facsimile equipment
SUDAN OBF3/l/l - APT station
SYRiAN ARAB REPUBLIC OB/3/1/1 - APT station
SURINAM OB/VlIl - APT station. TE/4/4 - Facsimile equipment
NIGERIA TE/~/l - Telecommunication equipment for RTH
HONDURAS OB/I/l/l - Expendables for rawinsonde station
MAURITIUS OB/3/1/2 - Additional equipment for APT station

-",

.....

__.-

. _...

_.-

.. ,. __ .. _----------------

VIII - STATUS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF VAP PROJECTS
ON 31 DECEMBER 1974

Explanatory Notes
1.

The purpoae of this section is to desoribe the progress being made in
implementing YAP projeots.

2.

The basic referenoe doouments are the WHO publioations entitled "World
Weather Watch - Consolidated list of Voluntary Assistanoe Programme
Projeots approved for circulation in 1968, 1969 and 1970" and the
"Consolidated Report on the Voluntary Assistanoe Programme inclUding
Projects approved for ciroulation in 1971, 1972 and 1973". This
section also inoludes those projects approved for ciroulation in
1974 for which implementation has been initiated.

3.

The information is presented under the headings I
(I)

PARTIAL IMPLEMENTATION
YAP projeots for whioh partial implementation has been
authorized or is proceeding. Offers of implementation
of the remaining parts of such projects should be given
particular attention in order to enable them to be
completed.

( II)

FULL IMPLEMENTATION
YAP projects for which implementation in full has been
authorized or whioh are being otherwise implemented.
Such projeots may then be deleted from the list of those
for which offers of implementation are still requested.

(Ill) COMPLETED PROJECTS
VAP projeots whioh have already been completed.

><
><
><

<

I-l

STATUS OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF YAP PROJECTS ON 31 DECEMBER 1974
FULL HlPLE11Ell'l'ATION

PARTIAL IMPLEMENTATION
lMember
requesting
IvAP support
(1)
1. AFGHANISTAN

PROJECT

VAP ASSISTANCE
OFFERED

OTHER
SOURCES

PROJECT

VAP ASSISTANCE
OFFERED

OTHER
SOURCES

PROJECT

VAP ASSISTANCE
OFFERED

OTHER
SOURCES

(2)

(,)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(s)

(9)

(10)

013/1/1/2
013/1/1/3

U.S.S.R.

U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.
(, LTFs)

013/5/1
TR/l

TR/2

UNDP
(1 LTF)

tr.S"S.R.

WMO IUl

(5 LTFs)

(1 LTF)
:-

2. liGERU

.

OB/i/l/2

TE/5/1

..
3. AliGENTI1l.l
;

~1~ Finland
2 VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 5,,700
Norway

TE/l/l
TE/2/l
TE/2/2
TE/2/l/2

U.S.A.
U.K.
U.S.A.
VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 20,000

013/3/1/1
TR/1

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
(2 LTFs)

013/,/1/1
TR/, .

U.S.A.

OB/EX

Japan

TR/l

U.K.
(1 LTF) ,
U.S.A.
(1 LTF)
U.K.
(1 LTF)

UNDP
(1 LTF)

TR/l

4. :BARAMAS
,
. 5. :BARllADOS

COMPLETED PROJECTS

WMORB
(1 LTF)

TR/2

6. BELIZE

TE/4/1

U.K.

TR/1

U.K.
(1 LTF)

(1)
7. llOLIVIA

(2)

(4)

(3)

1iM0 Rll
(1 LTF)
. llNDP
(1 LTF)

TR/l

8. BOTSWANA

9. BUZIL

(5)
TE/l
TE/2/1

TE/2/l/1-

U•.S.A.
J':rima.

OP>/1/1/7

OB/l/l/9

0P>/1/2/1
10. BRITISH
CARIUEAN
TERRITORIES
ANTIGUA

(7)

U.S.A.
VAP(F)
not exceeding US I
20,600

TE/l/l/l
TE/l/l/2

'JI1/2/'J./2

(8)
0P>/1/1/2

U.K.
U.K.
VAP(F)
not exceed..
ing USI
90,000
VAP(F)
not exceeding'US $
90,000
U.S.A.

(9)

(10)

U.S.A.

TR/l

U.K.
(1 LTF)

OB/6/1

U.S ..A.

TR/4

WO Rll
(1 LTF)

,
TE/5/1

11. P>ULGARIA

12. llll1lMA.

(6)

0P>!1!1!1
01./1/1/2

Canada
(bilateral)

WHO (VCA) +
VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 50,~00

TR/l
TR/2
0P>/3/1/1
TE/4/4
01./1/1/6

I

TE/l

U.S.A.

TR/l

U.S.A.
(1 LTF)

WORll
(1 LTF)
WO RP>
(lLTF)
U.S.A.

~l~
Finland
2 U.S.A.
3 VAP(F)
. not exceeding US $
3,000

trnDP+
WORll
(1 LTF)

Germany
Fed.Rep. ot
(bilateral)
Canada
(bila.teral)

x

x
x

<
H
H

x

X
X

<

(1)

(;)

(2)

(4)

(5)

1;. BURUNDI

TR/2

14. CAMEROOli

Ojj/;/l./l
DP/l/2

(6)

(8)

(7)

U•. S.S.R.
(; LTFs)

TR/l

Fran·ce

OB/5/1

TE/l/l

~l~ Israel
Nation2 VAP(F)
al
not excAeding US$!5 500 resources
(1) VAP(F)
not exceeding US $
;0 000
(2) France

16. CHAD

OB/;/l/l
TE/1/l

France
Fr.ance

17. CHILE

TE/l/l/l

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 60,000

,

15. CENTRAL AFRIC.ili
REPUBLIC

TR/l

. ;-

OB/5/1
Oll/5/2

TR/8

(lO)

France
(bilateral)
Poland

U.S.S.R.
(2 LTFs)

,
18. OOLOKIlIA

(9)

TR/l

U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.
(1 LTF)

TR/l
UNDP
(6 LTFs)

Canada
(bilateral)

TR/2

U.S.S.R.
(5 LTFs)

TR/;

U.S.S.R.
(7 LTFs)
llomania
(2 LTFs)

TR/5
TR/6
TR/7

"_ ...

U.S.S.R.
(, LTFs)
U.S.S.R.
(, LTFs)
Hungary
(2 LTFs)

~l~ Finland
2 VAP(F)
not exceeding
US S 30,000
Oll/1/1/2 (1) Finland
(2) VAP(F)
not exceeding
US $ ;0,000
(;) U.S.A.
Oll/;/l/l France
U.S.A.
TE/l TE/2

National
resources

Oll/l/l/l

llelgium
(1 LTF)
U.S.S.R.
(; LTFs)

TE/l

TR/4

OB/l/l
UNDP
(2 LTFs)

UNDP
(1 LTF)

-'-'---"-'-'"--

--'_ ... _._--_. ---

Canada
(bilateral)

1-1
1-1
1-1

(2)

(3)

19. CONGO

TE/l/2
TE/2/1/1

France

20. COSTA RICA

TR/2

U.S.S.R.
(2 LTFs)

21. CUBA

TE/l/lTE/2/1

(1)

(4)

(6)

(5)

(1)

Canada
(bilateral)

OB/3/1/1
TE/4/1

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

(8)
TE/I/I

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 14,000
France

OB/l/l/2
TE/2/1

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

TR/l

U.K.
(1 LTF)

TE/5/1

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 91,000

TE/4/1/1

France

OB/l/l/l

~l~ Finland
2 VAP(F) not
exceeding US $
5,500
VAP(F) not
exceeding US S
1,000

(10)

U1IDP

22. OnRUS

':R/2

U.K.

23. CZECHOSLOVAKIA

TE/5/1

U.K.

(1 LTF)
".

,24. DAHOMEY
25. DEMOCRATIC YEMEN TR/l

(9)

U.S.S.R.
(1 LTF)
Egypt
.
(2 LTFs) ,

YIMO liB

(1 LTF)

OB/l/2/1

26. DOMINICAN
REPUBLIC

TE/l/l

U.S.A.

OB/3/1/1
OB/3/2/l

,

UoS.A.

TR/l

Canada
(bilateral)
YIMO B1I

(2 LTFs)
27. ECUADOR

28. EGYPT, THE ARAB
REPUBLIC OF

TE/2
TE/3
TE/5

(1) U.K.
(2) U.S.S.R.
(3) VAP(F) not
exceeding US$
40,000

TR/l

Belgium
(1 LTF)

TE/5

VAP(F) 'not
exceeding
US $ 160,000

YIMO liB

(1 LTF)

OB/l/l/2
OB/3/1/1
TE/I/l
TE/2/1
DP/1
OB/6
DP/4/1

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

Japan (expert
mission)

National
resources
National
,resources

x
X
X

1-1

X

x
(1)

(2)

(3)

28. EGYPT, THE A:RAll
REPUJlLIC OF
(contd.)

TE/2

France

TR/3

U.K.
(2 LTFs)
!i.S.S.R.
(1 LFT)

29. EL SALVADOR

TR/2
TR/3

U.K. (1 LTF)
U.S.A.
(1 LTF)

;50. mlUOPU

0'3/5/1

'll'.8.A.

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(9)

OB/3/1/1
TE/2/1
Tll./l

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

(2 LTFs)

UlmP (1 LTl!')
UlmP (2
LTFs)

TE/4/1
OB/5/1

U.S.A.
l.U.S.A.
2. Germany, Fed.
Republic ot

0'B/l/1/1 VAP(li') not
exceeding
US$ 76,000

OB/3/1/1
TE/1/1
TR/1

WHO RE
(1 LTF)

U.K.
U.K.
U.K. (2
LTFs)
U.S.A. (1
LTF)
Poland (1
. LTF)
Sweden (1
LTF)

OB/3/1/1

32. GlWiA

TR/2

33. GREECE

OB/1/2
U.S.A.

TE/4/1 .

UlmP
(1 LTF)
WHORE
(1 LTF)

TRll

U.S.S.R.
(4 LTFs)

OB/l/l/l

TE/l

WHORE
(1 LTF)

National
resou:rces

OB/l/1/1
OB/3!1/1
TR/1

U.S.A.
U.K•.
U.S.A.
(1 LTF)

TE/1/1

~l~ U.S.A.
2 VAP(F)
not exceeding US$
30,000
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

. U.S.A.
U.S.A.

OB/1/1/1
OB/3/1/1
TE/2/1
35. GUINEA

;rno RE

(1 LTF)

31. GABON

OB/5/J:.

(10)

;rno RE

TR/2

34. GUATEMALA

(8)

n'~-

2 U.K.
3 U.S.A.
4 VAP(F)
VAP(F) not
.
exceeding
US $40 000

OB/2/1

Bulgaria
(bHateral)

r

(1)

(2)

(4)

(3)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

National
resources

TE/l/l

36. GUYANA

TE/4/2
TE/4/3
TR/l

U.K.
U.K.
WMO Rll
(1 LTF)
Canada
(bilateral)

TR/2
37. HONDURAS

TE/4/l

U.S.A..

OB/2/l
OB/3/l/l
OB/l/l/l
TE/2/l
TEI111

Poland
U.S.A.

OB/3/l/l

U.S.S.R.

"'.

38. HUNGARY
TE/2
TE/4

39. ICELAND

40. INDIA

41. IN:DONESIA

,

OB/l/l/l
OB/l/l/2

42. IRAN

~3. IRA~

TR/4

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US ~ 90,000

U.S.A.
(1 LTF)

·TE/5

(10)

U.S.A.
~l~ U.S.A.
2 VAP(F)
not exceeding US $
8,000

U.S.A..
(bilateral)

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US$ 70,000
(1) Netherlands
(2) VAP(F)
not exceeding
US$ 60,000

TE/5

National OB/l/l/l
resources (partial)
Australia TR/l
(bilateral)

OB/l/l/l
TE/2/2/l

TE/5

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 60,000

TR/3

U.K. (1 LTl'i')
U.S.S.R.
(1 LTF)

TR/l

U.K. (1
LTF)
U.S.S.R.
(1 LTF)

TR/2

U.~ (1
LTF

National
rSSOl1rC8a

OB/3/l/2

National
resources

TR/l
TR/2

U.S.A.
(radio
equipment)

U.S.A.
(1 LTF)

Australia
(bilateral)
WMO RB
(2 LTFs)
UNDP
(1 LTF)

U.S.S.R.
(1 LTF)

WMORll
(1 LTF)
\/MO Rll

(1 LTF)

J

x

r

1-1

(1)

(2)

44. ISRAEL

TR/l

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

x

r

45. IVORY COAST

0'B/l/2/2

U.S.A.
(1 LTF)

1-1
1-1

Canada

~bilateral)

1 LTF)
WO Rll
(1 LTF)

France

0'B/3/1/1

46. JAMAICA

TR/l
TR/3

41. JORDAN

TR/3

TR/2

U.K.
(1 LTF)

Egypt, Arab
Rep. of
(2 LTFs)
WHORE
(1 LTF)

TR/4

48. KENYA,
TANZ..mu

TE/5/1

AND

UGANDA

49. KHMER
REPl1JlLIC
50. KOREA,
REPUELIC OF

TR/l

U.K.
(1 L'W)

OE/3/1/1
TE/l/l
TE/EX

yr·S.:A.
2 U.K. .
3 VAP(F) not
exceed.inj:;
US.$ 14 000

OE/3/1/l

U.S.A.

TR/l

U.S.S.R.
~l LTF)
l~ U.S.S.R.
2 VAP(F)·
not exceeding·,
US $ 20 000

TR/l

'BelgiUlll
(bilateral)
U.S.A.
(1 LTF)
U.K.
(1 LTF)
U.K.
U.K.
Japan
expert
mission
U.K.
(1 LTF)

TE/2il/lTE/2/1/3

U.S.A.

TE/5

Sweden

WHORE
(1 LTF)

WHORE
(3 LTFs)
UlOlP

(1 LTF)
51. LAOS

TR/'i

U.S.S.R.
(2 LTFs)

TE/2
TE/4/1
TE/4/3

OE/l/l/l
l!lational
resources

VAP(F)
not exceeding US $
20,000

OE/3/1/1

52 • LE'BAl!lON

OE/3/1/1

53. LIBYAl!l ARA"B
REPUBLIC

OE/3/1/2

l!laUonal
resources
France
National
resources

(1)
54. MADAGASCAR

(2)

(3)

(4)
Canada
(bilateral)

TE/l

(5)
OB/l/2/1

(6)

~l~France
2 VAP(F) not
exceeding US$
60,000

(7)

(8)

OB/l/2/3
TR/l

55. MALJ.WI

OB/l/2/1

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US$ 30,000
France bilateral
(1 LTF)

NII.U.,nal

O-a/l/l/2

TE/l/l

Frence

OB/3/1/1

Frence

OB/l/l/2
OB/l/l/l

TR/l

58. MAURITANIA

OB/l/l/l

(10)

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US$ 30,000

56. MALJ.YSIA
57. MALI

(9)

~l~
U.K.
2 France

OB/3/1/1

re eourcee

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US$ 60,000
inland
2 U.S.A.
3 VAP(F)
not exceeding US$
60,000
U.S.S.R.
(1 LTF)

tr

U.S.A.

3 VAP(F)
59. MAURITIUS

OB/l/l/l
TR/l
TR/2

60. MEXICO

OB/6/l
' TR/2

61. MONGOLIA
62. MOROCCO

TR/l/3

U.K.
U'.S.A.
(1 fellowship)
U.K.
(1 fellowship)

U.S.A.
U.S.S.R.
(6 fellowships)

OB/l/2/2

National
resources

OB/l/2/2/1 U.K.
OB/3/l/1
OB/3/1/2
TE/2/1/1

U.K.

OB/l/l/4

U.S.A.

'OB/3/1/1

National
resources
U.S.A. (bilateral)

U.S.S.R.

U.S.A.
(1 fellowship)
x
r

I-t
I-t
I-t

x

r

I-i

<

(1)
6~.

NEPAL

(2)
TR/l

(3)

(4)

U.S.A.
(1 fellowship)
U.S.S.R.
(2 fellowships)

WHO regular
budget (1
fellowship)
umlP (1
fellowship)

64. NETHERL.A1lllS
.ANTILLES

( 5)
TE/2/1/1

TR/l

(6)
VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $ 7 000

U.K. (1
fellowship)

I.
65. NICARAGUA

OB/5/1

U.S.A~

66. NIGER

67. I1IGERIA

TR/l

\/MO regular
(l)U.K. (2
fellowship. budget (2
(2)U.S.A. (1
fellowships)
fellowship)
(3)Egypt. the
Ara.b Re ub-.
lic of 1
fellowship)

1

6a. PAXISTAli

TR/l

,

umlP (1
fellowehip)

69. PAliAMA

'(;.S.A.
"(J.S.A.(l
fellowship)

OB/3/1/1
OB/3/1/2

U.S.A.
U.S.A.

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.5.A.

OB/l/l/l

tt

TE/l

France

OB/4/1

rance
2 U.K.
; VAP(F)
U.S.A.

OB/l/l/l
OB/l/l/2

Finland
Finland

OB/l/2/1

TE/5/1

OB/;/l/l
TE/4/1

National
resouroe.
Canada
(bilateral)
~l)U.K.
. U.K. (bi2)VAP(F)not . lateral)
exceeding additional
US 372 000 support

France
VAP(F) not
exceeding
1]'S $65 000
U.S.S.R.
(1 fellowship)
U.S.,A. (1
fellowship)
U.S.A.
1]'.5 •..1..
U.S.A.
VAP(F)not
exceeding
1]'S $;0 000

(10)

W!10 regular budget (1
fellowship)
OB/3/1/1
TE/l/l
TEj2/1
TE/4/1

TE/2/1
UllDP (1
fellowship)

(9)

U.S.A.

TR/l

OB/5/1
TR/l

(a)

TE/l/2

TE/l/l
TE/2/1
TE/4/1
70. PARAGUAY

(7)

National
resource.
National
resources

OB/l/2/2
OB/;/l/l
OB/3/1/2

U.K.
U.S.A.

OB/l/2/4

1]'.8•..1.. (for
Jiwani)

OB/l/l/2
OB/;/l/l

1]'.5• ..1..
1]'.S.A.

WHO regular budget (2
fellow...
ships

(1)
7l.

72.

n.

PERU

PHILIPPIEES

POLAIDl

(2)

(,)

OB/l/l/2
TR/l

U.S.A.

TR/l

U.K.(l
fellowship)

TR/2

U.S.A. (1
fellowship)

TR/2

U.S.S.R.(l
fellowship)

(4)

,mo

regular
budget (1
fello;lship)

(5)

ROMANIA

75.

RWAIDlA

OB/,/l/l

U.S.A.

TR/l

U.S.S.R.(l
fellowship)
U.S.S.R.(l
faJ.J.owl;ih1p)

OB/l/2

U.S.S.R.

OB/,/l/l

U.K.

TE/4/1

TR/2

TR/4
TR/5
SENEGAL

TE/l/l

France

OB/l/l/l
OB/l/2/1
TE/2/1/2

77-

SIERRA LEONE

TR/2

U.K. (1
,fellowship)
U.S.A. (1
fellowship)

OB/2/,
TE/l/l
TE/4/2

78.

SINGAPORE

(9)

Poland
VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $20 000

TR/,

76.

($)

(10)

WHO regular
budget (1
fellowship)

WHO regular
budget (1
fellows!li.p)

TR/l

(7)

OBj2/,
TE/2/1

TR/,
74.

(6)

OB/l/2/l

TR/2

VAP(F) not
exceeding
'US $70 000
U.S.S.R. (1
fellowship)
U.S.S.R. (1
fellowship)
U.S.S.R. (1
fellowship)
U.S.S.R. (1
fellowship)

BelgiUlll
(bilateral)
France
(bilateral)

TE/4/2/2
TR/l

VAP(F)
US $85 000
France+U.S.A.
France
~l~France
2 U.K. '

TE/2/4
TE/5/1

France
France

U.S.A.
VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $25 000
U.K.

OB/,/l/l
OB/2/2
TR/l

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A. (1
fellowship)

~l~Fililand
2·VAP{F)not
exceeding
US $15 000
U.K. (1
fellowship)

OB/,/l/l'

TR/l
TR/,

WHO regular
bUdget (1
fellowship)
Australia.
(bila.teral)

U.K.(l
fellowship)
U.K. (1
fellowship)

x

!<

x

(1)
79.

SOMALIA

(2)
TE/l/l/;

(;)

(4)

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $20 000·

(5)
OB/l/l/2
TE/2/1/1
TR/l/l

80.

SRI LAliKA

(6)
VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $60 000
U.K.
Egypt,the
Arab Republic of(2
fellowships)
U.S.S.R. (4
fellowships)
U.S.A. (2

(7)

(8)

(10)

(9)

~l~Finland
2 VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $12 000
OB/;!l/l U.S.A.
WHO regular TE/1/1/2
U;S.A.
budget (1
fellowship)
OB/l/l/l

fellowshi~S)

TR/2

U.S.S.R. 1
fellowship)

OB!l!l!l
OBl.l/2/1

Ind:1a
France
OB!;/l/l U.S.A.
Switzlllrla.nd
TE/2
~l~switzerland
2 VAP(F)not .
. exceeding
US $12 000

TEll

81.

SllDAli

TE/2/1/1
'1!B./l

.VAP(F) .not
exceeding
US $60 000·
WMO,liIDF
U.K. (4
:
fellowships)
(1 fellowship)
U.S.S.R. (3
fellowships)
Egypt, the AJ:al
Republic of (2·
fellowships)

0P./l/l/3

~lrK.
2 U.S.A. '

; VAP(F)
0P./l/2/4 VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $20 000
TE/l/2/1. VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $7 000

OB/1/l/l

~lrinland
2 U.S.A;

; VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $15 000
OB/l/l/4 ~l~Finland
. 2 VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $11500
OB/l/2/5 VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $;L2 000
German
OB/5/1/1
Dem.Rep.
(bilateral)

TE!l!l!l~

TE/l/lj2 VAP(F) not
TE/1/1/5 llxceed1ng
TEjl/l/4, US $16 000
82.

SURmAM

OB/5/1/1
TE/4/4
TE/4/1
TR/l

U.K. (1
fe11\>wship)

Netherlands
(bilateral)
Netherlands
(bilateral)
Nationa.l
resources
WHO regul:ar
budget (1
fellowship)

!<

1-1

(1)
83·

SYRIAN
.ARAB

REPUBLIC
84·

THAILAND

(2)

(4)

(3)

OB/5/1
TR/l

U.S.A.

TE/5/1

VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $72 000

TE/2/1/;-,

,IMO regular
budget (2
fellowships)
Germany,Fed.
Rep. of
(bilateral)
Australia
(bilateral)

(5)

(8)

(9)

OB/3/1/1

TR/2

Germany,Fed.
Rep. of (1
fellowship)
U.K. (1
fellowship)

OB/3/1/1 U.S.A.
TR/l
U.S.A.(l
WMO regular
fellowship) budget (1
fellowship)

TR/4
TR/l

86.

TRIl'l'IDAD
AND TOBAGO

TR/3

87.

TWISIA

U.S.S.R. (.3
fellowships)

' TE/4/1

German Dem.
Rep. (bilateral)

France

WHO regOB/3/1/1 'U.S.A.
ular bud- TR/l
U.S.A. (1
get (1
fellowship)
fellowship) TR/2
,IMO regular
budget (1
fellowship)
OB!3!1!1 tr.S.A.
OB/l!l/l Sweden
OB/l/2/1 Sweden
TE/2/1/3

TR/2

,

WHO regular
budget (1 .
fellowship)

TR/l

Germany,Fed.
Rep. of (1
fellowship)
U.S.A. (1
fellowship)

UPPER
VOLTA

TE/l/2

VAP(F)not
exceeding
US $9 000

90.

URUGUAY

OB/2/2/1OB!2/2/9
OB/3/1/1
TE/l/l
TE/2/1

U.S.A.

VENEZUELA

OB/5/1 .

U.S.A.

TR/2

TR/3

Germany, Fed.
Rep. of (bilateral)

WHO regular budget (2
fellowshi;s)

89.

91.

(10)

Egypt, the Arab
Republic of (2
fellowships)

TOGO

TURKEY

(7)

TR/2

85.

88.

(6)

,IMO regOB/l/l/3
ular budget (1
fellowship)
,IMO regular budget (1
fellowship)

U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.

fl~Finland
2 VAP(F)
not exceediDg
US $90 (X)(

x

~

1-1
1-1

x

~
H
H
H

(1)
91-

(2)

(;;)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(s)

TE/2/1

VENEZUELA

(contd.)
'1!B./l

92.

VIET-NAM

'1!B./2

REPu::BLIC

U.K. (1
fellowshi.p)

'1!B./l

OF

9;;.

94.

ZAIRE

ZAMBIA

~l~Finland
2 VAP(F)
TE/l/l/;; France

0:5/1/1/1

0:5/1/1/2

'1!B./l

Sweden(;;
fellowshi.ps)

~l~Finland
2 VAP(F)

(9)
~l~U.S.A.
2 VAP(F) not
exceeding
US $70 000
U.S.A. (1
fellowahi.p)

:5elgium (2
fellowahi.ps)

TE/l/l/2
TR/l

Canada(bilateral)
Italy

01/'/1./,J. :B'::&ZlOIll
lmDP (2
fellowshi.ps)

0:5/1/2

.,

,U.K. (windfinding
ra.dar)

0:5/1/2

(10)

Finland
(radiosonde)
0:5/;;/1/1 U.,S.A•

IX - FULL LIST OF INDIVIDUAL VAP PROJECTS APPROVED FOR
CIRCULATION IN 1974
WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

AFGHANISTAN

Title of project

08/3/2/1

Improvement of the APT station at Kabul

Purpose and description of project
Among the tasks for which the Meteorological Institute in Afghanistan is
responsible, this project appears to be supplementary to project AFG/516.
The equipment requested is to supplement the equip~ent of the minirapt-type APT station purchased from the Societe lannionnaise d'electronique (France).
Since the present
facsimile-type decoder has certain defects (lack of contrast, no facilities for enlarging), Afghanistan is endeavouring to acquire a display system which is more flexible in use.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The purchase of equipment and training of personnel lie beyond the financial
capabilities of Afghanistan.
Since the use of an APT station and data-processing are
recommended' under the WWW.itis considered that it would be preferable to obtain
financial assistance through VAP rather than by direct bilateral assistance, or by
multilateral assistance.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Implementation of this project would lead to an improvement in aviation forecasting at Kabul and it would be possible to undertake studies concerning snow and
precipitation in general, which are of vital importance for agriculture in Afghanistan.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Republic of Afghanistan, through its Meteorological Service, will provide:

AFGHANISTAN

- 2 Premises (including photographic laboratory)
Technical personnel
Equipment for upkeep and maintenance in so far as this
under the project.

~s

not included

Duration of project
One to two years, taking into account the local possibilities.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
YAP contribution:
An additional cathode display system for the APT station
A set of spare parts for the above cathode display system
Services of an expert for training personnel in the operation of equipment
Degree of urgency_ with reasons
As soon as possible, since the project AFG/516 is due to be completed in 1974.
Any other relevant information
None.
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AFGHANISTAN

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance because the request is for
the provision of additional equipment to the existing APR station.
The additional
equipment would enhance the capability of the APT station at Kabul.
The WWW plan for
the Global Observing System states that Members should endeavour to install at least
one direct read-out station on their territory (see paragraph 83, WMO plan for the
period 1971-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the project is of national benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

BANGLADESH

Ti Ue of pro jeet

OB/4/1/1 - Establishment of a weather survillance radar
station for strengthening the Regional Meteorological
Centre at Rangpur

Purpose and description of project
Norwester (Kal-baishaki) storms and tornadoes are regular pre-monsoon
micro-meteorological phenomena of the Genetic and the Brahmaputra Basins of
Bangladesh. They are as short lived as they are app'al~rng):y_~~ri_'~JXJ.i':lg C!nd.
destruction. The pro jeet envisages installation of the 10 CI!!.j~Ell;lt.h~!:. s urve{ll.cms:e..
radar at the proposed Regional Meteorological Centre at Rangpur for detection of
Norwesters and the intensity of rainfall in the northern area and the adjoining
Indian territory to improve weather and flood forecasting systems. Arrangements will
also be made for the photography of important radarscope pictures for research leading to finding out of a suitable technique/formula for Z/R relationship pertaining
to Bangladesh. (Z = Radar reflectivity and R = Rate of rainfall)
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The Government has approved in the current five-year plan (1973-1978) a
project for establishment of a Regional Meteorological Centre at Rangpur with a view
to strengthening meteorological services in the area. Foreign exchange component of
supplementing the ·project cannot however be financed from the national budget.
Bilateral or UNDP assistance cannot also be expected.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The project will enable the Meteorological Service to implement the. Global
Observing System - the operational aspect of WWW and for conducting research on
problems related to WWW.

BANGLADESH

- 5 Nature and scope of national contribution to project

The country will provide all suitable buildings and qualified staff for
running the station.
Duration of project
The project is an integral part of Meteorological Service and as such is a
permanent one.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Total of cost of the project is Taka 53,55,000
VAP support is required for
(1)

Cost of a W.S.R. including freight etc .•••• $

~60,000

Degree of urgency with reasons
Necessity for modernizing the service with an electronic radar for the area
cannot be over-emphasized. Once the supply of a radar is assured construction of
the buildings could be taken in hand on top priority basis.
Any other relevant information
Fellowships in Radar Meteorology have been provided under the UNDP Assistance
Programme.

BANGLADESH
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
weather radar is a powerful tool for local forecasting purposes and for the timely
preparation of storm warnings. Further, in accordance with the WWW plan work should
continue in developing standards and goals for radar observing networks and the
exchange of radar observations as required (see paragraph 92, WWW plan 1972-1975).
The project qualifies for assistance under the VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is of national importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

BRAZIL

Ti He of pro ject

OB/l/2/1

Augmentation of the upper-air observations
at Vilhena (83208) and Manaus (82332)

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to provide for the observational programme
at the upper-air stations in the basic synoptic network of Region III at Vilhena
(83208) and Manaus (82332), particularly during the GATE period.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Procedures to import these supplies would involve too many legal procedures
so that it will be impossible for the material to arrive on time to permit the
~ontinuity of operation of some stations during the GATE period.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The above stations are upper-air stations included in the basic synoptic
network of Region Ill.
The WWW plan 1972-1975 states that every effort should be made to obtain
upper-air observations at stations in the basic synoptic network at synoptic times.
Furthermore the observational requirements of GATE stress the importance of these
observations during the GATE period.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The country will be apt to maintain the required operation of the
radiosonde stations without interruption during GATE.
Duration of project
June to September 1974.

Observational programme will be continued.

BRAZIL
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item

700 balloons, 600 grams, Kaysan type 90G
20 slide wires*
20 violin strings*

2,900.00
355.00
29.00

*These items are for Leeds-Northrup radiosonde recorders
Degree of urgency with reasons
This project is of very urgent nature to keep the WWW stations in the GATE
area operating full programme.
Any other relevant information
The reports will be regularly transmitted to the RTH Brasilia for
international exchange.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
radiosonde stations at Vilhena (83208) and Manaus (82332) are in the basic synoptic
network for Region Ill. Members should take action to complete observing programmes
at stations which are already in operation but which do not at present carry out a
full programme of observation recommended by the regional associations (see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and 10 (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project is of regional and global importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member:

BRAZIL

Title of project:

OB/2/1/1 - Automatic station at Vila Bittencourt (82152)

Purpose and description of project
Establishment of an automatic station in the recommended synoptic station at
Vila Bittencourt (Amazonia) (01023'S,69 025'W). Th1s station will fill a serious gap
in the synoptic network in this area. Regarding its representativeness in connexion
with its installation, a nearby military settlement will permit the cleaning of the
area and its maintenance in good conditions as well as the provision of energy. It
would seem that since there is some military personnel living permanently in the
neighbourhood, consideration might have been given to establishing a manned station.
This is not however possible due to the specific task carried out by this personnel.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The national resources are fully devoted to the implementation of the GOS
and GTS in the whole country. The extension of the national territory as well as
the number of recommended synoptic stations will require the continuation of these
efforts for some years to come. The country has not yet the technology to devise an
automatic meteorological station. On the other hand there is no bilateral or
multilateral (UNDP) programme through which this station could be obtained.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The Amazon area is one of the largest basins in the world. This extensive
and practically uninhabited territory lays down in the equatorial zone where the
density of the existing observing network is very poor. On the other hand, the
weather phenomena registered in this region affect Brazil as well. as other Latin
American countries sited in the tropics. Therefore, the availability of data from
this area is necessary to fill the objectives of the WWW.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
(1)

To ensure maintenance of installations and their servicing and repair
by air or road;

BRAZIL
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(2)
(3)

To supply expendables;
To ensure radio listening at the station and regular broadcasts of
observations at the synoptic times, and inclusion of data in the RTH
Brasilia transmissions.

Duration of project:
Mission of expert for one month.
Estimated total cost of pro jeCt and of proposed YAP countribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
US $40 000.-

Degree of urgency with reasons
The degree of urgency may be identified with that of the establishment of a
satisfactory network according to WWW plans.
Any other relevant information
None.
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Secretary-Generalis comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because it provides for the establishment of the required regional basic synoptic stations.
Members should endeavour to complete the implementation of surface stations of the
regional basic synoptic networks (see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
Whilst automatic weather stations may provide the only means of obtaining
observations from some of these difficult and remote locations, care is necessary to
ensure that the operation and maintenance of the equipment is feasible with the
technical limitations of present equipment of this type.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of regional importance •.

BRAZIL
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
BRITISH CARIBB£AN TERRITORIES (BELIZE)

Member

Title of project

TR/2 - Long-term fellowships.

Purpose and description of project
Purpose:

To train a meteorologist - Agrometeorologist at undergraduate and post
graduate levels, leading to the development of capability for directing
the operations and development of the section responsible for Agrometeorology within the national Meteorological Service.

Description:
The candidates should be given 3 year undergraduate course at the Unfversity of the West Indies/Caribbean Meteorological Institute, Barbados,
to be followed byl year post graduate work specializing in agrometeorology.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Does not qualify under UNDP/TA.
Not available through regular bilateral schemes.
Explanation of how project fits into the .overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The project is essential to the effective meteorological infra-structure
af Belize and non-implementation would severely handicap the satisfaction of WWW
requirements in this area.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Salary for fellow.
Duration of project
Four years.
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BELIZE

Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Up to US $6,000 per annum-depending on country in which the fellowship
is tenable.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The need for an agrometeorologist in the national Meteorological Service
of Belize is most urgent. Implementation of this project in 1974 is_therefore most
desirable.
Any other relevant information
The United Nations Economic Survey Mission (1963) recommended that the
country's economic development should be based primarily on agriculture. This
recommendation has been accepted by the Government, and an improved meteorological
service is essential if proper agricultural planning is to be made.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization
of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Progrgmme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning
the assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to
remain in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is
already an established WHO practice for long-term fellowships

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category
"A/C".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

BRITISH CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES (BELIZE)

Title of Proiect

TR/3 - Long-term fellowships

Purpose and description of project - The fellowship is intended to enable a Belize
Meteorological Officer to graduate in meteorology from a recognized university. Preference is expressed for the University of the West Indies/Caribbean Meteorological
Institute, Barbados.
Florida State University is suggested as an alternative in view
of' its location and research interests in the Caribbean.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Does not qualify under UNDP/TA.
Not available through regular bilateral schemes.
Explanation of how projects fits into the overall
particularly its regional significance

WWW~lementation programme

and

The project is essential to the effective meteorological infra-structure
of Belize and non-implementation would severely handicap the satisfaction of WWW
requirements in this area.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Salary for fellow.
Duration of project
Three years.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
Up to US 56 000 per annum depending on the country in which this fellowship
us tenable.
Degree of urgency with reasons
Implementation is most urgent having regard to the fact that the fellow
cannot qualify until at earliest 1977.
It is therefore requested that implementation
of this project be by September, 1974.
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BELIZE

Any other relevant information
The United Nations Economic Survey Mission (1963) recommended that the
country's economic development should be based primarily on agriculture.
This
recommendation has been accepted by the Government, and an improved meteorological
service is essential if proper agricultural planning is to be made.

Secretary-Generalis comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Resolution 22 ~g-V~ and paragraphs 10(a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10(e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WHO practice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category "A".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

BRITISH CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES (BELIZE)

Title of project

TR/4 -

Lon~-term

fellowships

Purpose and description of project
To enable two officers of the national Meteorological Service to pursue the
degree programme in meteorology at the University of the West Indies/Caribbean Meteorological Institute, Barbados.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Does not qualify under UNDP/TA.
Not available through regular bilateral schemes.
Explanation of how project fits into the effective meteorological infra-structure of
Belize and non-implementation would severely handicap the satisfaction of WWW requirements in this area.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Salary for fellows.
Duration of project
Three years.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown- to
show the cost of each item
Up to US S8 000 per annum.
Degree of urgency with reasons
To commence in 1975 when suitable candidates are expected to be available and
to fit in with an overall plan for training of meteorological personnel.
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Any other relevant information
The United Nations Economic Survey Mission (1963) recommended that the
country's economic development should b~ based primarily on agriculture.
This reco~
mendation has been accepted by the Government, and an improved meteorological service
is essential if proper agricultural planning is to be made.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs IO( a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph IO(e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WMO practice for long~term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
ject for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship( a) fell under category "C'.

pro~
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WHO YoluntaryAssistance Programme
Member

BRITISH CARIBBEAN TERRITORIES (BELIZE)

Title of project

TR/5 - Long-term fellowships

Purpose and description of project
Purpose
To allow a Class 1 meteorologist to pursue a post-graduate training, leading
to the development of capability for directing the operations and development of the
section responsible for climatology within the national Meteorological Service.
Description
The candidate should be given 1 year post-graduate training in climatology at
a recognized English-speaking University.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Does not qualify under UNDP/TA.
Not available through regular bilateral schemes.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The project is essential to the effective meteorological infra-structure of
Belize and non-implementation would severely handicap the satisfaction of WWW requirements in this area.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Salary for fellow.
Duration of project
One year.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to
show the cost of each item
Up to US S6 000 per annum depending on 'country in which this fellowship is
tenable.
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Degree of urgency with reasons
To commence in 1976 when a suitable candidate is expected to be available and
to fit in with an overall plan for training of meteorological personnel.
Any other relevant information
The United Nations Economic Survey Mission (1963) recommended that the
country's economic development should be based primarily on agriculture.
This recommendation has been accepted by the Government, and an improved meteorological service
is essential if proper agricultural planning is to be made.

Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Resolution 22
(Cg-VI)
and paragraphs 10(0) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO
Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in .paragraph IO( e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WHO practice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's cOIIIMentls

The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category "C".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member : THE SOCIALIST REPUBLIC OF THE UNION OF BURMA
Title of project: TR/2 - One long-term fellowship in meteorology
Purpose and description of project
To supplement the existing technical staff in growing needs of meteorological
research work in implementing WWW programme. Particular emphasis of research work
is for Numerical Weather Prediction.
A 5-year fellowship for basic studies in meteorological (category "a")
followed by post-graduate studies in Numerical Weather Prediction (category "c").
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The budget is fully committed.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
To implement WWW efficiently this service should have several trained staff
in theoretical field ~f meteorology. These trained staff'will do research work in:
(1)

Mediu~and

(2)

Numerical weather prediction work for the tropics; and

(3)

Quantitative precipitation forecast.

long-range forecasting work;

Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Socialist Republic of the Union of Burma has planned to carry out the
following work for the implementation of WWW:
(1)

Increasing surface and upper-air network of observatory;

(2)

Increasing frequencies of observation;

(3)

Preparation of additional synoptic maps.

BURMA
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Duration of project
About 5 years.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item

Total cost for 1 fellowship:

6,400 per year

Details: Travelling by air for one

2,000

Degree of urgency with reasons
The sooner this fellowship is awarded the earlier he can return to home
country to contribute towards efficient implementation of WWW programme and national
purpose.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Resolution 22
(Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10(a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO
Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10(e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for 0 long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology far a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship fell under categories "a,,/ne".
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WWW !MPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

CAMEROON

Title of project

08/1/2/1

Improvement of the radiosonde station at Douala

Purpose and description of project
Setting up a high-performance radiosonde station at Douala (64910) situated
in the very humid equatorial Zone.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
It cannot at present be expected that this project could be carried out
under the national budget or by bilateral assistance.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The new equipment at this station should make it possible to obtain accurate
data up to a height of at least 10 mb; hence its importance for WWW and GARP.
Nature and scope of national contribution to the project
Due to the expansion of the town of Douala, it is necessary to transfer the
present installations which are now about 20 years old.
Thus the national contribution consists of:
The construction of new buildings
The installation of new equipment·
Operation of the station on a continuing basis.

CAMEROON
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Duration of project
Six months.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
YAP assistance is requested for the supply of:
Duplicate equipment for automatic reception on 403 MHz
400 radiosondes
i.e. a total of 17 million CFA francs.
Degree of urgency with reasons
It should be possible to implement this project in 1974; while at the same
time constructing new installations.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of the project is of importance to WWW because the
station Douala (64910) is included in the regional basic synoptic network for Regional
Association I.
Members should endeavour to complete the implementation of all surface
and upper-air stations of the regional basic synoptic networks (see paragraph 64, WWW
plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Pro9ramme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project

1S

of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

CHAD

Ti He of project

TR/l - Two long-term fellowships

Purpose and description of project
Professional training of meteorological personnel at a high University level
enabling them to take posts in the rapidly expanding national Meteorological Service.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
It is not possible for us to carry out satisfactorily our programme for
training Class I meteorologists under the national budget or other sources of assistance.

Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation .programme and
particularly its regional significance
The Meteorological Service in Chad has an urgent need for highly qualified
meteorologists (at present there are none) for its development and expansion.
This
project will contribute to the full implementation of the WWW Programme.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
None.
Duration of project
Five to six years.

Until a diploma for meteorologists Class I

~s

obtained.

CHAD
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
The cost will depend on the country in which training is undertaken and cannot, therefore, be estimated for the time being.
The YAP contribution.should cover
travelling expenses, enrollment for courses, books and allowances for the periods of
the fellowships.
Degree of urgency with reasons
It is desirable that the fellowships requested should be granted as soon as
possible, since Chad has an urgent need for qualified personnel to take charge of and
develop the national Meteorological Service.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
. The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs la (a) and (c) of the rules for tne utilization of the
WMO Vol~ntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph la {e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the
project for circulation.

Secretary~General and

approves the

The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell u~der category "C".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

CHILE

Title of project

OB/5/1 - Establishment of two regional stations for the measurement of air pollution

Purpose and description of project
In accordance with the plan of the World Weather Watch, approved by Resolution 3 (Cg-VI) which appears in WMO Publication No. 296, the Sixth Congress recommended to Members that, during the period 1972-1975, an appropriate network of stations
for the measurement of background pollution and the corresponding climatological
stations should be established. Annex XVIII to Resolution 12 (EC-XXII) contains the
programme for the establishment of this network and defines the objectives of the· two
types of recommended stations in the following form:
(1)

Baseline air pollution stations;

(2)

Regional air pollution stations.

As may be inferred from the requirements for the installation of these stations,
our national territory, in view of its geographical situation and longitude, offers very
interesting possibilities for the installation of regional stations for the measurement
of air pollution.
.
The purpose of this project is to arrange for the installation of two regional
stations by an external contribution supplementing the installations and services
which this country would provide for this important aspect of the plan ~f the WWW for
1972-1975.
Reasons why othei sources of assistance cannot be expected·
The plans of the department of meteorology in Chile made no provision for
making this type of observation; consequently no budgetary allocation is available
for the purchase of photometers or pyrheliometers for measuring the coefficient of
turbidity and other specific elements measured at this type of station.
On the other hand, neither is there any bilateral or multilateral programme
through which the instruments and other equipment which is required could be obtained.

CHILE

- 27 Explanation of how the pro ject fits into the overall
and particularly its regional significance

WW~J

implementation programme

As has been mentioned, Resolution 3 (Cg-VI) includes this type of station in
the WWW programme. Furthermore, Resolutions 11 (EC-XXI) and 12 (EC-XXII) stress the
need for Members to establish stations of this kind. On the other hand, various
matters relating to the impact of the physical and chemical processes taking place ln
the world a~d affecting the purity of the air were pointed out at the meeting at
Estocolmo on the problems of the human environment. Lastly, the fifth session of
RA It I (Bogota, July 1970) recommended that its Members (Resolution 23, V-RA Ill)
should establish stations for the measurement of air pollution in their respective
countries.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The government which, through the department of meteorology of Chile, participates in the system of theWWW, operating and maintaining installations and services
assigned to it in the global and regional plans, has the basic equipment for climatological stations and the personnel to operate regional stations for the measurement of
air pollution:
Place

Geographical co-ordinates
0

Rio Blanco

32

56' S. i

70

San Enrique de
Bucalemu

330 55' S. i

71

0

0

20' W.

44' W.

Height
1420

m

160 m

No final estimate of the national contribution to the pro ject cali be given.
However, it could be calculated to be of the order of US $30,000.
Duration of project
The estimated duration is three months from the time of receipt of the equipment. Once the equipment has been installed and the personnel trained, the stations
will be operated and maintained continuously.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
The VAP contribution will comprise:
(a)

Equipment for the measurement of turbidity in accordance with one of the
methods sped fied in the appropriate Manual (see WMO Publication No. 299);

(b)

Equipment for the collection of samples of air and for measuring solid
substances in suspension in the atmosphere;

CHILE
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(c)

Raingauges, in accordance with the description contained in paragraph 3.2 of
the Manual mentioned in (a);

(d)

Ini tial advice for 30 days.

Degree of urgency with reasons
The WWW Plan for 1972-1975 and Resolution 23 (V-RA Ill) indicate that it is
necessary to have information from this type of station, and consequently the implementation of this project is urgent.
Any other relevant information
In view of the suitability of their national territory for this type of
observation, the government would be prepared to discuss the installation of other
stations for the measurement of air pollution, if this is considered appropriate
and opportune.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of these projects is of importance to WWW because they will
establish stations in the regional network for the measurement of background air pollution. As part of the Global Observing System of the WWW Plan 1972-1975, Members
should endeavour to implement the network of stations to measure the background pollution and related climatological stations fully during the period 1972~1975 (see
paragraph 66, WWW Plan 1972-1975).
They qualify for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a)
and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
(VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
projects for circulation.
The President notes that these projects are of both global and regional
importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

COLOMBIA

Title of project

OB/l/2/1

Radiosonde station at Bogota

Purpose and description of project
At present, radiosonde equipment model SCR - 658 is in operation at the
radiosonde station at Bogota (80222).
After fifteen years of use the equipment is
frequently defective; maintenance is difficult and there are problems in obtaining
spare parts.
Due to its semi-automatic design, it requires a large number of operators.
At the same time modern automatic equipment, type GMD-l with radiosonde operating on
16.80 MHz,is in operation at the radiosonde station at San Andres (80001) in Colombia.
In order to ensure satisfactory operation of the radiosonde station at
Bogota, it is requested that the existing equipment SCR-658 be replaced by automatic
equipment type GMD-l~
In this way the stock of spare parts could be standardized for
the entire country.
By using a single radiosonde with frequency 16.80 MHz at the two
stations the Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia could carry out a
satisfactory short-term and long-term programme of operation and maintenance.
At the same time, it is requested that the existing hydrogen generator be
exchanged for an electrolytic generator in order to standardize the system for generating hydrogen at the two radiosonde stations at San Andres and Bogota; in this way
the serious problems of supplies of soda and aluminium would be eliminated.
In order that the programme may operate satisfact~rily, a request is made
for a "fellowship for a technician from Colombia for the operation and maintenance of
the radiosonde unit GMD-l.
Reasons why other sources of

assistan~cannot be exp~

All other sources have been apptoached but without success.

COLOMBIA
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Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation
particularly its regional significance

progra~me

and

The radiosonde station at Bogota forms part of the network of stations for
the WWW programme.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The
ings to house
ance with the
and the donor

Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia will provide buildthe equipment, operators for the station and office equipment, in accordagreement between the Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia
Member.

Duration of project
Operation, on a continuing basis, of the radiosonde station at Bogota, under
the WWW programme.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
International component
Cost of GMD-l equipment
(with spare parts for one year)

US $90 000 00

Cost of electrolytic generatQ4

14 000 00·

Consumable supplies for one year

43 000 00
2 000 00

Fellowship for one technician (electronics)

TOTAL

US $149 000 00

National component

us

Cost of installations

$20 000 00

Operation (5 years)

30 000 00

Personnel (5 years)

100 000 00

TOTAL

US $150 000 00
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Degree of urgency with reasons
In view of the present budgetary circumstances of the Government of Colombia
and the preparation of the budgetary programme of the Meteorological and Hydrological
Service of Colombia for the year 1975, it is requested that approval for this project
be given as soon as possible.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
radiosonde station at Bogota (80222) is included in the regional basic network for
South America.
In accordance with the WWW plan 1972-1975 Members should endeavour
to complete the implementation of all surface and upper-air stations of the regional
basic synoptic networks (see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President of WMO endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and
approves the project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is of both national and regional
importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

COLOMBIA

Title of project :OB/4/l/l - Meteorological radar station
Purpose and description of project
Installation and operation of a 10 cm meteorological radar at Nevado del
Ruiz (approximately 04 0 57'N/75° 21'W) at a height of 4,855 m above sea-level for
the investigation of intertropical convergence and other meteorological disturbances.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
All other sources have been investigated, but without success.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
This radar would form part of the WWW network of meteorological radars in
the Caribbean installed with the collaboration of WMO.
It would contribute to the
collection of data and to research, together with the WMO Institute of Tropical
Meteorology at Barbados for the afore-mentioned purposes.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia will provide the
buildings intended to house the equipment, two electronics engineers for maintenance
and calibration, four radar operators (Closs 11) and equipment for the transmission
of the data to forecast centres.
Duration of project
The project would be of five years duration (1974-1978).
It would be
necessary for the electronics engineers to take a course of at least eight months
in radar maintenance and for operator personnel (Class 11) to take an eighteen
month course, both courses possibly being in the Institute mentioned above.

COLOMBIA
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Estimated cost of project on the proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
International contribution
Cost of meteorological radar

150 000 00

Fellowships for engineers

9 600 00 (16 months/man)

Fellowships for operators

43 200 00 (72 months/man)

National contribution

Cost of installations

50 000 00

Operation (five years)

30 000 00

Spare parts (five years)

35 000 00

Personnel (five years)

100 000 00

Degree of urgency with reasons
The frequent disasters which occur in the region of Colombia as a result
of heavy precipitation causing rivers to overflow their banks with heavy losses and
also damage to the road network due to landslides which completely disrupt land
transport causing loss of life and serious damage to the national economy, make
it necessary to study as a matter of urgency the meteorological conditions causing
these periods of heavy rainfall.
Any other relevant information
As an alternative, there is the possibility of considering the installation
of this radar at El Paso (approximately 04° 31'N/75° 31'W) at 0 height of 3,265 m
above sea-level.

COLOMBIA
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because weather
radar is a powerful tool for local forecasting purposes and also for the timely
preparation of storm warnings.
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of national importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member:

COLOMBIA

Title of project:

TE/l/2 - Extension and improvement of the national telecommunication network with the equipment for
associated collection centres.

Purpose and description of project
Installation and operation of associated collection centres at Bogota,
Tumaco, Gaviotas and San Andres for the reception of data from satellite stations
(already provided by Canada) and their transmission to the National Meteorological'
Centre at Bogota by teleprinter.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
In view of the limited resources of the national budget, it is anticipated
that the funds allocated for the development of meteorology will not suffice for
the acquisition of all the equipment required for a good telecommunication service.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme,
'and particularly its regional significance
The equipment asked for will be installed in the above-mentioned associated
collection centres and will make a vital contribution to the WWW plan by facilitating
communications from and to the NMC Bogota, enabling meteorological information to be
transmitted within the time-limits laid down by WHO standards.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia will provide the
buildings for the installation of the equipment and the power generator and the
personnel for its operation; also a maintenance unit directed by an electronics
engineerl as well as various technicians and the instruments needed for maintenance.
Duration of project
On the arrival of the equipment, 0 start will immediately be made with its
installation, which will be completed within three months. MHSC will take charge
of operation and maintenance for a pe~iod of not less than five years.

.COLOMBIA
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Estimated total coat of project and of proposed VAP contribution, with detailed
breakdown to ahow the cost of each item
The total estimated coat of the project ia approximately US $150 000.

1.

VAP assistance is requested for the following:

us S
Approxi~ote

cost of four items of equipment

65 000

Approximate cost of apare parts for two years
(aee specificationa below)

2.

5 000

TOTAL

The national contribution, provided by MHSC, will be as follow.:
Inatallation

10 000

Operation (five years)

5 000

Spare parts (five years)

5 000

Personnel (five years)

60 000
TOTAL

3.

Specificationa of equipeent
Mini.u. output power, SSB ••••••• 1 kW PEP
Operation •••••••••• ISB.Fl/A
l
Frequency range ••••••••• 2-15 HHz (.ini.~)
Possibility of six fixed crystal channels
Hulti-band aerial
Tran..ission lin••
Tuning box for aerial
Network power aupply •••••••• 110/220 VAC 60 Hz
Aerial awitch (receptian/trans.i.sion)

4.

70000

Receiver
Frequency range ••••••••• 2-30

~

Sensitivity •••••••••• 1 HV or le••
Cryatal oscillatora (or frequency synthetizer)
Tranaiatar or valve.
I"SquelchPower supply ••••••••• 110/220 V 60 Hz AC

80000
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The other specifications of both transmitter and receiver will have to comply with
the standards for highly reliable equipment intended for round-the-clock operation
and also be suitable for tropical climates.
Degree of urgency with reasons
Considered to be of prime importance in order to fulfil the WWW programme
within the time-limits laid down.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
national telecommunication network should be organized to ensure the rapid and
reliable collection of observational data by the NMC's to meet the W\~ requirements
(see paragraph 147, WWW plan 1972-1975).
Thia project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary
. Assistance Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel notes that the project is of regional interest.

COLOMBIA
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

COLOMBIA

Title of project

TE/l/3

Point-to-point link, radiosonde/radiowind station
San Andres - NMC Bogota

Purpose and description of project
The surface and radiosonde meteorological station at San Andres, situated
at l2°35N 8l o42W, is included in the WWW programme.
Due to the great distance between the i~lqnd and the NMC Bogot6, telecommunication equipment is required to ensure an effective link between these two points
operating throughout the 24 hours of the day.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
All othe:r sources have been approached but without success.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The radiosonde and surface station at San Andres forms part of the network
of stations to which Colombia is committed under the WWW programme.
Due to its position, the station forms part of both the RA III and RA IV programmes.
Since the
station is situated in the zone of tropical cyclones the information obtained will have
to reach the WMC-in good time.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia will provide the
building and installations necessary to house the equipment and will provide technical
personnel for the installation, operation and maintenance of the equipment.

COLOMBIA
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Duration of project
Operation, on a continuing basis, of the equipment for the point-ta-point
link San Andres - NMC Bogota.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
US $

International contributions

40 000 00

Cost of unit
2 transceivers 1 kw PEP each:
2 channels - controlled by crystal frequency : 2-30 MHz
range : SSB - A 3 A, A3 J, Fl, F6, F4
with their respective antennae, cables and
accessories, modulator and demodulator
for this type (FSK) with spare parts for
one y~ar.
Power supply : 110 V/60 Hz
2 teleprinters with power supplies and
accessories - 75/50 bits - transceiver
with punched tape incorporated/llO/60 Hz.
Spare parts for one year
TOTAL

(6)

10 000 00
50 000 00

National contributions
Cost of installation

5 000 00

Operation (5 years)

25 000 00

Personnel (5 years)

20 000 00
TOTAL

50 000 00

Degree of urgency with reasons
Due to the present poor telecommunications, the meteorological information
Since this is
collected at the station of San Andres does not reach the NMC in time.
the main station for Colombia in the Caribbean, the information obtained is of great
importance for the national economy.

COLOMBIA
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance because it will provide
the necessary capability for the rapid and reliable collection of observational data
by the NMC to meet the WWW requirements and it will enhance the capability to distribute observational data within the Region.
(See paragraphs 145 and 146 of the
WWW Plan 1972-1975).
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member:

COLOMBIA

Title of project:

TE/4/1 - Facsimile reception of meteorological information.

Purpose and description of project
Installation and operation of a facsimile reception station in the National
Meteorological Centre of Bogota, for the reception of information from RA Ill, IV
and VI.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
In view of the limited resources of the national budget, acquisition from
local funds cannot be contemp!ated. Bilateral programmes are not available, nor is
it possible to include this proje~t in UNDP.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overallWWW implementation programme,
and particularly its regional significance
One of the purposes of the WWW programme is to improve meteorological telecommunication systems and particularly facilities for facsimile reception of processed meteorological data by national meteorological centres.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Meteorological and Hydrological Service of Colombia will provide the
site for the equipment and the personnel for its installation and operation, in
addition to expendable material.
Duration. of pro jec.!
On arrival of the equipment, a start will be made immediately with its
installation, which will be completed within 60 days. MHSC will take charge of
operation and maintenance for a period of not less than five years.
Estimated total cost of the project and of proeosed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
1.

International contribution

US $

Approximate price of system

20 000

Approximate price of spare parts for two years

5 000

COLOMBIA
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National contribution

us S

Installation

2 000

Operation (five years)

10 000

Spare parts (five years)

3 000

Personnel

25 000

TOTAL
3.

40 000

Specifications of equipment included under 1 above
H.F. receiver for 1.5.8. operation
Frequency range ••• 2-30 MHz
. Variable tuning for the reception of the various programmes available
High sensitivity (below or equal to one micro Voltio)
Multi-band directional aerial (logarithmic or similar)
Aerial rotor
Transmission line
Receiver-recorder (facsimile) adapting unit
Recorder (facsimile) compatible with the system employed in each Region

Degree of urgency with reasons
There is an urgent need to improve the reception of meteorological in·formation, not only for aircraft, but also in order to give an initial impetus to
the protection of shipping.
Any other relevant information
None.
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Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this .pro ject is of importance to WWW because the
Global Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to receive
and exchange the meteorological data and products it requires. (See paragraph 151,
WWW plan 1972-1975.) The reception facilities requested in this project are
essential if facsimile chart from appropriate RMCs/RTHs are to be available at the
NMC.
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10(0) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that this project is of national benefit.

COLOMBIA
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

COSTA RICA

Title of project

TR/I - Medium-term fellowship

Purpose and description of project
To train staff at post-graduate level in meteorology. The project will
include the courses in meteorology necessary for obtaining an M.Sc. at a University
specializing in Tropical Meteorology (e.g. Tallahassee (Florida) or Hawaii (Honolulu»
and if necessary a preliminary course of up to three months in English, which could
be organized in accordance with the arrangements for fellowships under the WMO
Regular Budget (RB).
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Neither the Government of Costa Rica nor any other national authorities are
offering fellowships for studies in meteorology in 1973.
Explanation.of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
In Costa Rica the World Weather Watch plan is being fully implemented by
the installation of the observational network and telecommunication systems. For
this region it is of great importance to have staff who are competent to undertake
research work in Tropical Meteorology and also to introduce new methods in the WWW.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Government of Costa Rica undertakes to pay the salary of staff during
their absence from the country b~nefitingfrom the fellowship.
·Duration of, project
Two years •.
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COSTA RICA

Estimated total cost of the project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item

Degree of urgency with reasons
It is of vital importance that the candidate should obtain a fellowship as
soon as possible, since:
(a)

As well as the proposed candidate, there are other meteorologists who
wish to obtain a higher degree but due to lack of professional staff,
not more than one person can leave the Meteorological Service: hence,
the sooner the candidate returns with a higher degree, the sooner
another meteorologist can be selected for the next fellowship.

(b)

It has become necessary to make the maximum use of technology in the
Meteorological Service by introducing new meteorological methods and
practices and this can only be achieved by giving technical training
to staff in the countries which are most advanced in the field.

Any other relevant information
The candidate has asked to take, as a minimum, a three months' course in
English. I agree to this request,- in view of the fact that at the present time
this is the only way that the training of personnel at the specialized level can be
speeded up in our country. Fellowships in countries where courses are given in
languages such as Russian, Polish, etc. would slow down enormously the progress
which the Government of Costa Rica is making to consolidate the Meteorological
Service, since learning the language alone would lead to a delay of a least a year.

COSTA RICA
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Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Cg-VI
Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization
of the WMO Voluntary Assistant Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship fell under category

n

c".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member:

COSTA RICA

Title of project:

TR/2 Training (long-term fellowship)

Purpose and description of project
Train three meteorologists at university level. Fellowships of five years
duration to study at a university. A language course is required (one additional
year).
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The limitations of the UNDP programme and the funds available for regional
and national projects rule out the possibility of obtaining such assistance.
No
funds are available at the national level.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
In order that the information disseminated by the RMCs and NMCs may be
used to the best advantage it is necessary that there should be 0 sufficient number
of qualified professional staff at the NMCs.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution consists of providing students and employing
them on their return to the national service.
Detailed list of equipment required
None.
Duration of proiect
1.

1974-1980

Specialization in Synoptic Meteorology

2.

1974-1980

Specialization in Synoptic Meteorology

3.

1974-1980

Specialization in Hydrometeorology.

COSTA RICA
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Estimated total cost of project and proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Approximately S 100 000.00
The national contribution will consist of employing the fellows on

th~ir

return.
Degree of urgency with reasons
Commence studies in the next academic term.
Any other relevant information
None •.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with Cg-VI
Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for u reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WHO practice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the cornlllents of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category (a).
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMt1E
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance PT~lramme
Memb~r

----

DEMOCRATIC YEMEN

-li t} e of fro j ect

PUT"O~d

08/1/2/1 - Augmentation of the upper-air observations at
Aden Khormaksar (40597)

and description of the project

The purpose of this project is to increase the upper-air observations_ at
Aden Khormaksar (40597) during the period of the GARP Atlantic Tropical Experiment
(GATE).
National resources provide consumables for only onp. observation per day.
Therefore, in order that the observational requirements of GATE can be met assistance
is needed to provide-the necessary consumables.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be

ex.pJ;£~

As stated above the consumables cannot be provided under national resources.
Moreover, assistance cannot be obtained under UNDP or within the framework of a bilateral assistance programme.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW Implementation Programme and
particularly its regional importance
Aden Khormaksar (40597) is a station in the basic synoptic network.
~
The WWW plan 1972-1975 states that every effort should be made to obtain upperair observations at stations in the basic synoptic network twice daily at 0000 and
1200 GMT.
Furthermore the observational requirements of GATE presses the need of two
upper-air observations per day during the 100 day period of the experiment.

Nature and scope of the nation2l contribution to project
The national contribution to this project will be in the prov~s~on of personal
to make the observations and to relay the observations on the appropriate regional
circuit of the GTS.
Duration of the project
The duration of this project is the period of GATE, i.e. 100 days, However,
it is recognized that consumables cannot be procured and delivered within the ti~e
remaining before the GATE commences on 15 June, 1974.
In this- case the 5u!)ply of
consumables presently available from ~ational resources will be used during GATE.
Which will be replaced by the VAP.

DEMOCRATIC YEMEN
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ESTIMATED TOTAL COST OF PROJECT AND PROPOSED YAP CONTRIBUTION
Total
.............

120 - Vaisqla radiosonde

US

S4 000

120 - 500 gr. balloons

500

Chemical charges for hydrogen
generators

200
US

S4 700

Degree of urgency with-reason
Implementation of this project is urgent in order to meet the requirements of
the WWW Global Observing System, and particularly for the GARP Atlantic Tropical
Experiment.

Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the rawinsonde station at Aden-Khormaksar (40597) is included in the basic synoptic network for
Region 11.
The frequency requirement for surface-based upper-air observations is at
least two per day at 0000 and 1200 GMT (see paragraph 53, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the project for circulation.
The Panel notes that the project is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
FOR THE EXECUTION OF REQUEST
UNDER THE WMO VOLUNTARY ASSISTANCE PROGRAMME
Member : ECUADOR
Title of project

OB/l/1/4 - Establishment of upper-wind finding station at
San Cristobal (Galapagos) (84008)

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to facilitate the operation of a synoptic
upper-air meteorological station in the Galapagos archipelago, a task for which the
Government is responsible. In view of the economic problems which the country had
to face in order to restart the thermodynamic soundings at SanCristobal (84008),
it will be clear that a more economical form of operation would be one complete
sounding per day (pressure, temperature and wind) and another of wind alone, through
radar at 1200 and 0000 GMT respectively.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The acquisition of a radar station for upper-wind observation cannot be
financed from the IPF funds of UNDP: no bilateral programmes providing this type
of assistance are known, and the capital required for the acquisition of such a
station cannot be appropriated under the INAMHI budget.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The upper-air synoptic meteorological station of San Cristobal (84008)
forms part of the GOS network of WWW.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution to this project will be as follows:
(a)

Premises for the installation of the equipment and the necessary funds for
the launching of balloons and communication for the transmission of soundings to NMC Quito.

(b)

National staff which, after training, will operate and maintain the equipment.

(c)

Expendables.

ECUADOR
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The Government of Ecuador has already made arrangenlen ts for the acqui~ition
of 400 sondes in order to restart the operation. of the station with two daily
soundings for the duration of GATE. However, it will be possible to maintain daily
soundings only if a radar station is available which would reduce the cost of
soundings to at least 30 per cent below the present figure.
Detailed list of equipment required
A radar station for wind finding, instruction of staff and assistance with
the installation and the start of the operation.
Duration of the project
This project is intended for indefinite duration and will continue after
installation throughout the useful life of the equipment.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item

llU
Estimated total cost:

150,000

YAP contribution:
National contribution:

90,000
capital cost
(annual) running costs

40,000
20,000

Degree of urgency with reasons
As soon as possible, because the absence of adequate upper-air data in the
large ocean areas to the west of Latin America seriously affects forecasting of
meteorological conditions and therefore adversely influences the application of
meteorology for the region's economic and social development.
Any other relevant information

Ecuador will continue to operate the Galapagos station under present conditions and hopes to improve its efficiency through the acquisition of the equipment
requested.
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
rawinsonde station at San Cristobal (84008) is included in the regional basic
network for Region Ill. The WWW plan for the GOS states that Members should
endeavour to complete the implementation of all upper-air stations of the regional
basic synoptic networks (see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975). The radar windfinding equipment can be operated more economically than the radiotheodolite to
provide two upper-wind observations per day.
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the Rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel notes that the project is of global interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

ECUADOR

Title of project

TR/2 - Two long-term fellowships

Purpose and description of project
Training qualified meteorologists, who are essential for the implementation
of the WWW, since the universities in Ecuador have no courses on this subject. The
purpose of the project is to send students who have recently completed their studies
in mathematics and physics to specialize in the various branches of meteorology,
commencing in 1974.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Due to the financial situation in the country, it is not possible to implement
this project under the national budget, for the time being.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation"programme
and particularly its regional significance
The WWW programme includes research activities and data processing and also
reliable analyses ~nd forecast charts. Such analyses and forecast charts cannot be
successfully prepared unless highly competent and qualified meteorologists are
available.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Ecuador undertakes to recruit candidates from among its technical personnel
and to pay their salaries during the period of their studies and also to retain them
so that they will subsequently work as meteorologists.
Duration of project
Depending on the specialized subject, from two to four years would be necessary
to train the students fully.
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
The cost would depend on the country in which studies are undertaken and
consequently cannot at present be estimated.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The training of meteorologists is a slow process and the development of
Ecuador makes it necessary to extend meteorological services both for its own needs
and to carry out international programmes such as the WWW; it is therefore a matter
of urgency to commence training as soon as possible.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilisation of
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship(s} fell under category "a".
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WWW IMpLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT

Member

Title of project

OB/5/1, OB/5/2 - Establishment of 5 stations for the measurement of background air pollution

Purpose and description of project
According to the WWW plan approv.ed by Resolution 3' (Cg-VI), Members sl;ould
endeavour to implement the recommended WMO network of stations to measure the backThe programme fo~
ground pollution and the corresponding climatological stations.
the establishment of this network and the object of the two types of recommended - stations are stated in Annex XVIII to Resolution 12.(EC-~XII) as follows:
(1)

Baseline air pollution stati6ns, and

(2)

Regi~nal air polluti~n-stations.

The purpose of the present project is to assist in providing the necessary
equipment required for the operation of 5 regional air pollution stations,_ three of
which will assume also their functions as baseline air pollution stations.
The
. external contribution needed under this project will supplement the installation,
bui~ding and services which the Country will provide for this importan~ aspect of the
WWW'plan for 1972-1975.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The nature of the assistance required (request of equipment) makes it difBesides, heavy deinands of other sector
in the country makes it difficult to expect that the priorities which will be assigned
to this project will be high enough to secure 'their implementation under the UNDP and
National resources.
Furthermore,-thereis no bilateral or multilateral programme
through which the' necessary equipment could be obtained.
ficult to' quali fy entirely under the UNDP.·

Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its .regional significance
As has been mentioned above, Resolution 3 (Cg-VI) includes stations of this
type under WWW Programme.
Furthermore, Resolution 12 (EC-XXII) emphasizes the need
for Members to establish stations of this kind.
Lastly, the sixth session of RA I
(Geneva, August 1973) recommended that its Members should establish stations for the
measurement of air pollution in their respective countries (Resolution 28 (VI-RA I».

EGYPT
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Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The Government of the A.R.E. through the Meteorological Authority will provide some of the required equipment for one regional air pollution station, installation and personnel necessary for operation and maintenance of the equipment to be used
at the following stations composing the network:
.
Sedi Barani

25° 58'E

31° 38'N

Mount St. Catherina

33° 55'E

29° 30'N

Siwa

25° 29'E

29° 12'N

Kosseir

34° 18'E

26° 08'N

Minya

30° 44'E

28° 06'N

The first three stations are planned to be both regionctl-cmd baseline air
pollution stations and the other two stations are planned to be regional air pollution
stations.
For the first station the following equipment have been ordered from the
national budget:
Gas analyses, type ANIR-1I Licence ONERA
Epply dual wavelength sunphotometer for atmospheric.tu.rbl'di ty;measurements.
The analytical technique for precipitation samples and solid deposits will be
carried out at the existing laboratories in the country.
Duration of proiect

1974-1975.
Estimated total cost of project and proposed YAP contribution with·d~tGi19d' breakdown
to show the cost of each item
The requested YAP contribution will comprise:
(a)

Equipment for the measurement of atmospheric turbidity for 4 stations,

(b)

Equipment for collecting samples of air and to measure solid matter in
suspension in the atmosphere for 4 stations,

(c)

Raingouges for collecting precipitation for 5 stations.

The above-mentioned equipment should be in conformity with the specifications
and descriptions given in the appropriate Manual (WMO Publicatio No. 299).

EGYPT
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Degree of urgency with reason
In both the WWW plan for 1972-1975 and Resolution 28 (VI-RA I), it is clearly
mentioned that it is necessary to have information from this type of station and consequently implementation of this project is urgent.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of these projects is of importance to WWW because they will
establish stations in the regional network for the measurement of background air pollution.
As part of the Global Observing System of the WWW plan 1972-1975, Members
should endeavour to implement the network of stations to measure the background pollution and related climatological stations fully during the period 1972-1975 (see paragraph 66, WWW plan 1972-1975).
They qualify for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a)
and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
. (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the project for

circu~ation.

The Panel notes that these projects are of both global and regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

ETHIOPIA

Title of project

: 08/3/2/1 - Upgrading of the APT station at Addis Ababa

Purpose and description of project
When the project for the establishment of an APT station at Addis Ababa was
initiated its purpose was to ensure the availability of information on cloud coverage
over parts of Ethiopia from which few conventional observational data are at present
available.
However, because of the deterioration in the quality of cloud pictures
transmitted from ESSA-8 Satellite, it has been found necessary to modify the APT
ground equipment currently in use to enable us to receive cloud pictures from the
NOAA series satellites.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Since this is an operational project, it cannot be expected to be financed
from the UNDP or other sources.
It has been found very difficult to find a source
of funds purely from the national Meteorological Service budget.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The WWW plan indicated that the present operational system has demonstrated
the value of local reception of cloud-cover information directly from the satellite.
Accordingly, members were encouraged to install at least one station in their territory
(see paragraph 27, WWW plan).
Nature and scope. of national contributi.'?n to the pro ject
The national contribution to the project will be to provide maintenance
technicians to modify the existing APT ground equipment in accordance with the technical
advice received from the donor country.
Duration of the

~~~ject

As soon as possible.

ETHIOPIA
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
The YAP contribution consists of the supply of the necessary equipment for
the modification of the existing APT ground equipment.
Degree of urgency with reasons
Since the conventional data for the Indian Ocean, Africa and the adjacent
areas are not adequate for the issuing of appropriate forecasts by this Service, it
is important to obtain, on a routine basis, satellite data for operational purposes.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the WWW
urges all Members to install and operate at least one APT station in their territories
(see paragraph 83, WWW plan for the period 1972-1975).
Implementation of this project will provide the capability to receive transmissions from all satellites
presently in operation.
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President noted that this

pro~ect

is of national benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

ETHIOPIA

Title of project

TR/3 - One long-term fellowship for undergraduate study in
meteorology

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is to enable a senior officer of the Meteorological
Service to undergo undergraduate study leading to a B.Sc. degree in general meteorology.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
This project does not qualify for UNDP assistance.
bilateral aids have been tried but not successful.

National resources and

Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The professional training of the staff of the Meteorological Service forms an
integral part of the development of this Service and in particular to enable the
Service to implement the operational aspect of WWW and for conducting research on
problems related to ~~.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution to the project will be to provide a suitable
candidate.
Duration of project
Three to four years (as required by the donor country).

Project to commence

in 1974.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
The proposed VAP contribution should include:

ETHIOPIA
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(1)

Tuition fees, books and stipend for the duration of the fellowship;

(2)

Travel expenses to and from Ethiopia and within the host country.

Degree of urgency with reasons
The national contribution to the successful implementation of all aspects
of the WWW programme mainly depends upon the strengthening of the national Meteorological Services.
This can be achieved by having adequate and qualified personnel
at its disposal as soon as possible.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship fell under category "a".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member : GUYANA
Title of project : OB/3/1 - APT station at Timehri (81002)
Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to establish an APT station for reception of:
(a)

Direct transmissions of meteorological information from ESSA-8, NOAA-2
and ITOS D-G satellites;

(b)

WEFAX transmissions via the ATS-I, ATS-III and SMS/GOES satellites.

Assistance is reqpired as follows: provision of antenna, receiver with tape recorder
and photographic recorder; initial spares for the latter equipment; assistance with
installation of the equipment and with the training of operational and maintenance
personnel.
Desirable specifications of the several items of equipment are as follows:
1.

Antenna
1.1

Reception of transmissions from ESSA-8, NOAA-2, ITOS D-G and WEFAX
transmissions through ATS-I and ATS-III
Mode:

Automatic tracking antenna system

Coverage:
Frequency:
1.2

Full hemisphere
Weather satellite spectrum - 135 to 138 MHz

Reception of WEFAX transmissions through the SMS/GOES satellites
The appropriate antenna system plus the necessary Preamplifier/Frequency
Converter to be coupled to the standard receiver.

2.

Receiver
Channels:

Present channel selection for visible, infra-red and WEFAX satellite
transmissions

Power Supply:

lOO-125V, 50-60 Hz

GUYANA

3.
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Tape Recorder
Type:

4-Channel; Automatic start/stop; Playback facility

Mount:

Operating controls and tape reels should preferably be mounted on
receiver console

Power supply:
4.

lOO-125V, 50-60Hz

Recorder
Type:

Automatic APT/SR photographic recorder

Application:

(i)

Photographic recordings from ESSA-8 and NOAA-2, and of
SR images in both the visible and infra-red spectra from
HOS D-G

(ii)

WEFAX recordings from ATS-I and III and SMS/GOES series

Index of Co-operation:

APT mode and weather mode

Scanning Rate (lines/inch):
Drum Speed:

Suitable for APT, SR and WEFAX transmissions·

Suitable for APT, SR and WEFAX transmissions

Picture size:

At least 8" x 8"

Power Supply:

lOO-125V, 50-60Hz

Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
National funds for development are insufficient to provide the equipment
required, and bilateral and UNDP assistance available to the Government is committed
to other projects.
Explanation of how proiect fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Reception of satellite information is expected to significantly improve
Guyana's weather surveillance and forecasting capability. Establishment of the APT
station will be in keeping with the WWW plan for 1972-1975.
Nature and scope of national contribution to proiect
Guyana will assist with the installation of the equipment and will operate
and maintain the equipment.

GUYANA
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Duration of project
It is anticipated that the installation and adjustment of the equipment, and
the training of operational and maintenance personnel will not take more than two
months.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
VAP contribution
Antenna for reception of transmissions from ESSA-8,
NOAA-2, ITOS D-G, and for reception of WEFAX transmissions through ATS-I and ATS-III; Receiver;
Tape Recorder

20 000

Recorder

24 000
44 000

Antenna system with Preamplifier/Frequency Converter
for reception of WEFAX transmissions through the
SMS/GOES satellites

Unknown

Assistance with installation of equipment and
training of personnel

Unknown

Government contribution
Installation cost (including provision of space)
Annual bperational cost (operational and maintenance
staff, spares, stationery, etc.)

2000
15 000

Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is expected to significantly improve the quality of predictive
information made available to users and is therefore considered to be urgent.
Any other relevant information
None

GUYANA
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to the WWW because this
project is for the establishment and operation of an APT station at Timehri. The
WWW plan for the Global Observing System states that Members should endeavour to
install at least one APT station on their territory. (See paragraph 83 - WWW plan,

1972-1975.)
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
this project for circulation.
The President notes that this project is of national benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

HONDURAS

Title of Project

OB/l/2/1-Re-equipment of the radiosonde/radiowind station of
Choluteca-Tegucigalpa

Purpose and description of project
This project is intended to improve the quality of the information required
by the Global Observing System and to replace the present ground equipment of the
Choluteca radiosonde/radiowind station, now in poor condition and lacking spare parts,
by other more efficient and better-quality equipment.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The funds provided by the national government for meteorology are very
limited and do not enable the equipment to be replaced. No bilateral agreement has
been concluded for projects of this type and no provision is made for them under the
programmes now operated by UNDP.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
This project demonstrates our intention to fulfil efficiently our obligation
of operating a radiosonde/radiowind station as part of the Global Observing System;
a beginning has been made and it is hoped to do better when new equipment has been
donated.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Premises and services will be provided
out the observations.

~s

before, and also staff for carrying

Duration of project
Covering the whole period of the efficient operation of the new equipment
requested.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each ite~
The contribution of VAP will comprise:
(a)

Supply of GMD equipment;

HONDURAS
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(b)

Installation of the equipment, including supply of the necessary
materials"and accessories;

(c)

Supply of spare parts; and

(d)

Periodic visits for testing and inspection.

We have no information enabling us to evaluate the cost of this request.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is urgent, since the present equipment has now reached a state
where it is barely serviceable.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of the project is of importance to WWW because the station
Choluteca (78724) is included in the regional basic synoptic network for Regional
Association III. Members should endeavour to complete the implementation of all
surface and upper-air stations of the regional basic synoptic networks (see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
" The President notes that the project is of regional importance.

'"
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

HONDURAS

Title of project

TE/l/2 - Extension of the National Meteorological Telecommunication Network

Purpose and description of project
The primary purpose of this project is to supplement the network of meteorological stations in the country by opening five type A synoptic stations which have
been approved in the national budget for 1974.
This project is to comply with the m~n~mum programme of density of stations
required by WMO Technical Regulations, and thus improve the national network to the
maximum extent.
For this purpose six SSB transceivers are required, five in operation and an
additional one as a standby, to ensure the rapid collectio~ of data at the observing
centre at Tegucigalpa and their dissemination to other stations in the region through
the CEMET system to the WMC in Washington.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Under the national budget approval was given for the construction and furnishing of the five stations but it was not possible to purchase the necessary equipment.
There are no other sources of assistance or institutions from which assistance could
be obtained and it was therefore decided to request such assistance from VAP in addition to the nine transceivers received through VAP and which are operating sa~is
factorily.
Explanation of how the proiect fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
This project, as previously mentioned, will provide stations in a large region
in the central and eastern parts of the Gountry, which with their information will in
turn serve to complete the minimum regional network recommended by WMO for Region IV.

HONDURAS
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Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution will consist of the construction of the five
stations, equipment, qualified personnel on duty for 24 hours of the day for making
observations, installation, operation and maintenance of the equipment, at a total
estimated cost of US $50,000.
Duration of project
The project is of unlimited duration since the station forms part of the
national network of Principal Synoptic Stations.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
US $
6

SSB Transceivers; HF/SSB/LSB/AM, 2-30 MHz,
10 channels, 150/200 Watts.
Operation 115/230 V AC
50/60 Hz, with crystals and coils tuned to operate
on the following frequencies: 2750, 3440, 4710, 5710,
7435, 7715 and antennas with 12 towers each 50 feet
high, co-axial cable 200 feet per piece of equipment,
microphones and spare parts for one year.

4

2 kW power generators

18,000.00

4,000.00

6 Voltage regulators

600.00

1

Remote control equipment for the central station

300.00

1

Frequency counter - testing equipment CO-500 MHz

600.00

TOTAL

23, 500.00<'

Degree of urgency with reasons
This project is urgent since the construction of the stations will commence
in February 1974 and it is thought that they will be put into operation by the middle
of 1974.
Any other relevant information
.None.
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HONDURAS

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to collect and
distribute observational data to Regional and World Meteorological Centres (see paragraph 137, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project concerns the implementation of the telecommunication facilities
needed for tim~ly and effective collection of the national data at the NMC required
for international exchange in accordance with the ~M Global Telecommunication
System (see paragraph 147, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WWW Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).
President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
this project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is primarily of national benefit, but
that it is also of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTAnON PROGRAMME
~e9uest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member
Ti tIe

HONDURAS

0

f proj ect

TE/4/2 - Receiver equipment, converter and 75-~aud (100 words per
minute) teleprinter

Purpose and description of project
The project forms part of the regional plan approved by VI-RA IV and the
purpose is to increase the speed of the synoptic transmission WBR/WMO from Miami
from 50 to 75 bauds (60 to 100 words per minute); this plan is set out in paragraph 3.4 of the final report of the sixth session of RA IV.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected

This project was not included under"the national budget for 1974, neither are
In its
any UNDP funds or bilateral assistance available to resolve the problem.
report the sixth session of RA IV recommended this country to request the necessary
equipment through VAP.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance

Implementation of this project will make it possible for all the meteorological
information for the region to be effectively collected.
The country lacks the necessary equipment to receive the RTT transmission at 100 words per minute, which is
urgently necessary in order to obtain basic information, which is very necessary at
the NMCs in the region.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The country is committed to provide installation, maintenance and qualified
personnel to use the equipment.

HONDURAS
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Once it has been installed the equipment will operate for 24 hours of the day
and the estimated duration of the project is the average lifetime of the equipment.
Estimated total cost of project and of the proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item

!!U
1

HF (high frequency) receiver with appropriate crystals
for the reception of frequencies of synoptic transmissions (4061.5, 8140, 13624, 18765 KHz) mode of
operation: local and remote control, operational
voltage 115V-125V-60cy and 75 bauds (100 words per
minute)

1

Converter (frequency Shift Diversity Converter)
operational voltage 115V-125V AC 60cy

1

75-baud (100 words per minute) receiving teleprinter

Spare parts for one year

3,000.00

1,500.00
500.00

TOTAL

6,500.00

Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is very urgent since by the Resolution 4.3/4 of the sixth session
of RA IV it was definitely decided that the operational speed of the synoptic transmission from Miami would be increased to 100 words per minute from 1 March 1974.
Any other relevant information
For further information see paragraph 3.4 of the abridged final report of the
sixth session of RA IV held in Guatemala in December 1973.

HONDURAS
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Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each Member is able to transmit the observational data collected in its country to the associated RTH and, in return, be able to
receive data as required for the proper functioning of its NMC (see paragraph 151,
WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WWW Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

Presidentls comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is of national interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

INDONESIA

Title of projects

08/1/2/1 - Replacement of rawinsonde equipment at
Menado (97019) and Tarakan (96509)
08/1/1/1 - Establishment of rawinsonde stations at
08/1/1/2
Ambon (9.7724) and Saumlaki (97700)

\

Purpose and description of projects
The purpose of these projects is to improve and to complete the basic network
of upper-air stations in order that those stations can carry out their responsibility
_.qf .coll~C!ting upper-oirdat~ in equ.ato~~a.r r~g.j.,Qn~.• ! ., The' RA.,V, in its consecutive
sessions, decided that those stations (i.e. Tarakan, Menaclo, Ambon and Saumlaki)
had been included in the regional basic network of upper-air stations for the
implementation of the WWW programme.
'In 1962, riJ.wilJ,Songe.- eq.u,rp~m~l1t at Menado and Ti;Jrakan wa.!L pur..!:.h!i~.ed .~n.~ ilJ~:tg).led.
However for the last few years'no regular observations were made due to the nonavailability of spares and defect of the equipment.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
These protects cannot be financed from national resources due to the limited
funds.
Assistance has not been also available either from bilateral or multilateral
programmes.
Explanation of how the projects fit into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly their regional significance
The fifth session of the Commission for Synoptic Meteorology agreed that the
current observational network criteria should be maintained.
Furthermore, Members should endeavour to meet the frequency r~quirements of
observations and com~lete tbe implementation of all the surface and upper~air
stations of the regional basic synoptic netwo~k as described in the plan of WHW
(WMO Publication No. 296, paragraphs 55, 56, 57.b and 64).
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INDONESIA

Without improvement and completion of rawinsonde equipment at Menado,
Tarakand and establishment of stations at Ambon and Saumlaki, Indonesia cannot carry
out the WWW programme.
Nature and scope of national contribution to projects
The national contribution to these projects will consist of financing the
costs of building, ground facilities, installation, operation and maintenance of
the equipment.
Duration of project
The rawinsonde ground equipment can be in operation about six months after
delivery.
The Indonesian Government will ensure the continuation of the operation
after the installation of equipment.
and of ro osed YAP contribution with detailed
cost of each item

Estimated
breakdown

us $

Radiosonde ground equipment
2

Radiosonde ground equipment

4

Radiowind ground equipment

with necessary spares
with necessary spares

99 577
206 526

148 730

Consumable items for one year
Total:

us $

454 833

Degree of urgency with reasons
These p~ojects.are urg~n~ because of the lack
up to 10 mb height as required by the WWW programme.
Any other relevant information
None.

qf

upper-qir da~a "in the tropics

INDONESIA
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ANN E X

1.

US $

Ground equipment and its associated equipments
1.

Radiosonde ground equipment (METOX TYPE)

2 units

35 609.08

Recorder unit PTU + Rock

2 units

20 525.98

R. T. Receiver

2 units

8 481.60

-

Antenna switch

2 units

1 792.75

-

Antenna panel

2 units

5 941.09

Spare parts 1 year

2 units

4 768.64

(a)

Gas generator GIP3

16 units

9 793.08

(b)

Spares for item 2 (a)

16 units

2 880.53

(a)
(b)

2.

Spare for item 1 (a)

3.

Electric generator for 2 kVA

4 units

6 004.36

4.

Thermomete~ dry

4 units

101

5.

Anemometer

4 units

1 147.04

6.

Plotting board

4 units

2 525.80

11.

and wet bulb

Ground radar_wind equipment and its associated equipment
1.

Wind finding radar WF3

4 units

206 526.00

Ill. Consumable items for one-year operations
1.

Radiosonde RS 21 complete 3200

2.

Target 23"

3.

Balon 500 gr

4.

Caustic soda

5.

Ferrosilicon

6.

Recording paper

67 200

US $21/unit

0.38/unit

2 660

7.90/unit

55 300

33000 kg

O.54/unit

17 820

17000 kg

0.15/unit

2 550

1.00/unit

3 200

7000 units
7000 units

3200 pcs

US $

454 833

INDONESIA
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of these projects is of importance to WWW because the
rawinsonde stations Menado (97014), Tarakan (96509), Ambon (97724) and
Saumlaki (97700) are included in the regional basic sy~optic network for the SouthWest Pacific (Region V).
Furthermore, the Sixth Congress in the World Weather Watch
plan for 1972-1975 for the GOS urges Members to implement fully the regional basic
synoptic networks (see Resolution 3 (Cg-VI)).
They qualify for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a)
and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
(VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
these projects for circulation.
The President noted that these projects are of regional interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

INDONESIA

Title of project : TE/2/2/1 - Improvement of territorial broadcast from Jakarta
Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to increase the quality of the RTT territorial
broadcast of Jakarta so that a good interception by other countries/centres be
guaranted.
The poor reception of the territorial broadcast from Jakarta at neighbouring
national meteorological centres is probably caused by unreliable Frequency Shift
Keying exciters which are of an old tube style.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
This project cannot be financed from national resources as the resources
are concentrated on establishing a point-to-point circuit with Singapore and
Australia.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The Executive Committee at its twenty-fourth session agreed that radio
broadcast constitutes~ essential part of the GTS and that Members be urged to
establish and maintain radio broadcast as long as point-to-point circuits are not
established.
Duration or

pr~ject

The Four Frequency Shift Keying exciters can be in operation about a month
after delivery. The Australian AFTN project team in Jakarta would be requested to
install the replacement equipment. The Indonesian Government will ensure the continuation of the operation of equipment after installation.
As the Australian Colombo Plan team is expected to leave Indonesia at
the end of May 1974 it would be most practical if this project be implemented prior
to the departure of the AFTN team.

INDONESIA
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Estimated total cost

us

$

4 500

- Air freight

us

$

450

- Installation material

US $

200

4 Frequency Shift Keyer type KYS made in
Australia

Total cost in

us

$

5 150

Degree of urgency with reasons
This project is urgent because the actual radio broadcast is deficiellt and
there is no reliable existing FSK to forward meteorological data from Indonesia to
other countries/centres.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because it will
provide the capability of maintaining a reliable broadcast for the transmission of
meteorological information to the associated RTH. (See paragraphs 145 and 151 of
the WWW plan, 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-Galleral and
the project for circulation.
The President notes that this project is of regional benefit.

UpprO\DS

~
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

IRAQ

Title of project

TE/4/1 Facsimile Reception Equipment

Purpose and description of project
The installation of receiving equipment for facsimile broadcasts at the NMC
at Baghdad International Airport is essential for the implementation of the WWW programme.
This equipment will enable the NMC to receive processed meteorological data
in pictorial form through the RMC at Cairo.
Such information is necessary to meet
the requirements of users providing Warning Services particularly during the season of
severe thunderstorms.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
This project does not meet the criteria required for obtaining assistance from
UNDP.
The first priorities are assigned to other national meteorological projects
including enlargement of services and network observing stations over this country
with complete supplies.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
In order that Iraq may be integrated into the World Weather Watch and enjoy the
benefits of this system it is necessary that it should be able to receive meteorological information in pictorial form processed by the area forecast centres whose
zones of responsibility include analyses and forecasts for the Middle East and adjacent
areas.
In addition this request will make it possible to carry out Resolution 33 (70-RA IV).
Nature- and scope of national contribution to the project
The country will make all the necessary provisions for the installation of the
equipment and will undertake the running and operation of the station.
It will also
provide the necessary personnel, supplies and material necessary to ensure regular and
continuous operation of the equipment after the first year of operation.

IRAQ
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Dvration of Rroject
After the unit has been installed, the purposes of the project will be maintained for the whole of the useful life of the equipment.
Estimated total cost of project and proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
The necessary information for estimating the cost
contribution should include:

~s

not available.

The VAP

(a)

A facsimile recorder

(b)

A radio receiver

(c)

A signal converter

(cl)

An antenna system

(e)

Spare parts and supplies necessary for operation during the first year.

The national contribution will include:
(a)

Premises for the installation and operation of equipment

(b)

Necessary maintenance

(c)

Necessary personnel for operation

(d)

Spare parts and supplies necessary for continuous operation from the end
of the first year.

Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is extremely urgent in order that the NMC IRAQ may be able to meet
its commitments as regards the WWW Plan and implement Resolution 10 (V-RA IV).
Any other relevant information
During the visit of the WMO regional telecommunication exper~Mr. R.S. Spence~
to the Iraqi Meteorological Department at Baghdad International Airport from the
22 June 1974 - 6 July, project number RAS/72/063, recommended in his report
on this mission on page 8, paragraph 7.7, that in the first instance a new design and
type facsimile recorder should be purchased and installed in the briefing room. Hence
he stressed the importance of the Facsimile Reception Equipment to the NMC at Baghdad
International Airport.
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to distribute
observational and processed information to meet internal national needs (see paragraph 151 (d) WWW Plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of notional benefit.

~
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reqll~st for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

IRAQ

Title of pro jeet

TR/2 - Development of the Meteorological Service

Purpose and description of project
Developing the meteorological department.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Nil.

Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Mr. Mudhaffar Abbas AI-Ta'ee shall render services concerning various
projects in the field of agriculture, building, industries, aeronautical aviation
meteorology, scientific research and instructing meteorology at the In&titute of
Civil Aviation Services.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Continuous payment of salaries during the period of the fellowship.
Duration of project:

Two years.

Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to shuw the cost of each item
Gross 5,000 U.S. dollars per annum.
Degree of urgency with reasons
For urgent need of the high efficiency and for the development of meteorology
in the Republic of Iraq.
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IRAQ

Any other relevant information
The Institute of Civil Aviation Services is in need of continuous
meteorological courses (weather observers and forecasters). Such courses have to
have an efficient instructor in this field and bearers of high certificate endeavouring to develop the meteorology in general.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP.in accordance with Cg-VI
Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for ~ long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under
category "c".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

IRAQ

Title of project

TR/3 - Development of the Meteorological Service

Purpose and description of project
Developing the meteorological department.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Nil.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Mr. Kanaan Deiff AI-Abadi shall render services to the meteorology department forecasting and analysing weather maps and afford a research in this f~eld.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Continuous payment of salaries during the period of studies.
Duration of project
Two years.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to snow the cost of each item
Gross 5,000 U.S. dollars per annum
Degree of urgency with reasons
For urgent need of the high efficiency for development of meteorology in the
Republic of Iraq.

IRAQ

- 87 Any other relevant information
The meteorological department needs of continuous research in forecasting
and analysing weather maps and in this field we need a bearer of high certificate
to develop the above department.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Cg-VI
Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the
the project for circulation.

Secretary~General and

The President noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under
category

"CH.

approves
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member : THE HASHEMITE KINGDOM OF JORDAN
Title of project : TR/4 - One long-term fellowship, category "e"
Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is to enable one qualified officer of the Meteorological Department to undergo a course leading to M.Sc. Degree in Meteorology.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The national budget and other sources of assistance are not adequate to
fulfil our training programme.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
Highly qualified personnel in meteorology are badly needed in the Jordan
Meteorological Department, and in the near future, a sufficient number of qualified
meteorologists will be required to meet our needs in improving the techniques followed
in weather prediction and in solving local and regional weather problems.
The
candidate will contribute to the full implementation of the WWW programme in Jordan.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
None.
Duration of project
The completion of M.Sc., one academic year.
E~timated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item

Depends on the WMO estimate of cost of fellow/year.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The candidate should start his studies in October 1974.
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JORDAN

Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Cg-VI
Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10(a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10(e) of these rules concerning
the assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to
remain in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is
already an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship fell under category "C".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

Republic of MALI

Title of project

TE/l/2

Completion of arrangements for the national collection
of basic meteorological data by providing additional
SSB equipment for five stations

Purpose and description of project
Under the Project VAP MALI TE/l/l it has been possible to provide seven
stations with radio-telephone equipment.
By the national effort, SSB equipment has
Such equipment still has to be
been provided for five other stations of the network.
provided for the stations at HOMBORI (61240) - KITA (61270) - SEGOU (61272) KOUTIALA (61293) and BOUGOUNI (61296).
Reason

wh~

other sources of assistance cannot b&expected
Equipment for five stations has already been financed under the national

budget.
Since this is an operational project, no financial assistance can be given
by UNDP.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Collection of the data from the five stations mentioned above by conventional
Post Office facilities at present leads to delays which are incompatible with the required time limits both for international and national needs.
While 96% of the data
are collected from stations equipped with SSB transceivers, the average percentage collected from the five remaining stations is hardly 70%; this greatly reduces the overall percentage of data collected.
Thus{ this project is to meet requirements for implementing the WWW.as
regards the collection of basic data at the national level.
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MALI

Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Provided that equipment similar to that at present in operation is supplied,
the national contribution to this project will consist of :
(a)

Undertaking initial installation;

(b)

Providing maintenance and upkeep of the equipment;

(c)

Providing operational personnel.

Duration of project
A maximum of six months for the installation and bringing into use of the
equipment after it has been received.
It is desirable that operation should commence
in mid-1974.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
The total cost and technical specifications of the equipment requested is
set out in the annex.
Degree of urgency with reasons
Many collective reports are still incomplete, due to the five stations not
yet being equipped with SSB.
In view of the fact that our country is situated in the
geographical zone of the GARP Tropical Experiment, it is essential that this project
be carried out in order to implement the WWW~
Any other relevant information
Implementation of this project will be a definite contribution to the success
of the GARP Tropical Experiment.

MALI
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TABLE SHOWING DISTRIBUTION OF EQUIPMENT

-==============================================-======

EQUIPMENT

STATION

Transceiver
482

=============================~=

UNITS

=================~====================================

MASTS

=============================

HOMBORI (61240)

1

1

2

KITA

(61270)

1

1

2

SEGOU

(61272)

1

1

2

KOUTIALA

(61293)

1

1

2

BOUGOUNI

(61296)

1

1

2

2·

2

1

7

7

11

Emergency standby

TOTAL •.•.•

-=====================================================

=============================~

ESTIMATE
In Mali Francs
7 Transceivers THe

482 with microphone and amph1ifier
at 1 500.000 •.•......•...••••••••

7 Power units W110 Ter at 550 000

10 500 000

.

3 850 000

11 BALMET masts and antenna equipment
at 150 000 •................•.....

1 650 000
100 000

Electrical equipment to cover all requirements

16 100 000
+

1.610 000

10% to meet any further costs
Total

17 710 000
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MALI

TRANSCEIVER THC 482
===================
THOMSON CSF
===========
Receiver
Method of reception

Single Side Band A3J (upper or lower)

Sensitivity

better than 1 microvolt for 50 milliwatts
output and 10 db signal + noise to noise ratio

Selectivity (SSB)

band width 450 to 2500 Hz at - 6db
band width 4KHz at - 40db

Channels

4

Frequency stability

+ 101Hz
-6 (
per MHz )

Crystal oscillator
Frequency range

2 to 20 MHz

Power requirements

Mains 100 - 110 - 125 - 175 - 190 - 220 or
250 volts 50/60 Hz single phase AC

Audio output

50 milliwatts in loudspeaker/microphone unit
2 watts in loudspeaker amplifier

Tuning

preset

Transmitter (30W)
Method of transmission

SSB A3J (upper or lower)

Frequency range

2 to 20 MHz

Channels

4

Power output

30W

Frequency stability

+
-6 (
- 101Hz
per MHL)

Crystal oscillator
Tuning

preset

- 94 POWER UNIT WIIOTER BERNARD
===========================

Power

2.25 KVA

Alternater

220 V AC single phase

Cooling

air

Fuel

petrol

Starting

by rope

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to collect and distribute observational data to Regional and World Meteorological Centres (see paragraph 137, WWW Plan 1972-1975).
This project concerns the implementation of the telecommunication fa~ilities
needed for timely and effective collection of the national data of the NMC required
for international exchange in accordance with the WWW Global Telecommunication System
(see paragraph 147, WWW Plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WWW Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves this
project for circulation.
it

~s

The President noted that the project is primarily of national benefit, but that
also of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

MAURITIUS

Ti He of pro ject

TE/4/1 - Broad band reception antenna system at Vacoas

Purpose and description of project
Broad band, high gain directional antenna covering approximately 5 - 20 MHz
for the reception of meteorological broadcast as follows: single receiver reception
of Pretoria, Nairobi, Madagascar and Reunion broadcasts space diversity reception on
two receivers of Canberra and New Delhi.
The data will be used in the preparation of forecasts for local meteorological
protection and for safety at sea and in the air.

Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
In view of the financial limitation of the national budget, the allocation for
the development of meteorology is limited and will be inadequate for the purchase of
the broad band antenna system.

Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The installation of this antenna system will render the Meteorological
Services autonomous. The latter will then be ina better position to discharge its
responsibility vis-a-vis the world community most effectively. The final report of
the meeting of the RA I Tropical Cyclone Committee for South-West Indian Ocean
(Tananarive - May, 1973) stressed this need.

Nature and scope of national contribution to project
National contribution will include provision of buildings, installation,
operation and maintenance and personnel responsible for operation as well as the
necessary consumable material. The Mauritius Government will also acquire the appropriate receiving equipment.
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MAURITIUS

Duration of project
Lifetime of equipment.

Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAPcontribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Complete antenna system

US $35,000

Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is extremely urgent as its implementation will render the Meteorological Service autonomous in the reception of meteorological broadcasts. The
meteorological department is at present largely dependent on another organization
which has signified its intention to discontinue this service soon.

Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each Member is able to receive data as
required for the proper functioning of its NMC (see paragraph 151, WWW plan 1972-1975).
The antenna system requested in this project is necessary to enable the NMC to receive
the data it needs from the appropriate RMCs/RTHs.
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragaraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WWW Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President~s

comments

The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is of national interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

MAURITIUS

Title of project

TE/4/2 - Establishment of a fascimile system

Purpose and description of project
Increased use of sea and air routes in our region requires prompt availability
of meteorological data and forecast by an efficient system. The installation of a
fascimile transmitter at the NMC, Vacoas and receivers at the Plaisance Meteorological
Office and at the Airport Briefing Office will greatly assist in this.

Reason

why other sources of assistance cannot be expected

In view of the financial limitation of the national budget, the allocation
for the development of meteorology is limited and will be inadequate for the purchase
of a facsimile system.

Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The facsimile system will bring about a marked improvement in the service
provided to some of the main users of meteorological information. The international
air and sea transportation will be assured of a most efficient service. The final
report of the RA I Tropical Cyclone Committ for South-West Indian Ocean (Tananarive May, 1973) called for improved transmission of meteorological information.

Nature and scope of national contribution to project

National contribution will include the installation and maintenance of the
equipment and the provision of personnel responsible for operation as well as the
necessary consumable material.

MAURITIUS
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Duration of project
Lifetime of the equipment.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Facsimile transmitter with two receivers - US $30,000
(plus one for spare)
Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is urgent as its implementation will help the Meteorological
Services to provide a more complete documentation to International Civil Aviation
and Marine Services on a real time basis.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to'WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to distribute
observational and processed information to meet internal national needs I (see paragraph 151 (d) WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and
project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of notional benefit.

app~oves

the
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

MEXICO

Title of project: TR/l - Two fellowships for training meteorologists Class I
Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to offer two qualified candidates the possibility of undertaking university studies which would subsequently enable them to
specialize in meteorology at an advanced level.
Reason why other

sourc~s

of Gssistance cannot be expected

The programme of fellowships for training meteorologists in Latin America,
supported financially by UNDP, does not include this type of fellowship and this
country does not have appropriate funds for financing the project.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Activities in connexion with the implementation programme of the World Weather
Watch cannot be undertaken without the collaboration of highly qualified meteorologists.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Designation of two suitable candidates who would be committed to undertake
duties in the national Meteorological Service when they have completed their studies.
Duration of project
Four years.

MEXICO
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
It is left to WMO to estimate the cost of the project.

Degree of urgency with reasons
One of the agreements between WMOand our country includes the training of
technical personnel, according to which foreign experts will be replaced at the end
of the projects in question; quite apart from this reason I would add that we have
no experts in any of the specialized branches of meteorology and in order to resolve
this problem, the fellowships requested are required as a matter of urgency.
Any other relevant information
Qualified candidates are at present being selected in accordance with recognized procedures.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with Cg-VI
Resolution 22 and paragraphs 10(0) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected .for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category "a".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member : MONGOLIAN PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
Title of project : TR/4 - Provision of three long-term fellowships
Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is the preparation of scientific staff in the area
of meteorology and hydrology. The training of three specialists with university
education in post-graduate studies leading to a further degree is envisaged.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The Service's great need for specialists with higher and medium-level
qualifications is met by training them within Mongolia and under bilateral links.
For this reason, resources are insufficient for the preparation of scientific
personnel.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its rsgional significance
It is a well-known fact that without highly qualified scientific personnel,
perfect data of processing and improved quality of hydrometeorological servicing of
different sectors of the economy cannot be hoped for. Success in implementing the
WWW plan largely depends on the degree of training received by qualified personnel.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The hydrometeorological service of the MPR will select candidates for the
three fellowships and supervise progress of their studies. It ,will also be ensured
that aach specialist works within the service after completion of training.
Duration of project
Duration of studies for each fellow will amount to three years.

MONGOLIA
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Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contributions with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
Cost of training the fellow per year

us

1975

2,400

1976

4,800

1977

7,200

1978

4,800

1979

2,400

$

Total
Degree of urgency with reasons
The desirable starting dates for the fellowships are 1975, 1976 and 1977
providing one fellowship each.
Any other relevant information
The importance of personnel training is stressed in many sections of the WWW
plan, and further justification of the importance of this project is therefore
unnecessary.

Secretary-General's comments
The projectcqualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with
Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10(a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization
of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10(e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice
for long-term fellowships.
,

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category "c".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

REPUBLIC OF NIGER

Ti He of project

TR/2

Long-term fellowship in meteorology

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to train an Engineer of Meteorological Works
to strengthen the Meteorological Service in Niger.
So far Niger has only one meteorological engineer with Niger nationality.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The training of this engineer cannot be undertaken under the National Budget.
Explanation of how the project fits in to the overail WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The trained Engineer of Meteorological Works will occupy a responsible position
within the Meteorological Service or will assist in the operation and development of
the present Service to meet the needs of the World Weather Watch.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project

NU.
Duration of project
The duration of the project will depend on the academic results obtained by
the candidate.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
To be determined by WMO.

NIGER
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Degree of urgency with reasons
This project is of the first degree of urgency for Niger, more particularly
since it is proposed to develop on Agrometeorological Service soon to meet the requirements of agriculture and other sectors of the national economy.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-Generalis comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Cg-VI Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Ptesident noted that the requested fellowship fell under category "a".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

PANAMA

Title of project

: TR/2 - One long-term fellowship

Purpose and description of project
Tbe purpose of this project is to train high-level personnel in order to
increase the capacity and efficiency of the national Meteorological Service, which
is now being created.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
It is not possible to complete this project from the resources of the country
and no additional assistance can be expected from other bilateral or multilateral
programmes.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation proaramme and
particularly its regional significance
The purpose of the WWW will be better achieved if the execution of the country
participation to it can be done by specialized people.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The country assumes the responsibility to give the fellow an adequate post on
his return to the national Meteorological Service or its equivalent.
Duration of project
Five years (one fellowship) in the U.S.S.R.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
One fellowship for five years

US $24,000.

PANAMA
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Degree of urgency with reasons
The knowledge of the meteorological conditions is needed to apply the new
concepts of the social and economic development to the different parts of the world,
for which purpose the disposal of specialized personnel is needed.
On the other
hand, Panama is making every effort to organize, maintain and operate a Meteorological
Service that can be efficient under all aspects.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-Generalis comments
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization
of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

Presidentls comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship fell "nder category "a".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

RWANDA

Ti He of project

OB/l/l/l --

Establishment of a radiosonde station at
Kigali (64387)

Purpose and description of project
The project is intended to provide the country with a radiosonde station; this
will improve the main meteorological centre at Kigali and supplement the regional
upper-air network.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
This equipment is requested under VAP since there is no possibility of its
being financed under the national budget, through bilateral assistanc~ or UNDP; these
sources of assistance are already committed to make large contributions in other
fields.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The radiosonde station at Kigali is included in the WWW regional network of
upper-air stations because of the importance of its geographical position close to the
Zaire-Nile ridge.
Nature and scope of national contribution to the project
The national contribution to the project will consist of providing premises
and operational personnel and also consumable supplies.
Duration of project
A technician from the firm VaYsala will be at the station for at least two
months to install the equipment and train national personnel locally.

RWANDA
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
Estimate made by the firm VaYsala: ground equipment, 1 year's supplies,
installation and training: approximately F.F. 205 400.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The degree of urgency is linked to the funds available under the government's
budget for continuing operation of the station; these funds· could be available sometime in 1975.
Any other relevant information
The equipment requested is as supplied by the Finnish firm VaXsala. This is
to ensure uniformity of the regional upper-air network, supplied with such equipment.
The request is submitted ~ in order that WMO may be able to plan the distribution of
the Finnish sounding equipment available under YAP. This equipment is requested in
order that Rwanda may be able to meet commitments under the World Weather Watch (WWW)
plan.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the radiosonde/radiowind station 64387-Kigali is included in the regional basic synoptic network for Africa (WMO Region I).
Furthermore the Sixth Congress in the World Weather
Watch plan. for 1972-1975 for the GOS urges Members to implement fully the regional
basic synoptic networks (see Resolution 3 (Cg-VI».
It qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a)
and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
(VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President notes that this project

~s

of regional interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

SIERRA LEONE

Title of project

TE/2/1 - Establishment of the regional circuit
NMC Freetown/RTH Dakar

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to contribute to establishing the regional
circuit connecting the NMC Freetown with the associated RTH Dakar, in compliance with
the Regional Meteorological Plan for Region I for the WWW adopted by Resolultion 12
(V-RA I). It is planned to implement a full duplex RTT point-to-point circuit, two
channel and error protected with ARQ system.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
National funds for development are limited. The project cannot be financed
from UNDP due to its operational nature. Furthermore, there is no possibility to
implement the project from any bilateral or multilateral assistance.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The regional circuit Freetown/Dakar is a part of the Regional Meteorological
Telecommunications Plan for Africa. The establishment of this circuit will make the
observational data from the basic synoptic network in Sierra Leone available at the
RTH Dakar on a reliable basis within-satisfactory time limits for subsequent dissemination on the RA I Regional Telecommunications Network and the main trunk circuit.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution to the project will consist of:
(1)

Buildings to house the transmitting, receiving and terminal equipment.

(2)

Staff for operation and maintenance.
however, be trained by the expert.

(3)

Supporting staff will be provided during the installation exercises.

(4)

Provision of transport and power supply.

The maintenance personnel should,

SIERRA LEONE
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Duration of project
The equipment can be installed within four months of its arrival at Freetown.
The Government of Sierra Leone will ensure the continuation of the project after the
installation of the equipment.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Quantity

Description

2

HF 3,5/5 Kw SSB transmitter

2

ARQ protection system (two channels)

Estimated Cost
$

50,000
40,000
90,000

1

Transmitting antennae system complete

20,000

1

Receiving antennae system complete

18,000

1

Teletype station:
2 receiving
2 transmitting, etc.
1 set spares

}

15,000
2,500

Degree of urgency with reasons
This project is urgent because both the morae AFTN channel and the morse
national broadcast actually used to forward to Dakar meteorological data from
Sierra Leone have been withdrawn and the replaced AFTN (ICAO) RH link Freetown/
Roberts Field/Dakar have not been giving good results.
Any other relevant information
With the implementation of YAP project TE/l/l not far from completion the
funds so far utilized will not be usefully spent except the data so collected is
disseminated to RTH Dakar.
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to the WWW because the
timely and efficient collection and distribution of observational data and processed
information must be ensured (see paragraph 145,WWW plan 1972-1975). The project
will provide the point-to-point circuit Freetown/Dakar as required in the Regional
Telecommunications Plan for RA I.
The project qualifies for assistance under the VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that this pioject is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

SIERRA LEONE

Title of project:: TR/2 - Four (4) Long-term fellowships in meteorology (Tropical)
Purpose and description of project
The present operational staff is not adequate and is being strained. This
- pr.(>j,e~t i~ (jimed at assisting t~e _Government to acquire personnel of high academic
standard to occupy senior posts within the Meteorological Service.
One of these in
category "C" is for Mr. H. G. Moore and the rest in category "A" for
M~ssrs:. -t.r. Koromci~ J. S. Cole and A. E. MassaquoL
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Because of the heavy and urgent financial obligation in connexion with the
expansion of aeronautical and other Meteorological Services, -lo~~~-sources are
not adequate.
The project cannot be accommodated in the UNDP Country Programme
because of the limited IPS. Th~re is no institution in Sierra Leone -.whichcould train ...
the required professional staff.
Explanation of hot' the prc,>iect,fits into the overall WWWimpleinentation progrgmme
and particularly its regional significance
The Sierra Leone Meteorological Service is still at its developing stages
and needs staff with advanced studies to be able to assume its full responsibilities
both as regards WWW and as also making efficient use of observational and processed
information available as a result of implementation of the Global Data Processing
System.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Government will ensure that qualified candidates are selected.
These
officers will continue to receive salaries and other allowances due them as Government employees during the period of training.
On successful completion these
officers will be appointed to senior posts.
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Duration of project
Effective duration of about three to four years depending on the countries
in which studies are undertaken.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
The cost will depend on many factors and so cannot be estimated until the
countries giving the training and also the curriculum of studies are established.
Degree of urgency with reasons
It is urgently necessary to have the main Meteorological Office adequately
staffed with indigenous forecasters and also start to provide Agrometeorological and
Hydrometeorological Services for operational and planning purposes.
As the economy
of Sierra Leone depends mainly on agriculture the implementation of the project has
very high priority.
Any other relevant information
In our opinion the Class I training should take place at either Florida State
University or Nairobi University or Reading University.
Secretary-Generalis comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Cg-VI Resolution No. 22 and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, the requirement is already an
established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

Presidentls comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President noted that the req~ested fellowship(s) fell under
category "a" (3) and lie" (1).
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

: Sri Lanka

Title of project

OB/5/1 - Establishment of Regional Background Air Pollution
Station

Purpose and description of project
To monitor air pollution.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Shortage of Foreign Exchange prevents direct purchase of equipment and
national priorities preclude other forms of assistance.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
WMO Congress recommendation. The station is to be located at Hambantota on
the extreme south-east coast of Sri Lanka, where the predominant wind directions are
from the sea.
.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Assistance to install equipment and provision of
accommodation.

suitabl~

staff and

Duration of project
Permanent.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item

(1)

Volz sun photometer

US $

600

(2)

Microammeter for use with sunphotometer

US $

500

(3)

Automatic Precipitation Collector

US $1,000

Degree of urgency with reasons
In view of the increase in air pollution on a global scale and WWW plan
1975-1975.
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Any other relevant information
None

Secretory-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because it will
establish 0 station in the regional network for the measurement of background air
pollution. As port of the Global Observation System of the WWW plan 1972-1975,
Members should endeavour to implement the network of stations to measure the background pollution and related climatological stations fully during the period 19721975 (see paragraph 66, WWW plan 1972-1975).
It qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (0)
and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
(VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretory-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that this project is of both global and regional
importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance·under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

SRI LANKA

Ti He of pro ject

TE/4/l ~ Development of the NMC.

Automatic Starting Generator.

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is. to enable telecommunication equipment at the
NMC to function without interruptions due to power failure.
Reason why other sOurces of assistance cannot be expected
National priorities preclude obtaining the equipment from UNDP.or bilateral
assistance. Shortage of" foreign' exchange prevenls direct purchase.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The NMC will be able to receive output products of RTH without interruption.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Building to house generator, and personnel for maintenance.
Duration of project
Permanent on installation.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
Generator 5 kw 1 phase
(e.g. Eisemann DSOA 5)

230 volt
50 cycle
Dieael fuel.
Tank capacity 6 - 8 hour continuous run Automatic starter
Sparel, Exhault extension, Grounding Connections etc.
TOTAL

US $3,000

US 5 500
US S 500

54,000
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Degree of urgency with regsons
Project is urgent as the NMC must function continuously to meet obligations
under WWW.
Any other relevant information:

None.
.-

--_.------------ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Secretary-General's comments
Implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because in accordance
with the WWW Plan 1972-1975 the functions of the NMC Colombo includes the reception
of observational data and processed information (see paragraph 151, WWW plan 19721975).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Sectetary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is of national importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

SUDAN

Title of project

08/1/2/4 ~ Increased Programme of Radiosonde/Radiowind stations
at Port Sudan and Malakal

Purpose and description of project
Two radio theodolites Vaisala Recording Receivers Type RT 19 are requested
to replace the present old RT Receivers at Port Sudan and Malakal to ensure
continuous Qb~ervgti9ns.
-

.

_. .

---

Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Government and other sources have already been exhausted.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The two stations are part of the existing basic network of upper air-stations.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
National contribution will cover personnel and expendables.
Duration of project

Permanent.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
The cost of the two sets will be US $16,000 which is requested under VAP.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The supply of iquipment is very essential especially for the GATE.
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Amy other relevant information
Malakal and Port Sudan are required to make two observations at 00 and 12 GMT
daily during the GATE period.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of the project is of importance to WWW because the
rawinsonde stations at Port Sudan and Malakal are included in the regional basic
synoptic network for Region I. Members should endeavour to complete the implementation of all surface and upper-air stations of the regional basic synoptic networks
(see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs la (a) and (c) of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that this project is of global importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member : SUDAN
Title of project

08/2/2/1 - Strengthening of observational programme at nine
synoptic surface stations

Purpose and description of project
Nine anemographs are requested for nine stations to ensure complete data.
Nine barometers are required for replacement.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Government and other sources are exhausted.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its repional significance
The stations are part of the basic network of surface synoptic stations.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
National contribution will cover personnel.
Duration of project
Permanent.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
The cost of both sets is estimated to be US $32 000 and
under VAP.

~s

requested

Degree of urgency with reasons
The instruments are very essential, especially during the GATE period.
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Any other relevant information
The nine stations are expected to make four observations during the GATE
period at 00, 06, 12 and 18 GMT.
These stations are: Wadi Halfa (62600),
Halaib (62615), Aqiq (62675), Kadugli (62810), Gazala Gawazat (62808), Bentiu (62855),
Raga (62871) and Rumbek (62900).

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to the WWW because the
nine surface observing stations in Sudan are included in the regional basic network.
The WWW plan states that the regional basic networks are forming part of the Global
Observing System (see paragraphs 63 and 64, WWW plan for the period 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10(a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the project is of regional interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member : SUDAN
Title of project

TE/l/2/1 - Establishment of SSB radio telephone link between
Khartoum NMC and seven outstations

Purpose and description of project
Seven diesel electric generators are requested to operate SSB equipment
at seven stations where there is no electric power supply.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Other sources are already exhausted in purchasing the SSB equipment.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The project will ensure .prompt collection of data from surface stations in

tne basIc network.

Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution will cover the cost of the SSB equipment and its
operation.
Duration of project
Permanent.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost .of each item
The cost of the seven generators is expected to be US $7,000 requested
under VAP.
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Degree of urgency with reasons
The generators are very essential for the operation of SSB equipment
purchased by the Government.
Any other relevant information
The seven stations where the generators are required are: Wadi Halfa (62600),
Abu Hamed (62640), Karima (62660), Nahud (62781), Bentiu (62855), Raga (62871) and
Rumbek (62900).

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance because it will provide
the necessary capability for the rapid and reliable collection of observational data
by the NMC to meet the WWW requirements and it will enhance the capability to distribute observational data within the Region.
(See paragraphs 145 and 146 of the WWW
plan 1973-1975.)
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the Rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

The Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel notes that the project is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member:

SURINAM

Title of project :

TR/2 - Education and Training (for two persons)

Purpose and description of project
In the absence of enough qualified senior staff, and in relation to the implementation of the WWW plan, it is necessary to work out training schemes.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
No other sources ore available.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
Part of the overall:WWW programme is to upgrade the knowledge of meteorological personnel. Especially in our region there is an absence of highly qualified
meteorologists. We believe a Bsc. training will benefit both our country and the
region.
Nature and scope of national contribution to proiect
Full home salaries.
Duration of project
Three years.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Two persons per year
for three years

US $10 000
US $30 000 in total.
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Degree of urgency with reasons
Urgent, for reason of development of our Service.
Any other relevant information
We should like both candidates to start their studies at the University
of West-Indies, Barbados, as soon as possible.

Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The pro ject quali Hes for assistance under VAP in accordance"'wi th Resolution 22 (Cg-VI) and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-Genereal and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowships fell under category "a".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC

Title of project

TE/2/1/1 - Establishment of adequate point-to-point circuits with
RMCsand other I'leighbouring NMCs

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is to secure rapid and correct collection at the
NMC Damascus of basic meteorological data, and to ensure exchange of data between
Damascus, the RMC Cairo, the·RTA Sofia and some neighbouring.NMCs.
Some difficulties are encountered at present in securing and exchanging data
with the RMC, RTH and NMCs in due time in accordance with the WWW plan.
Reason

why other sources of assistance cannot be expected

National fund is not available at the present time and will not be in the
near future.
Other resources are not available •

.Explanation of how the project fIts into the overall WWW implementation programme
and.. -fla.,r;Uc.u~Qcl.)l ..Lts.. ,reg.iona.L s.igniHc.ance
The efficient national collection of the basic meteorological data within
15 minutes, the dissemination of such data to designated RTHs, to other NMCs and
to subsequent WMCs' within 20 minutes from the observing filing time, together with·
the collection· of the meteorological data from ships and aircraft according to
WWW plan; all of this needs an efficient telecommunication function of NMCs.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution to the project will include cables, remote cables,
hiring of cables from the PTT, installation, personnel, maintenance of the equipment,
in addition to the existing set of equipment, so that the VAP contribution will raise
up the capacity of the telecommunications obligations to the required standard.

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
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Duration of project
The duration of the project and the continuation of the operation ensured by
Syria will be within 4-6 months from the time when equipments are received.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed YAP contributions with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
As stated above, the project will include a national contribution to the
project which will include all remote cables, installation, hiring of lines from PTT
and other obligations as mentioned above.
The cost of the establishment of these
facilities is difficult to estimate because they form an integrated part of our telecommunication set-up.
The YAP contribution requested for implementation of the projects:
2

Radio transmitters - 2 kW, complete with antennae:

2

Sets, US $25,000 each

10 Trans-receive teleprinters, 50-75

US

~

50 000 00
ba~ds,

US

~2,500 e~ch

25 000 00

2 Short-wave receivers (1-30 MHz), complete with converters
for F. reception but without antennae:
1

1

Set, US $10,000 each

20 000 00

Grand total

95 000 00

Degree of urgency with reasons
The NMC at Damascus encounters some difficulties from time to time in reception, dissemination of data to RMC, RTH and to other point-to-point NMCs as agreed
regionally.
Accordingly the implementation of this project is con$idered to be urgent to
meet the needs of the WWW plan and the success of the Global Telecommunication System.
Any other relevant information
None.

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
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Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to the WWW because it
would result in an improvement and speedy collection of the observational data from
the Syrian Arab Republic within the time limits set up by CBS and Regional Association VI.
This project qualifies for assistance under the Voluntary Assistance Programme in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization
of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of regional and
inter-regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC

Ti tie of pro ject

DP/l/2/1 - microfilm equipment

Purpose and description of project
To microfilm the meteorological data plotted and analysed on the used maps
as well as the processed climatological data.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
(1)

National funds are not available.

(2)

Other sources are not available.

Explanation of how the pro ject fits into the overall WWW implementation proaramme ....
and particularly its regional significance
It is connected with the Global Data Processing System.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Maintenance, personal and building and premises.
Duration of project
The duration of the project and the continuation of the operation ensured.
by Syria will be 6 months after receiving the equipments.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
$ 20,000 approximately of:

2 magnoprint reader, 1 microfilm camera
1 processing unit, contact film machine
1 microfilm printer and developer.

.

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC
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Degree of urgency with reasons
This project will facilitate the storage of meteorological data charts
which are liable to damage.
Any other relevant information
None

Secretary-Generalis comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because it will
assist the NMC Damascus tCJ carry out its responsibilities for non-real time data
storage and retrieval (see paragraph Ill, WWW plan 1972-1975).
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10(0) and (c) of the Rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project is of national importanee.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member:

THAILAND

Title of project

TE/5/2 ~ Telecommunication equipment for the strengthening of the
RTH.

Purpose and description of project
To acquire a necessary telecommunication system for the strengthening of the
Bangkok RTH to meet the requirement of performing the general and specific functions
set forth in paragraph 5 of Appendix III of the WWW plan (Annex to Resolution
16 (Cg-V) and paragraph 4.3 to Resolution 8 (IV-RA II).
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
its regional significance

~articularly

The strengthening of the RTH at Bangkok will improve and ensure more effective
and efficient operation of the RTH and will also meet the .requirements of the functions defined in the WWW plan.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The national contribution will provide for the site preparations, i.e.
building power supply, installation of the equipment and to provide also funds to
cover operation and maintenance costs after installation.
Estimated cost of project
A breakdown of the costs for the additional equipment required for the
strengthening of RTH Bangkok for which VAP is required is as follows:

THAILAND
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Decription

Item

No.
Required

Unit
Cost $

Total
Cost $

1

5 KW(HF)ISB Transmitter

2

35 000·

70000

2

Log periodic Antenna

2

la 000

20 000

3

Teleprinter Sent/Receive

5

3 500

17 500

4

Teleprinter Receiver. on·ly

8

3 000

24,000

Common Maintenance and

I

la 000

spare parts for items 1 to 4

Total

~~~L~~~

The national contribution to be provided for this project is estimated in
the order of $ 50,000.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The inst~llation of the equipment listed above will improve the operation·.
of RTH and is therefore desired as ~OQn as possible.
Any other relevant information:
None.
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Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
effective operation of the RTH Bangkok is essential to the Global Telecommunication
(see paragraph 149, WWW plan 1972-1975).
System as defined in the WWW plan
Implementation of this project will provide the necessary equipment for upgrading
the transmission of observational data on point-to-point circuits from the RTH
Bangkok.
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this pro jact is of regional benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Re·guest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member: THAILAND
Title of Project: TE/5/3 - Automation of the RTH Bangkok
Purpose and description of project
To acquire the necessary computer-based automatic switching system to assist
the RTH Bangkok to carry out more effectively its functions as an RTH in the WHO
Global Telecommunication System.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation Programme
and particularly its regional significance
The RTH Bangkok has been established as an RTH on the Main Regional Circuits
New Delhi-Bangkok and Bangkok-Tokyo and Bangkok-Kuala Lumpur. RTH Bangkok is also
responsible for the regional broadcast. The automatic switching system will provide
for the more effective and efficient operation of the RTH.
Nature and scope of national contribution to proiect
The national contribution will provide for the site preparations, i.e.
buildings, air conditioners, power supply (no-break), false floor, etc. The natio.nal
contribution will provide for personnel to operate the switching system including
their training and provide funds to cover operation and maintenance costs after
installation.
Estimated cost of project
The meteorological telecommumications switching computer system meeting the
functional specifications of the GTS would be the combination of hardware (computers
and peripherals) and the associated software.
The computet should be the dual systems. It should be capable of handling
(1) Bangkok-New Delhi and (2) Bangkok-Tokyo high-speed channels (1200 bps, full
duplex) and 10 low-speed channels (50 OR 75 bps, full duplex) and should have the
following accessory devices: .
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(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Memory and storage devices
Magnetic drum devices
Magnetic tape devices
Line printer
Paper reader
Paper tape punch
Input-output typewriter

A breakdown of the cost for the computer switching system for which YAP
support is required is as follows:

(1) Hard-ware
(2) Soft ware
(3) Installation
(4) Peripheral equipment
(5) . Spareparts for 1, 2 and 4
Total

$ 240 000
$ 50 000
$ 10 000
$ 60 000
$ 30000
$ 390.000

=======~==

The national contribution to provide for the training of personnel in the
operation and maintenance of equipment, for the site preparations and operating costs
must be determined when the type of equipment is known.- However, it is estimated
that the national contribution will be in the order of $150 000.
Degree of urgency with reasons
The automatic switching system will improve the operation of the RTH and
is therefore desired as soon as possible.
Any other relevant information
None.

THAILAND
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because
increase the effectiveness of the RTH Bangkok in carrying out the function
as defined in paragraph 149 of WWW plan 1972-1975. Co-ordination with the
Delhi and RTH Tokyo will be required for the establishment of medium/high
circuits.

it would
of a RTH
RTH New
speed-

This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of regional benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

THAILAND

Title of project

TR/4 - A fellowship leading to Master Degree in meteorology
with major in meteorological statistics

Purpose and description of project
The project is intended to provide supplementary professional training in
the United Kingdom, for Miss Kannika Chanakorn, a meteorologist who has been studying
statistics in the United Kingdom, ynder a UNDP grant.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Because of the financial situation of the country it is not feasible to
expect its implementation under the national programme. Moreover the UNDP does not
usually grant long-term fellowship.
Explan6tion of how the project fits into·the overall WWW implementation programme
-and- particularly its regional significance
Training of the fellow in meteorological statistics with higher qualification
is essential to meet the need to improve the methods of analysing and processing
the increasing amount of climatological data and also to apply meteorological
statistics for wider ~copes such as long-range weather forecast.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The fellow will be paid during the whole period of training.
Duration of project
The duration of studies will be determined according to needs, by the country
in which training is provided.
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Estimated cost of proiectand of proposed YAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
6,400 US dollars per annum, estimation depending on a WMO evaluation of the
cost of a fellowship for one year.
Degree of urgency with reasons
As soon as possible but not later than August 1974.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with
Resolution 22(Cg-VI)and paragraphs 10(a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10(e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long..term fellowship intends to remain
in the service of meteorology for a reasonabl~ period, this requirement is already
an established WMO practice for long-term fellowships.

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and appraves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category "c".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

THAILAND

Ti He of pro ject

TR/5 - Long-term fellowship

Purpose and description of project
To take post-graduate course in ,agricultural meteorology which should cover
modern techniques and procedures in this field.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Because assistance in agricultural meteorology is not available from other
sources for- the time being.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW Implementation Programme and
particularly its regional significance
This project would produce a well-qualified agrometeorologist to assist in
implementing the WWW programme in the increasing of the food production for the booming population in the region.
Nature and scope of national contribution to proiect
The fellow retains his official status with the department and will be given
regular salary during his term of fellowship.
Duration of project
Approximately four years, starting from 1974.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown to
show the cost of each item
Approximately US 56 400 per annum# plus travel cost.
Degree of urgency with reason
We currently have increasing urgency in improving our agrometeorological work,
because its improvement will significantly assist us in the production of crops which
is much needed.
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Any other relevant infommation
Preferred countries :

(1)

United States of America

(2)

Canada

(3)

United Kingdom

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Resolution 22 ~g-VI)and paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph 10 (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WHO practice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) ·f'ell·.;:t1nde:t':cot~9"c5ry "C".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for Assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

T~O

Title of project

TR/l

Strengthening and reorganization of the national Meteorological Service by granting three long-term fellowships

Purpose and description of project
To enable the national Meteorological Service to take a more effective part in
the ec~nomic development of Togo.
To provide meteorological services to all sectors
of the economy in the country as a result of basic training at a University leading to
a diploma in meteorology (category "a").
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Very limited national resources.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
If the Meteorological Service were reorganized and strengthened there would be
no danger of the country becoming a meteorological vacuum at the subregional level,
but would meet international requirements.
Nature and scope of national contribution to the project
Providing transport for students to the place where studies are undertaken.
Duration of project
Six years.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contributions with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item

TOGa
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Degree of urgency, with reasons
Togo is anxious to see her own Meteorological Service taking a more effective
part in her endeavours for economic development.
Any other relevant information
Togo has no preference as regards the host country for her students.

Secretary-General's comments
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with Cg-VI Resolution No. 22, and paragraphs la (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the
WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).
As regards the condition in paragraph la (e) of these rules concerning the
assurance that the candidate selected for a long-term fellowship intends to remain in
the service of meteorology for a reasonable period, this requirement is already an
established WMO prdctice for long-term fellowships.

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of'the Secretary-General and approves the project for circulation.
The Panel noted that the requested fellowship(s) fell under category "a".
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WHO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member : TRINIDAD AND TOBAGO
Title of project : OB/3/2/1 - Updating of existing A~T equipm~nt
Purpose and description of project
Improvement of APT ground equipment to meet new requirements of SMS/GOES
satellites on 1691.0 MHz.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
National budget is inadequate to meet increased cost at the present time.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
Existing equipment was provided under VAP as part of WWW programme.
present request is made with reference to WHO letters Nos. 34,659/W/WIM of
14 December 1973 ~nd w/SV/r.3.2 of 15 October 1973.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
Maintenance of equipment, installation.
Duration of project
Short-term;

will be implemented as soon as equipment is received.

Estimated cost of project and proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
New antenna system for 1691.0 MHz
Preamplifier for 1691.0 MHz
Frequency converter for permitting our receiver (EMR MOD III A/D) to
receive 1691.0 MHz.

The
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Degree of urgency with reasons
First degree of urgency collection of satellite data may not be possible
in the future without modification of present equipment.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-GeneralIs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because it will
provide for the reception of meteorological satellite information from all operational meteorological satellites.
The WWW plan for the Global Observing System
states that Members shall endeavour to install at least one APT station in their
territory.
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the Rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves this
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that this project is of national benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO VOluntary Assistance Programme
Member

URUGUAY

Title of project

TE/l/2/1

Implementation of the national network and the
international network of meteorological telecommunications

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is to provide the necessary equipment for
ensuring the operation and national collection of meteorological data and for
exchange of data with the RMC Buenos Aires.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The assistance requested does not fall within the province of Project URU/71/
519/D/Ol/16 and, due to its nature, consideration under UNDP raises difficulties.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
Implementation of the project will make it possible to collect data from
the national stations of the basic regional network and to exchange data with the
centre in Buenos Aires over teleprinter links using micro-waves.
The project will also provide for the operation of the APT.station allocated
under vAp and· -facsimile equipment to be provided by UNDP ·under URU/71/519.
Nature and scope of national contribution to the project
The government will provide, buildings, installations, personnel and funds
for maintenance.
Duration of project
The equipment will be installed immediately when received and p period of
responsibility of the Department of Meteorology of Uruguay may be considered to be
of the order of 20 years.
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Estimated total cost of proiect and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
1

10 kVA electric power-generating unit (Montevideo)

US $3 000

7

1.5 kVA electric power-generating units (Rivera,
Salto, Paso de los Toros, Terinta y Tres, Colonia,
Carrasco and Punt a del Este)

US $ 5 500

Degree of urgency with reasons
The reliability of the ndtional meteorological telecommunication system
will depend essentially on the regularity of operation; for this reason it is
necessary to emphasize the urgency of resolving the problem as a means of improving
Uruguayen co-operation in the implementation of WWW.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-Generals's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance because it will. provide
the necessary capability for the rapid and reliable collection of observational
data by the NMC to meet the WWW requirements and it will enhance the capability to
distribute observational data within the Region (see paragraphs 145 and 146 of the
WWW plan 1972-1975).
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel notes that the project is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

URUGUAY

Title of project

DP/l/2/1

Micro-filming equipment

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is to micro-film the national meteorological
archives with a view to preserving them. These archives consist of documents dating
back to 1882 and there are approximately 14 million originals.
Implementation of the project will, in addition, facilitate the regional
exchange of meteorological and hydrometeorological documents between the four countries
forming part of the basin of the River Plate.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The assistance requested had to be withdrawn from Project URU/71/519/D/Ol/16
because of a reduction in the amount allocated, this reduction being due to the
requirement of the national programme itself.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional sianificance
Micro-filming equipment is necessary to ensure the preservation and regional
exchange of meteorological documents.
Nature and scope of national contribution to the project
The government will provide buildings, installations, personnel and funds
for operation and maintenance.
Duration of project

The equipment will be installed immediately when received and the period for
which the Department of Meteorology of Uruguay will be responsible may be regarded
as unlimited.

~
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
1 complete set of equipment for micro-filming, developing,
reproduction by contact, enlarging, amplifying reader,
reader and developer

US $22 000

Film for micro-filming, paper for enlarging and consumable
material for photographic laboratory

US

$3 000

Degree of urgency with reasons
The equipment is urgently required.

This is a valuable collection of documents, of which there is only one copy,
which has been built up; the rate of growth of the collection will shortly greatly
increase, due to the programme for expansion of the Department of Meteorology for
Uruguay:
(a)
pre

It is subject to natural deterioration due to frequent handling- when
being consulted and used for the preparation of special climatological
reports, and it is not possible to transcribe the data _ which always
presents difficulties;

(b)

In spite of the precautions which are taken, there is the risk of
their being destroyed by fire, or otherwise destroyed;

(c)

The precautions which are taken, for the reasons given in (a} and (b)
means that the possibilities for exchange of data with other countries
and with institutions within the country are more limited than would
be desirable.

In addition, the lack of a rapid means of reproduction of originals, without
resorting to private enterprise, in many cases limits the possibility of depositing
a copy of valuable works prepared by related organizations in the Central Meteorological Archives.
Any other relevant information
None.
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Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because as a WWW
responsibility NMCs should collect, archive and ensure ready retrieval on standard
media of all data originating from their national observing networks (see paragraph Ill, WWW plan).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that this project is of national benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

VENEZUELA

Member

Title of project

08/1/1/3 - radarwind station at Maracay (80413)

Purpose and description of project
Installation of radarwind equipment for upper-air wind observations.
Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The purpose of this project is to replace old equipment which has been in
use for many years, in order to improve the quality and accuracy of the observational
data.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The station is included in the WWW basic network of rawinsonde stations.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The construction of buildings and the installation of other additional
equipment have already been completed.
Duration of project
One (1) year from the date of installation of the equipment. The Government
will undertake continuous operation when implementation of the project has been
completed.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown to show the cost of each item
VAP contribution
(1)

One (1) radarwind;
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One (1) Technician for installation.

National contribution
(1)

Buildings for the offices for the radarwind, hydrogen generator and
stand-by plant;

(2)

Installation and transport costs;

(3)

Operational and maintenance personnel.

Degree of urgency with reasons
The station forms part of the World Weather Watch network of rawinsonde
stations.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The project has been received in replacement of the earlier VAP project
Venezuela OB/l/l/l "Establishment of a radarwind finding station at Santa Elena de
Vairen". The implementation of this revised project is of importance toWWW because
the rawinsonde station Maracay (80413) is included in the basic network for North and
Central America. The WWW plan 1972-1975 states that Members should endeavour to
complete the implementation of all surface and upper-air activities of the regional
basic synoptic networks. (See paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975). Implementation of
this project has added importance since it will ensure accurate upper-wind observation
required for the GATE field experiment (June-September 1974).
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project.
The President notes that this project

1S

of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

YEMEN

Title of project

TE/l/l

Implementation of the national telecommunication
network

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to provide the meteorological service in the
Yemen Arab Republic, which has started from scratch, with equipment for the implementation of the national meteorological telecommunication network, in order to
ensure quick and reliable collection of observational data from the synoptic network
stations at the NMC at Sana'a.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
National resources for development of the meteorological services in the
Yemen Arab Republic are not available, at present, and for a long time to come.
Bilateral assistance co-ordinated with government programmes have not yet included
any provision for such project, and cannot expect to do so in the near future, due
to priorities being given to other sectors of economical development. The programme
carried out with UNDP is dealing, at present, with the basic requirements, and cannot make any provision for this type of equipment.
Explanation of how the projects fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regionol significance
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
national telecommunication network should be organized to ensure the rapid and
reliable collection of observational ddta by NMC at Sana'a to meet the WWW requirements.
~ature

and scope of national contribution to the project
Installation of the equipment and bringing it into service.
Operation on a permanent basis.

Duration of project
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
Quantity:

6 HF-SSB transceivers capable of providing reliable communications
between NMC at Sana'a and five other stations namely: Taiz, Hodeidah,
EI-Makha, Marib and Sa'ada. These six synoptic stations have been
already included in the basic synoptic network for Regional Association 11 (Asia).
Equipment to have capability for future teleprinter operation.
Frequency range:
Power output:
Power supply:

2 to 16 MHz or 2 to 12 MHz
100 to 200 watt
12/24 volt battery at 110/125 and 220/250 VAC

6 antenna kits complete with cabling to provide 50 metres at each
station.
1 set of manufacturers recommended minimum spares for the six
transceivers for one year.
Estimated cost :

15,000 US dollars.

Degree of urgency with reasons
As soon as possible in order to meet the obligations of the Yemen Arab
Republic Meteorological Service towards the WWW.
Any other relevant information
None.
Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance because it will provide
the necessary capability for the rapid and reliable collection of observational data
by the NMC to meet the WWW requirements and it will enhance the capability to distribute observational data within the Region (see paragraphs 145 and 146 of the WWW
plan 1972-1975).
The project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).
President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

YEMEN

Title of project

TE/4/1/2

Facsimile receiving equipment

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project is to provide the necessary equipment to enable
the NMC at Sana'a to receive the meteorological information in pictorial form from
Cair~ Tehran and Nairobi RMCs/RTHs to contribute to the operational services of
aviations.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
National resources for the development of the meteorological services are not
available. Bilateral assistance co-ordinated with government programmes have not yet
included any provisions for such a project, and cannot be expected to do so in the
immediate future. The programme carried out with UNDP assistance is dealing ~ith basic
requirements and cannot make any provision for this type of equipment.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The geographical locations of the NMC at Sana'a and the International
obligations towards the safety of aviation, and the limited provision for recruiting
staff with good scientific background, to be trained as forecasters, all these make
it essential to receive, on a continuous basis, processed pictorial data from at
least two RMCs/RTHs namely, Cairo and Tehran.
Nature and scope of-national contribution to the project
Installation of the equipment and bringing it into service.
Operation on permanent basis.
Duration of project
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
YAP contribution:
QUANTITY

COST US$

2 HF radio receiver and antenna

36 000

2 facsimile recorder

12 000

2 FM/AM conversion unit

4 000
52 000

Degree of urgency with reasons
Processed information in graphical form is essential in order that NMC at
Sana'a may meet its obligation and commitments.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the Global
Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to receive and
exchange the meteorological data and products it requires (see paragraph 151, WWW plan
1972-1975). The reception facilities requested in this project are essential if
facsimile charts from appropriate RMCs/RTHs are to be available at the NMC.
This project,~uQlifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with
paragraphs la (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WHO Voluntary
Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project is of regional importance.
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LIST OF INDIVIDUAL VAP PROJECTS APPROVED FOR CIRCULATION
IN THE PERIOD 1968-1973 WHICH HAVE SINCE BEEN MODIFIED
WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

ECUADOR

Title of project

TE/4/3 - Establishment of facilities and equipment necessary
(Revised) for reception by facsimile at the NMC Quito

Purpose and description of project
Installation of radio-facsimile receiving equipment at the NMC Quito is
essential for the implementation of the WWW programme. With this equipment the NMC
will be in a position to receive processed meteorological information in pictorial
form from the RTH Maracay in accordance with the basic principles of the WWW.·This
information would be useful to meet the needs of the users and to provide the meteorological forecast services required for various human activities affected by the
weather.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Due to the nature of the assistance requested, it is considered that it would
be difficult to submit the project to UNDP.
Furthermore, the programmes assigned to other sectors of the economy prevent
implementation of this programme from national resources.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
In order that Ecuador may participate in the WWW and benefit from this system,
it is necessary that the country should b~ in a position to receive meteorological
information in pictorial form prepared by the Regional Meteorological Centres and the
Area Forecast Centres whose responsibilities include analyses and forecasts for the
Latin American area and adjacent areas.
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Nature and scope of national contribution to project
The country will provide everything necessary for the installation of the
equipment and will be responsible for running and operating the station, providing
the necessary personnel and also supplies and material necessary to ensure regular
and continuous operation of the equipment after the first year of operation.
Duration of project
Once the equipment has been installed, the aims of the project will be pursued
for as long as the equipment lasts.
Estimated total cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
No information is available for estimating the cost of the project.
case, the VAP contribution should include:

Inany

(a)

Facsimile recorder;

(b)

Radio-receiver;

(c)

Signal converter;

(d)

Adaptor to use the receiving antenna of the Maracay/Quito circuit;

(e)

Supplies, material and spare parts necessary for the first year of operation;

(f)

Assistance for the installation of the equipment and prov~s~on of national
personnel who will maintain and operate the equipment.

Degree of urgency with reasons
Very urgent, in order that the NMC Quito may be able to implement the WWW
programme in Ecuador and at the same time benefit from this global programme.
Any other relevant information
None.

ECUADOR
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Secretary-General's

comment~

The implementation of this project is of importance to the WWW because the
Global Telecommunication System should ensure that each country is able to receive
and exchange the meteorological data and products it required. (See paragraph 151,
WWW Plan 1972-1975.) The reception facilities requested in this project are essential
if facsimile chart from appropriate RMCs/RTHs are to be available at the NMC.
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs la (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of national benefit.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

MAURITANIA

Title of project

08/1/1/1 (revised)

Establishment of radiowind station at
(61403) F'derik (Zouerate)

Purpose and description of project
The purpose of this project is to establish an upper-air observing station
at (61403) F'derik (Zouerate) which is a station of the basic synoptic network.
Implementation of the project will require the supply of radiowind ground equipment,
power unit, hydrogen generator and consumable supplies.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
It is not possible to implement this project from national resources, neither
can assistance be obtained under UNDP or from bilateral assistance programmes.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The radiowind station at (61403) F'derik (Zouerate) forms part of the basic
regional synoptic network: the station meets the basic requirements for implementing
the Global Observing System of the WWW plan.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
National contribution to this project will be as follows:
(a)

Preparing premises for the installation of the equipment;

(b)

Providing local personnel to assist with installation;

(c)

Providing operational and maintenance personnel.

Duration of project
It is estimated that the station could commence operation one month after the
work of installation commences.

MAURITANIA
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown showing the cost of each item

Radar - wind ground equipment

80 000

Power unit (5 kVA)
Hydrogen generator
Consumable supplies for 800 soundings

30 000
TOTAL

110 000

Degree of urgency with reasons
Implementation of this project is urgent in order to meet the requirements of
the Global Observing System of the WWW and particularly on account of the GARP
Atlantic Tropical Experiment (GATE) which is due to take place in 1974.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secr.etary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
radiosonde/radiowind station at (61403) F'derik is included in the regional basic
network for Africa. The WWW plan for the GOS states that Members should endeavour
to complete the implementation of all upper-air stations of the regional basic
synoptic network (see paragraph 64, WWW plan 1972-1975).
Tms project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that the project is of regional interest.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

MAURITIUS

Title of project : 08/4/1/1 (Revised) - Ground Weather Radar Station at Vacoas
Purpose and description of project
The purpose of the project to provide a more accurate fix of tropical
cyclones and their associated zone of destructive winds and torrential bands thereby
leading to an efficient advance warning system for increased preparedness. It will
also be useful in case of other adverse weather systems.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
In view of the financial limitations of the national budget I the allocation
for the development of meteorology is very limited and consequently will be inadequate
for the purchase of ground weather radar.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The establishment of this Ground Weather Radar Station was included in the
final report of the meeting of the RA-I Tropical Cyclone Committee for the South-West
Indian Ocean (Tananarive - MaYI 1973).
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
National contribution will include provision of buildings, installation and
maintenance and personnel responsible for operation as well as the necessary
consumable material.
Duration of project
Lifetime of equipment.
Estimated cost of project and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
Complete Ground Weather Radar equipment - 400 000 US dollars.
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Degree of urgency with reasons
The project is extremely urgent not only due to its importance for
implementation of WWW plan but also due to its regional and national importance.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the
weather radar is a powerful tool for local forecasting purposes and for the timely
preparation of storm warnings. Further, in accordance with the WWW plan work
should continue in developing standards and goals for radar observing networks and
the exchange of radar observations as required. (See paragraph 92, WWW plan 1972-1975).
The project qualifies for assistance under the VAP in accordance with
paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary
Assistance Programme.

President's comments
The President endorses the COmments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that the project is of national importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Reguest for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member : PAKISTAN
Title of project : TE/4/1 (Revised) - Establishment of supplementary regional
circuit NMC Karachi - RTH Tashkent
Purpose and description of project
In view of the importance to the overall implementation of the Regional
Telecommunication Plan for Regional Association for Asia (RA 11) of the WMO in the
framework of the World Weather Watch Global Telecommunication System.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
Normally equipment and fellowships cannot be requested from the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP), limitation of Foreign Exchange does not permit
implementation through national resources.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
Reference is invited to Resolution 14 (V-RA 11), Tokyo, 1970.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
(1)

Cost of buildings for receiving centre and National Meteorological Communication Centre;

(2)

Cost of installation of transmitting and receiving equipment plus w~rks
services;

(3)

Personnel for operation and maintenance by Pakistan Meteorological Department
and Rentals to Pakistan Telegraph and Telephone Department for operation of
transmitters and link equipment;

(4)

Annual recurring expenditure, spares, electricity, etc.

Duration of project
Permanent when installation is completed.
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Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
National
contribution
in US dollars
A.

Transmission
1

B.

H.F. F.S.K. transmitter
5/7.5KW P. LP.

1

Two frequency band rhombic
antenna and feeders

2

H.F. antenna matching transformer and feeders.

53 940

Reception
Diversity F.S.K. reception
terminal

22 600

1

H.F. antenna multicoupler

2 600

2

Directional antennae (for LPA).

1

C.

YAP contribution
in US dollars

Terminal equipment

13 650
10 296

Operation
Buildings - Existing rental to be
paid to Telegraph and
Telephone Department

303 per an.

Installation

16 677 (lot).

Service, operation, maintenance rentals
Operation costs.

15 263 per an.
2 768 per an.

Degree of urgency with reasons
Reference is invited to paragraph 3.1.2 of the general summary of the final
report of RA rr/WGMT, Tehran, 1972, for implementation and future plans for establishment of RA 11 Regional Telecommunications Network, under Regional Circuits Karachi Tashkent H.F. 50 bauds channel which is to be completed by 1973.
Any other relevant information
None.
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PAKISTAN

Secretary-Generalis comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because -the rapid
collection and distribution of observational data and processed information must be
ensured (see paragraph 145, WWW plan 1972-1975). This project will provide the supplementary regional circuit NMC Karachi - RTH Tashkent, as required in the Regional
Telecommunications Plan for Region 11. Further, this project will provide for the
rapid and reliable collection of observational data by the NMC to meet the WWW requirements (see paragraph 147, WWW plan 1972-1975).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP, in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this project is of regional importance.
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ANNEX
EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR KARACHI - TASHKENT POINT-TO-POINT CIRCUIT
EQUIPMENT
1.

Budgetary price
in US $

Transmitting equipment
(a)

(b)

1 in No. linear amplifier 5/7.5 Kw P.E.P.
frequency range 2-30 MHz which can be either
manually tuned, pretuned or automatically tuned
complete with power supply unit and automatic
voltage regulator capable of working from an
electrical power supply of 380-440 VAC 3 phase
50 Hz.

35 680

1 in No. Broadband F.S.K. Exciter, frequency
range 2-30 MHz crystal controlled with a minimum of six frequency channels to accept both
telegraph and telephone inputs. Working from
an electrical supply of 220V A.C. single phase
50 Hz.

10 560

or
As in 1 (b) but with synthesized control
(c)

Installation material to connect Exciter to
linear amplifier if reguired (distance 30
meters approximately).

(d)

Installation material required to connect
linear amplifier R.F. Output to antenna
Matrix comprising:
1 in No. adaptor to connect R.F. output of
transmitter to rigid feeder 3 1/8" outside
diameter 50 Ohms impedance.
100 ft. rigid feeder 3 1/8" outside diameter
50 Ohms impedance.
6 in No. right angle (elbow) joints of
3 1/8" rigid feeder.

18 260
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EQUIPMENT
(e)

1 in No. two frequency band rhombic antenna
for frequency bands. 5-10 MHz and 10-20 MHz
complete with 600 Ohms transmission line insulator poles etc. for a feeder length of
1000 meters. Antenna designed for "take off
angle" of 1 degree.

(f)

2 in No. R.F. antenna matching transformer power
rating minimum 5/7.5Kw P.E.P. impedance 50/600 Ohms.
Input connectors or adaptor for transformer to
accept 50 Ohms co-axial cable of type RG-322/U.

(g)

2.

Budgetary price
in US $

(contd.)

1 260 each

Co-axial cable type RG-322/U from antenna Matrix
to antenna matching transformer, minimum length
150 meters.

Receiving equipment
(a)

1 in No. F.S.K. broadband diversity reception terminal crystal controlled of upto a minimum of six
channels for a frequency range of 2-30 MHz. Comprising twin path reception facilities and convertor/keyer
to feed D.C. keyed signals single current 0-60 V 40 MA
direct for teleprinter input. For use with electrical
supply of 220V A.C. ~ingle phase 50.Hz

15 800

Or
As in 2 (a) but with decade synthesizer frequency
control
(b)

(c)

3.

1 in No. R.F. antenna multicoupler suitable to accept
two antenna inputs to feed up to 10-75 Ohms outputs.
Input impedance to match impedance of antenna supplied.
Receiving antenna or antennae for diversity operation.
Rhombic and/or vertical log periodics can be used.
Antennae to be completed with minimum of 150 meters
of feeder.

22 600

2 600

6 825 each
for L.P.A.

Terminal equipment
(a)

3 in No. Page copy teleprinters with send/receive capabilities complete with reperforator and tape transmission
attachments. Equipment to be suitable for power supply
arrangements of 220V A.C. single phase 50 Hz.

10 296
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

PHILIPPINES

Title of project

TE/2/2/1 (revised) - Improvement of the meteorological telecommunication facilities of the Philippine Atmospheric, Geophysical
Astronomical Services Administration (PAGASA)

Purpose and description of project
The project consists of:
1.

Replacement of meteorological communication facilities of the PAGASA
destroyed by the fire which razed the Manila International Airport (MIA)
on 22 January, 1972.

2.

Improvement of existing telecommunication facilities.

Reasons why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
The assistance requested in this project is not expected to be available
through the regular UNDP and other technical assistance programmes. The amount
appropriated in the regular annual budget of PAGASA is not sufficient to cover the
cost of the communications equipment required.
Explanation of how project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
Immediate replacement of communications is urgently needed to insure prompt
exchange of meteorological data required for weather analysis and forecasting.
Prompt collection and dissemination of meteorological reports incl~ding radar
observations are essential for effective typhoon warning services.
Duration of project
The project should be implemented as soon as possible and from the time of
installation, its operation and provision of information will be maintained for the
lifetime of the equipment.

PHILIPPINES
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National contribution will consist of cost ef installation, the prOV1Slon of
buildings to house the equipment and the staff necessary for its maintenance and
operation.
Estimated cost of project and the proposed VAP contribution with detailed breakdown
to show the cost of each item
Total VAP Contribution (see Annex A)
Total National Contribution (see Annex B)
Total cost of project

US $178,000
44,000
US $222,000

Degree of urgency with reasons
Equipment requested is urgently needed to insure prompt receipt and dissemination of weather reports for use by other Member countries of WMO in the region and in
order to improve the typhoon forecasting and warning system and thereby reduce the
enormous losses in lives and property. The improvement of the telecommunication
facilities will also go a long way in the implementation of the typhoon programme of
the ECAFE/WMO Typhoon Committee.
Any other relevant information
This request is a revision of an original VAP request submitted in l~72
which included the replacement of the point-to-point Manila-Bangkok link. This link
has since been abandoned and instead a Manila-Tokyo point-to-point communication
circuit will soon be implemented through national resources.
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YAP CONTRIBUTION TO PROJECT
1.

Unit Price
US $

Total Price
US $

Radar Station (for three radar stations)
1.1

1.2
1.3

2.

Quantity

rr1
Ul

1.5 kW HF/SSB Transmitter including
antenna matching tuner and spare parts
for 12 month operation

3

10,000

30,000

Radar Facsimile Transmitter and spare
for 12 month operation

3

15,000

45,000

Facsimile Monitor Recorder 60/90/120
rpm, width of recording paper 18"
including Converter and 12 month spare
parts

3

8,000

24,000

2.1
2.2

2.3

SSB general purpose Receiver including
12 month spare parts

2

3,000

6,000

Facsimile Recorder 60/90/120 rpm, width
of recording paper 18" including Converter and 12 month spare parts

2

8,000

16,000

Facsimile Scanner 60/90/120/ rpm, width
of transmission of chart 18" including
AM/DC Converter with 12 month spare
parts for FAX broadcast

1

15,000

15,000

2

8,000

2.4 UHF Tranceiver 5 telephone channels
including carrier telegraph terminal
equipment, spare parts and antenna for
use with item 3.2

.....

CS

Central Office Station

16,000

-Sub-Total

US $152,000

ANNEX A_(contd.)
Quantitx.

Unit Price
US $

Brought Forward ••••••

3.

Total Price
US $

152,000

Manila International Airport

3.1

3.2

Facsimile Recorder 60/90/120 rpm, width
of recording paper 18" including Converter
and spare parts

1

8,000

8,000

UHF Trans1ceiver 5 telephone channels
including carrier telegraph terminal
equipment

1

8,000

8,000
I-'

4.

"

Miscellaneous
Test Equipment for UHF and VHF (Signal
Generator, Power Meter, Frequency Meter,
etc. )

I-'

1

10,000

10,000

TOTAL YAP CONTRIBUTION - US $178,000
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NATIONAL CONTRIBUTION TO PROJECT
1.

Cost of installation of equipment

2.

Land and buildings .......•••..•.•••.••..•••••••.....•.

10,000

3.

Furniture ............•..•.••..........................

2,000

4.

Office equipment . .•.•• ~ •.••... o • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

2,000

5.

Motor vehicles (2)

US

.

$ 5,000

10,000

.....

'J

6.

Maintenance and operation of equipment, per year
(salaries of personnel, cost of spare parts, etc.) •••

TOTAL NATIONAL CONTRIBUTION ••••••••••

I'V
I

15,000

--

US $44,000
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PHILIPPINES

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because it will
provide for the collection and dissemination of weather radar information necessary
for the monitoring of typhoon intensity and movement.
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP, in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance
Programme (VAP).

Panel's comments
The Panel endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves the
project for circulation.
The Panel noted that this project is of regional importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME
Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme

Member

SIERRA LEONE

Title of project

08/4/1 (Revised) - Installation of a weather/wind finding radar
at the NMC at Freet0wn/Lungi

Purpose and description of project
This radar set is to replace the old one at the NMC at Freetown/Lungi which
has been unserviceable since 1967. Due to old age, it has been almost impossible to
repair the old set especially because the manufacturer has discontinued the manufacture of this model. A weather radar with wind-finding capability is requested so
that we can also make upper-wind observations at the station which would replace the
very unreliable pilot-balloon method, especially during cloudy periods. The training of technicians in the operation and ma~ntenance of the radar set is also requested.
Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
This project does not qualify for assistance under the UNDP Technical Assistance scheme and there are no chances for any bilateral or multilateral assistance.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme
and particularly its regional significance
The implementation of this project will enable the NMC at Freet0wn/Lungi to
detect the presence and movement of such disturbances as thunderstorms, squall lines
and large rain areas and to issue warnings to places expected to ·be affected. This
will serve both national and international users and will be beneficial to aviation,
agriculture, transportation, water resources, construction, etc. This is in line with
the aims of the WWW.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
This government will provide qualified trainees and will assume the responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the equipment and under take-all local
installation costs.

SIERRA LEONE
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About six months.
as early as possible.

This project is requested for implementation in 1975 or

Estimated total cost of project and of proposed YAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
No estimates can be submitted as they depend on many factors. The YAP contribution should include the cost of the -equipment, freight-(handling, insurance) calibration, tests, training of local staff in the operation and maintenance of the
equipment and spare parts for at least three years' operation.
Degree of urgency with reasons
This project is considered very urgent because the NMC at Freetown/Lungi is
severely handicapped without radar due to inadequate reports available from the sparse
network of surface and upper-air synoptic stations in the country and surrounding
areas.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-General's comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because weather
radar is a powerful tool for local forecasting purposes and also for the timely preparation of storm warnings.
The project qualifies for assistance under YAP in accordance with paragraphs
la (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President noted that this project

1S

of national importance.
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WWW IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAMME

Request for assistance under
the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme
Member

SIERRA LEONE

Title of project

DP/l (Revised) - Mechanization of the processing and storage
of observational data at the NMC in Freetown/
Lungi

Purpose and description of project
,

This project is designed to improve the processing and storage of observadata at the NMC in Freetown/Lungi through mechanization. This project requires
the availability of card punching machines, sorters and tabulators.
tion~

Reason why other sources of assistance cannot be expected
This project does not qualify under the UNDP technical assistance scheme and
there are noprospec~ for bilateral or multilateral assistance.
Explanation of how the project fits into the overall WWW implementation programme and
particularly its regional significance
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because the processing of observational data at the NMCs forms part of the activities listed in
paragraph III of the WWW plan. The availability of processed data from all countries
is also essential in research projects.
Nature and scope of national contribution to project
None.
Duration of project
This project is requested for implementation in 1975 or as early as possible.
Estimated total cost of pIUject and of proposed VAP contribution with detailed
breakdown to show the cost of each item
No estimates can be submitted at present. The VAP contribution should include
the cost of the equipment, crating, handling, shipment, installation, spares for at
least three years' operation and training of local staff in the operation and maintenance of the equipment.
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Degree of urgency with reasons
This is urgent because at present there is no organized system of processing
and storing observational data at the NMC at Freetown/Lungi and there is a big backlog of unprocessed and unpublished data.
Any other relevant information
None.

Secretary-GeneralOs comments
The implementation of this project is of importance to WWW because as a WWW
responsibility NMCs should collect, archive and ensure ready retrieval on standard
media of all data originating from their national observing networks (see paragraph Ill,
WWW plan).
This project qualifies for assistance under VAP in accordance with paragraphs 10 (a) and (c) of the rules for the utilization of the WMO Voluntary Assistance Programme (VAP).

President's comments
The President endorses the comments of the Secretary-General and approves
the project for circulation.
The President notes that this project is of national benefit.

XI - RECAPITULARY LIST OF VAP PROJECTS APPROVED FOR CIRCULATION
IN THE PERIOD FROM 1 JANUARY 1968 - 31 DECEUBER 1974, WHICH
ARE STILL VALID
Section A - VAP projects for which no offer of support has been received

Country
Afghanistan

Albania

Algeria

Argentina

:Bahamas

:Bangladesh

:Barbados

:Belize

Pro.ject Tt tIe
ImprQvement of the APT
at Kabul

Project
Indioator

Year
approved for
circulation

0:B/3/2/1

1974

Implementation of meteorological communications in
Afghanistan

TE/l
TE/2
TE/3

1968
1968
1968

Implementation of a regional
teleprinter circuit between
Kabul and Tehran

TE/2/1/1

1972

EqUipment of upper-air station
at Tirana 13615 for launching

0:B/l/l/1

1969

Facsimile equipment

9/2/1

1969

Additional network of automatic
stations at Sahara

0:B/2/3

1968

Establishment of two regional
air pollution stations and a
base-line station to measure
background air pollution

0:B/5/1
0:B/5/2

1973

Replaoement of ground weather
radar station at Nassau Airport

0:B/4/2/1

1972

Establishment of a weather
surveillance Radar station for
0:B/4/1/1
strengthening the Regional
Meteorological Centre at Rangpur

1974

stat~on

Transmission of meteorological
information

TE/6

1969

Establishment of rawinsonde
station at :Belize International
Airport

O:B/l/l/l

1969

Installation of an APT
reception at :Belize

0:B/3/1/1

1971
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Project Title

Country

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

Improvement of the national
telecommunication network for
the collection and dissemination of basic meteorological
data

TE/l/l/3

1971

Establishment of wind-finding
radar station at Porto
Velho (82825)

OB/l/l/8

1972

Automatic station at Vila
Bittencourt (82152)

OB/2/l/1

1974

Expert for implementation of
facsimile transmission and
reception at the RTH Brasilia

TE/EX

1971

Installation of APT ground
read-out station at Coolidge
International Airport

OB/3/l/l

1970

Radiowind station at Tavoy

OB/l/l/8

1971

Installation of weather radar

OB/4/l

1970

Establishment of an APT
station at BUjumbura

OB/3/1/l

1969

Improvement of the radiosonde
station at Douala

OB/l/2/l

1974

Central African
Republic

Facsimile receiving equipment

TE/4/l/2

1972

Chad

Automatic station of Chad

OB/2/1/l

1969

Establishment of a ground
radar station

OB/4/1

1970

Botswana

Brazil

British Caribbean
Terriroties:
Antigua

Burma

Burundi
Cameroon

Chile

Equipment for a second facsimile
transmission at the Main
Meteorological Office at
Ndjamena
TE/4/l/4

1970

Weather radar equipment Santiago

1969

OB/4/l
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Country
Chile

Colombia

Congo

Costa Rica

Cuba

Czechoslovakia

Dahomey

Project Title

Projeot
Indioator

Year
approved for
circulation

Establishment of two regional
stations for the measurement
of air pollution

OB/5/l

1974

Radiosonde station at Bogota

OB/l/2/l

1974

Meteorological Radar Station

OB/4/l/l

1974

Extension and improvement of the
national telecommunication
network with the equipment for
associated collection centres
TE/l/2

1974

Point-to-point link radiosonde/
radiowind station San Andres NMC Bogota

TE/l/3

1974

Faosimile reception of meteorologioal information

TE/4/l

1974

Establishment of an APT station
at Brazzaville

OB/3/l/1

1970

Point-to-point circuit
Brazzavil1e - Kano

TE/2/l/2

1972

One facsimile reoeiving
equipment

TE/4/1/2

1973

Installation of a meteorological
radar station
OB/4/l

1971

Instrumentation of a weather
reoonnaissance aircraft

OB/a

1971

RTH Prague; provision of standby equipment for continuity
of operations

TE/5/1/2

1973

Establishment of a ground radar
station at Cotonou Main Centre

OB/4/1

1970

OB/2/1/1

1972

Demooratic Yemen Establishment of the surface
observational network in
P~D.R.Y.
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Country

Pro.ject Title

Democratic Yemen Radio equipment permitting
APT reception

Egypt, Arab
Republic of

Ethiopia

Year
approved for
ciroulation

OB/3/1/1 1

1972

OB/4/1/1

1972

Meteorologioal telecommunication
network
TE/;t/2/1

1972

Maintenance of the upper-air
station at San Cristobal Galapagos

OB/l/l/3

1971

Establishment of an upper-air
wind-finding station at San
Cristobal - Galapagos (84008)

OB/l/l/4

1974

Extension and improvement of
the network of surfaoe
synoptio stations

OB/2/1

1971

Establishment of faoilities
and equipment necessary for
the reoeption by facsimile
at the NMC Quito

TE/4/3

1974

Maohine prooessing of
meteorological data

DP/l

1968

Establishment of 5 stations
for the measurement of
background air pollution

OB/5/1OB/5/2

1974

Upgrading of the APT station
at Addis Ababa

OB/3/2/1

1974

Weather radar for short range
foreoasting and storm warnings

OB/4

1968

Supply one miorofil.1lWng
machine and 8 film readers

DP/l

1970

1. Supply of one complete
electronic computer

DP/2

1973

Weather radar equipment

Ecuador

Projeot
Indioator

2. Training of maintenanoe
teohnicians
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Country
Gabon

Project Title

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
oirou1ation

Establishment of a radiowind
station at Libreville (64500)

OB/l/l/l

1972

Equipment for facsimile
reception

TE/4/1/2

1972

Establishment of 3 radiowind
stations at Thessaloniki/
Mikra (16622) Athens (16716)
and Methoni (16734)

OB/l/2/1
OB/l/2/2
OB/l/2/4

1970
1970
1970

Terminal Telecommunication
equipment for Athinai NMC

TE/4/1

1972

Guyana

APT Station at Timehri (81002)

OB/3/1

1974

Honduras

Re-equipment of the radiosonde/
radiowind station of CholutecaTegucigalpa
OB/l/2/l

1974

Establishment and operation of a
station for the measurement of
background air pollution at
Catacamas, Department of 01ancho,
OB/5/1/1
Honduras

1972

Extension of the National Meteorological Te1ecommunioation Network TE/1/2

1974

Receiver equipment, converter and
75-Baud (100 words per minute)
teleprinter
TE/4/2

1914

Establishment of an APT station
at Baghdad new International
Airport

OB/3/1/1

1910

Faosimi1e reoeption equipment

TE/4/1

1914

Meieoro1ogioa1 te1eoommunioa.tions

TE/2/1

1910

Greece

Iraq

Israel
Indonesia

Rep~aoement

of radiosonde/rawinsonde
equipment at Menado (97014) and
Tarakan (96509)
OB/1/2/1

1914
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Country
Ivory Coast

Jordan

Project Title

Project
Indicator

Extension of obse~v~tt'on )
programme at the MAN 65545
radiowind (W) station

OB/l/2/1

1973

Improvement of the radiosonde
station at Abidjan

OB/l/2/3

1973

Establishment of a ground
weather radar station

OB/4/1/1

1970

OB/l/2/1

1972

TE/4/1

1970

OB/l/l/l

1971

Windfinding radar at Mafraq
(40265)
Installation of four receiving
terminals (complete)
Khmer Republic

Korea, Republic
of

Laos

Lebanon

Madagascar

Year
approved for
cirCUlation

Establishment of a new radiosonde station at (48991)
Phnom-Penh/Pochentong

Extension and improvement of the
national meteorological telecommunication network
TE/l/l

1971

Reception of equipment for the
transmission and reception of
RMC facsimile broadcasts

TE/4/1

1973

Installation of a weather radar
station

OB/4/1

1973

Establishment of a mechanical
data-processing and storage
centre

DP/l

1973

Radar for wind measurement
Beyrouth

OB/1/2/1

1970

Establishment of a ground
weather radar station

OB/4/1/1

1973

Upper-air observation
improvement of TananariveIvato radiosonde station

OB/1/2/2

1973
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Country
Malawi

Pro.ject Title

Project
Indicator

Automatic picture transmission at Blantyre

OB/3/1/1

1968

OB/4/2/1

1969

OB/1/2/1

1973

TE/1/2

1974

Implementation of a radiowind
at station Nouadhibou

OB/l/l/2

1971

Radarwind station at
Rodrigues (61988)

OB/l/l/2

1972

Ground weather radar station
at Vacoas

OB/4/1/1

1974

Vacoas APT VHRR equipment

OB/3/1/3

1971

Broad band reoeption antenna
system at Vacoas

TE/4/1

1974

Establishment of a facsimile
system

TE/4/2

1974

Establishment of two radiosonde/radiowind stations at
Manzanillo., Col. (76654) and
Puei'to An~l,Oax. (76855)

OB/l/I/3
OB/l/l/7

1972
1972

Storm warning and windfinding radar at Lilongwe
(67587)
Mali

Improvement of a radiosonde
station at Bamako (61290)
Completion of arrangements for
the national oollection of
basic meteorological data by
providing additional SSB
equipment for five stations

Mauritania

Mauritius

Mexico

Morocco

Nepal

Year
approved for
circulation

Acquisition of a weather radar
unit for detection of storm
clouds and for measuring
intensity of rainfall
OB/4

1969

Automatic weather stations

OB/2/3

1969

Installation of RTT reception channels

TE/4/2

1968

Reception of faosimile
transmissions

TE/4/3

1968
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Country
Netherlands
Antilles
Nicaragua

Niger

Pakistan

Panama

Peru

Philippines

Project Title

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

Establishment of an APT
station at Cura9ao

OB/3/l/l

1971

Establishment of a radiowind station in Puerto
Cabezas (78730)

OB/l/l/l

1972

Improvement of a radiosonde station at Niamey
(61052)

OB/l/2/l

1973

Establishment of an APT
station at Niamey

OB/3/1/l

1970

Observation activities
establishment of a new
radiowind station (41739)
Pangjur

OB/l/l/4

1968

Observational activities
increase in the observatio~- OB/l/2/1
al programme at the follow1ng OB/l/2/2
stations: Peshawar (41530)
OB/l/2/3
Quetta (41661), Multan (416 75)OB/l/2/5
Karachi (41780)

1968
1968
1968
1968

Establishment of an APT
station at the National
Meteorological Centre in
Panama

OB/3/1/l

1972

Second rawinsonde ascent at
Lima/Callao Jorge Chaviz
(84628)

OB/l/2/1

1973

Establishment of two regional
stations for the measurement
of air pollution
OB/5/1/1

1973

Implementation of WWW pointto-point link Lima-Maracay

1969

TE/2/1/2

Improvement of the Meteorological Telecommunication
Facilities of the Philippine TE/2/2/l
Atmospheric Geophysical and
Astronomi9al Services Administration ~PAGASA)

1974
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Country
Rwanda

Senegal

Sierra Leone

Pro,ieot Title

Projeot
Indicator

Establishment of a radiosonde station at Kigali
(64387)

OB/l/l/l

1974

Installation of an APT
station at Kigali

OB/3/l/l

1973

Main regional circuit
Dakar-Algiers

TE/2/l/l

1972

Installation of a weather/
wind finding radar at the NMC
at Freeto~m/Lungi
OB/4/1
Establishment of the regional TE/2/1
circuit NMC Freetown/RTH Dakar

Somalia

Sri Lanka

Year
approved for
oiroulation

1974
1974

Meohanization of the prooessing
and storage of observational
data at the NMC in Freetown/
Lungi
DP/l

1974

Improvement of the meteorological instruments for the
observing network

OB/2/1/1

1972

Installation of ground
weather radar at Mogadisoio

OB/4/1/1

1971

Establishment of oalibration
laboratory and soientific
workshop

OB/5/1

1968

Installation of weather
radar at Colombo Airport

OB/4/l

1970

Installation of weather
radar at Trinoomalee

OB/4/2

1970

Establishment of regional
background air pollution
station

OB/5/1

1974

Development of the NMC
Automatio Startins Generator

TE/4/l

1974
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Country
Sudan

Syrian Arab
Republic

Togo

Pro,iect Title

Project
Indicator

Year
a.pproved for
circulation

Increase in the programme
of rawinsonde (RW)
observations at station
(62641) Port Sudan

OB/l/2/1

1968

Increase in the programme
of rawinsonde (RW)
observations at station
(62721) Khartoum

OB/l/2/2

1968

Strengthening of
observational programme
at nine synoptic surface
stations

OB/2/2/1

1974

Provision of an automatic
weather station

OB/2/3

1973

Provision of a radar station

OB/4/1/1

1970

Establishment of a national
meteorological telecommunications network

TE/l/l

1973

Establishment of adequate
point-to-point circuits
wi th RMC' s and other
neighbouring NMC's

TE/2/1/1

1974

Facsimile reception
equipment

TE/4/2

1973

Computer for data
processing

DP/l/2

1973

Microfilm equipment

DP/l/2/1

1974

Upper-air station

OB/l/l

1968

Improvement of surface
observational network

OB/2/1

1973

Establishment of a national
meteorological telecommunications network

TE/l/l

1973
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Country
Trinidad and
Tobago

Tunisia

Thailand

Upper Volta

Uruguay

Venezuela

Yemen

Zaire

P;r;o,ject Title

Project
Indicator

approved for
circulation

Up-dating of existing
APT equipment

, OB/3/2/l

1974

Regional telecommunications network
(direct link TunisCasablanca)

TE/2/l/2

1970

Telecommunications terminal
equipment for RMC Tunis

TE/4

1973

Telecommunications
equipment for the
strengthening of the RTH

TE/5/2

1974

Automation of the RTH
Bangkok

TE/5/3

1974

Radar/wind station at
Ouagadougou

OB/l/l

1972

Implementation of the
national network and
the international network
of meteorologioal telecommunications

TE/l/2/l

1974

Micro-filming equipment

DP/l/2/l

1974

Rawinsonde station Santa
Elena de Vairen (80462)

OB/1/l/l

1972

Rawinsonde station at San
Carlos de Rio Negro

OB/l/l/2

1972

Installation of an APT
station at Maracay

OB/3/l/l

Implementation of the National
Telecommunioation Network
TE/l/l
Facsimile reoeiving
equipment
National meteorologioal
station at Maracay

1974

TE/4/l/2

1974

TE/2/l

1973
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country
Zambia

Project
Indicator

Pro,iect Title

Year
approved for
circulation

Automatic weather
stations

OB/2/3

1970

Microfilming equipment
for use at National
Meteorological Centre

DP/l

1972

*

*

*

- 190 Section B - VAP projeots for whioh support provides for partial
implementation
Projeots are marked by an asterisk when the part
of the project for whioh support was provided
has been completed.

Country
Afghanistan

Brazil

Burma

Colombia

Congo

Project Title
Provision of equipment for
the measurement of background pollution

OB/5/1

Implementation of the Telecommunioation Regional Plan
in Brazil. Links between
the Brazilian RTH and the
RTHs in Buenos Aires and
lol:aracay

TE/2/1/1TE/2/1/2

Egypt, Arab
Republic of

Year
approved for
circulation

1972

Establishment of radiowind
station at Kengtung (48060)
(Lat. 21 18' N; Long. 99 37'E) OB/l/I/l

1969

Establishment of radiowind
station at Myitkyina (48008)
(Lat. 25 22) N; Long. 97 24'E)OB/l/l/2

1969

Establishment of two stations
for the measurement of
background pollution

OB/5/1
OB/5/2

1972
1972

Improvement in the national
collection of observational
data

TE/l/2

1972

TE/2/1/1

1970

*Point-to-point circuit link
with RTH Pretoria
Cuba

Project
Indicator

*Implementation of the regional
TE/l/ltelecommunication plan in
TE/2/1
Cuba
*Improvement of omni-direotional
meteorological broadoasts from
TE/2
Cairo
*Establishment of direct radio
links

TE/2 - TE/3
TE/5

1971

1968
1970
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Country
Ethiopia

Guatemala

Indonesia

Ivory Coast

Madagascar

Mali

Nicaragua

Paraguay

Peru

Senegal

Somalia

Year
approved for
oirculation

Project Title
Installation of a baokground air pollution
station

OB/5/1

Establishment of a station
OB/5/1
to measure the background
air pollution in "El Porvenir"
Establishment of radiowind
OB/l/l/lstations at Ambon (97124)
OB/l/l/2
and Saumlaki (97700)
Extension of observation
OB/l/2/2
programme at the Abidjan
(65578) rawinsonde station (RW)
*National telecommunioation
network

TE/l

*Improving the national
meteorological telecommuniTE/l/l
oation network for the collection
of basic meteorologioal data by
providing SSB equipment
Establishment and operation
of a station for measuring
atmospheric pollution at
Jaigalpa, Nicaragua (18139)
Installation of a regional
station for the measurement
of air pollution
*Radiosonde/radiowind station
at Iquitos
SSB transmission network for
the collection of the basic
~eteorological observational
data
Improvement of the national
meteorological telecommunications

1972
1912

1974

1913

1969

1910

OB/5/1

1912

OB/5/1

1912

OB/l/l/2

1911

TE/l/l

1972

TE/l/l/3

1972
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Country
Sudan

Syrian Arab
Republic
Thailand

Proje et
Indicator

Pro.ject Title
Establishment of the regional
circuit connecting theN}lC
Khartoum wi ththe associated
RTH Cairo

TE/2/1/1

1970

Background pollution station

OB/5/1

1972

*Telecommunications equipment
for improvement of the Regional
TE/2/1-3
Telecommunications Network - RTT
broadcast and reception facilities
for broadcasts:from other countries
*Telecommunicatibn equipment for the
establishment of the RTH
TE/5/1

Venezuela

Zaire

Year for
approved
circulation

1968

1969

Carrizal - station for the
measurement of background air
pollution

OB/5/1

1972

Reinstallation of four upperair stations at Kananga, Bunia,
Mbandaka and Lubumbashi

OB/l/l/2

1973

Meteorological telecommunications
network
TE/l/l/3

1969

*
*

*

- 193 Section C - VAP projects for which support provides for full
implementation or for which implementation has
been completed (* indicates project completed)

Country

Project Title

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

Afghanistan

Radiosonde/wind observations
in Herat and Kandahar

OB/l/l/2
OB/l/l/3

1968
1968

Algeria

Radiosonde/radiowind station
at Tindouf (60656) to
complement the network of
upper-air observation in
the Sahara

OB/l/l/2

1970

Automation of the RTH
Algiers

TE/5/1

1970

OB/EX

1971

Implementation of the
Regional ~elecommunication
Plan in Argentina

TE/l/l
TE/2/1

1970
1970

Implementation of the
Regional Telecommunication
Plan - establishment of the
Main Regional Circuit
Buenos Aires, Brasilia

TE/2/2

1972

Implementation of
regional circuits between
the RTH Buenos Aires and the
associated NMC's (Lima, La
Paz, Asuncion and Santiago)

TE/2/1/2

1972

Installation of an APT
ground read-out station at
Nassau

OB/3/1/1

1972

Satellite reoe~v~ng equipment
at Seawelllnternational
Airport, Barbados
OB/3/l/l

1972

Installation of a radio
faosimile reoeiving station
at Belize (International
Airport)

1971

*Expert Services for the
installation and operation
of weather radars
Argentina

Bahamas

Barbados

Belize

TE/4/1
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Gountry
Bolivia

Project Title

Project
Indicator

*Radiosonde/radiowind
at La Paz

OB/l/l/2

Improvement of the
National Meteorological
Telecommunication
TE/l
Network for the collection
of data at the NMG, La Paz
Implementation of the
Regional Telecommunication
Plan in Bolivia
TE/2/l
Botswana

Improvement of the national
telecommunications network
for the collection and
TE/l/l/l
dissemination of basic
meteorological data
Improvement of the national
telecommunications network
for the collection and
dissemination of basic
TE/l/l/2
meteorological data

Brazil

Year
approved for
circulation
1969

1972

1970

1970

1970

Establishment of windfinding radar station at
Gachimbo(82930)

OB/l/l/7

1972

Establishment of windfinding radar station at
Tabatinga (82411)

OB/l/l/9

1972

(83208) and Manaus (82332) OB/l/2/1

1974

Augmentation of the upperair observations at Vilhena

Bulgaria

*Improvement of the national
mobile ship observational
programme
OB/6/l

1973

Establishment of a regional
telecommunioation hub
TE/5/l

1970
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Country
Burma

Pro.ject Title

OB/l/l/6

1971

*Establishment of an APT
station at Rangoon

OB/3/1/1

1970

TE/l

1970

TE/4/4

1971

OB/3/1/1

1970

OB/5/1

1971

Radiotelephone SSB transmission equipment for the
collection of basic
meteorological observational
data

TE/l/l

1970

Supply of a tabulator

DP/l/2

1968

Establishment of an APT
station at the main
Meteorological Centre at
Ndjamena

OB/3/1/1

1969

SSB transmission network for
the collection of basic
meteorological observational
data

TE/I/l

1973

*Facsimile receivers
Installation of an APT
station at Douala
*Automatic Meteorological
stations

Chad

Chile

Yea:t'
approved for
circulation

*Radiosonde/radiowind
station Akyab (48062)

Improvement of the national
collection network

Cameroon

Project
Indicator

*Continuation of radiosonde
observations in Easter Island OB/I/I
and the establishment and
operation of radiosonde stations
in the Robinson Crusoe Island
(Archipelago of Juan Fernandez
and Punta Arenas)
Implementation of the Regional TE/l/l/l
Telecommunication Plan in Chile

1969

1969
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Oountry
Colombia

Project Title

Indicator

*Establishment of the radiosonde/radiowind statiOn at
Gaviotas (80241)

OB/l/l/l

1970·

*Establishment of the radiosone/radiowind station at
Tumaco

OB/l/l/2

1970

*Establishment of an APT
station at Bogota

OB/3/1/1

1970

TE/lTE/2

1969

TE/l

1972

*Establishment of a national
collecting network (SSB
radio-telephony transceivers)

TE/l/l

1968

*Radiosonde/radiowind station
at San Jose Airport

OB/l/l/2

1968

Establishment of an APT station
at the National Meteorological
Centre (JuanSantamaria Airport
in Costa Rica)
OB/3/1/1

1973

*Implementation of WWW
Regional Telecommunication
Plan in Colombia
Extension of the national
telecommunications network
Congo

Costa Rica

Year
approved for
circulation

*Implementation of the telecommunicatian c system
exolusively for meteorological
purposes in Central Amerioa Installation of the telecommunication centre at the
NMC El .Coco (Airport)
TE/2/1
Installation of a reoeiving
station at the Meteorological
Centre in Costa Rica

1971

TE/4/1/4

1973

Czechoslovakia

*Establishment of RTH

TE/5/1

1968

Dahomey

*Facsimile reception equipment
for Cotonou

TE/4/1/1

1971
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c,ountry
Demooratio Yemen

Ppojeot Title

Projeot
Il1dioator

*Radiosonde/radiowind
station Aden/Khormaksar

Year
j;l.pproved for
oirculation

OB/l/l/l

1969

*Augmentation of the upper-air
observations at Aden
Khormaksar (40597) during
GATE
OB/l/2/1

1974

*Installation of an APT
station at Cabo Cauoedo
International Airport

OB/3/1/1

1968

*Improvement of 6
meteorologioal stations

OB/3/2/1

1969

TE/l/l

1972

*Maintenanoe of the Guyaquil
upper-air station

OB/l/l/2

1968

*Establishment of an APT
station at Quito

OB/3/1/1

1968

Dominioan Republio

Improvement of the national
teleoommunioations network
Eouador

*Improvement of the national
meteorologioal teleoommunications netwo~k for the
colleotion and dissemination
of basio meteorologioal data TE/l/l

1968

*Establishment of an RTT pointto-point link between Eouador
and Maraoay
TE/2/l

1968

*Installation of weather
radar

OB/6

1968

Establishing an automatio
TE/5
switohing oentre at RTR Cairo

1970

Egypt, Arab

Republio of

*Supply of a high-speed
oomputer

DP/4/1

1968

*Establishment of a system
for archiving the weather
oharts on miorofilm and
miorofiches

DP/7

1968
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Country
El Salvador

Ethiopia

Gabon

Ghana

Greece

Guatemala

Pro.ject Title
*Installation of an APT
station (antenna, radio
receiver and faosimile)
in El Salvador which would
be used by professional
meteorologists

Project
Indicator

Year for
approved
circulation

0E/3/1/1

1910

Installation of a regional
station for the measurement
of background air pollution
at Cerro Verde - El Salvador

OB/5/1

1911

*Reception and transmission of
observational data from the
Regional Meteorological Centre
at Miami

TE/2/1

1910

Establishment of a radiofacsimile station at the
National Meteorological Centre
at the Airport at Ilopango

TE/4/1

1912

Establishment of a radiosondewind station at Gode (63418)

OB/l/l/l

1913

*Establishment of an APT
station at Addis Ababa

OB/3/1/1

1968

*Installation of telecommunication equipment

TE/l/l

1968

*Establishment b~ an APT
station at Libreville

OB/3/1/1

1968

*Establishment of a new radiosonde station at Tamale

OB/l/l/l

1968

*Establishment of an APT
station at Accra

OB/3/1/1

1968

OB/l/2

1911

OB/l/l/l

1969

Supplementary Ship's
Observation Programme
*Establishment of a new radiosonde/radiowind station at
Guatemala City
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Country
Guatemala

Project Title

OB/3/1/1

1969

*Expansion and improvement
of the national meteorologioal communications
network

TE/l/l

1969

*Implementation of the
telecommunication system
exclusively for meteorological purposes in Central
America - Installation of the
telecommunication centre at
the NMC in Guatemala
TE/2/1

1971

TE/4/1

Establishment of an upperair station at Conakry (61832) OB/l/l/l
*Equipment for 9 stations
in the basic network
Acquisition of 10 SSB
transceivers for the
collection of data of the
national meteorologioal
network

Guyana

Year
approved for
circulation

*Establishment of an APT
station at Aurora Airport
(78641), Guatemala City

Facsimile reception
equipment
Guinea

Project
Indicator

1970

1972

OB/2/l

1972

TE/l

1970

*Inetallation of low-power
SSB transmitter-receiver at
4 synoptic out-stations and a
high-power SSB transmitterreoeiver at the National
TE/l/l
Meteorological Centre

1969

*The insta11ati.on of reception
facilities for intercepting
transmissions or broadcasts
from Maracay, Brasiliaand
Miami
TE/4/2

1968

*The installation.oof reception
facilities for intercepting
facsimile broadcasts from
Maracay, Brasilia and ~li~
TE/4/3

1968
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Country
Honduras

Pro.iect Title

Iceland

India

OB/l/l/l

1972

*Instruments for equipping
surface synoptic stations

OB/2/1

1971

*Installation first Central
American APT station

OB/3/1/1

1968

*Changes in and improvement
of the national telecommunications network

TE/l/l

1968

*Implementation of the telecommunication system
exclusively for meteorological
TE/2/l
purposes in Central America

1971

*One facsimile recorder

Iran

TE/4/1

1973

OB/3/1/1

1968

Provision of terminal
communications equipment
and associated data processing
equipment at the National
Meteorological Centre in
TE/2
Iceland
TE/4
*Establishment of an APT
station at New Delhi

1968
1968

OB/3/1/2

1970

TE/5

1968

*Establishment of new radiowind stations

OB/l/l/l

1968

Improvement of territorial
broadcast from Jakarta

TE/2/2/l

1974

Establishment of an RTH
at New Delhi
Indonesia

Year
approved for
circulation

*Maintenance of the upper~
air station at Choluteca

Installation of a radio
facsimile receiving station
at Tegucigalpa (Toncontin
International Airport)
Hungary

Project
Indicator

Point-to-point circuits to
NMCs/RTHs/WMCs and sub-regional
Broadcast from Tehran RTH
TE/5

1969
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Country
Ivory Coast

Jordan

Kenya, Tanzania
and Uganda

Project Title

Project
Indicator

*Establishment of an APT
station at Abidjan

OB/3/1/1

1968

*APT station

OB/3/1/1

1968

*One expert mission on
meteorological telecommunication

TE/EX

1971

*Improvement of National
Telecommunication Network

TE/l/l

1968

TE/2/1/1-

1968

*Establishment of point-topoint teleprinter circuits
at centres between AFMET
Centres
*Establishment of an RTH at
Nairobi

Khmer Republic

Laos

Lebanon

Year
approved for
oiroulation

TE/2/1/3

TE/5

1968

Improvement of the Regional
Telecommunications Hub at
Nairobi

TE/5/1

1971

Establishment of an APT
station at Phnom-Penh

OB/3/1/1

1971

*Establishment of a new
radiosonde/radiowind station
at Vientiane

OB/l/l/l

1968

*Establishment of an APT
station at Vientiane

OB/3/1/1

1968

Establishment of a territorial broadcasting (RTT)
oentre at Vientiane

TE/2
TE/4/1

1968
1968

Installation of faoilities
for the reoeption of
faosimile transmissions or
broadoasts

TE/4/3

1968

OB/3/1/1

1970

OBj3 /1/1

1973

*APT station - Beyrouth

Libyan Arab Republic *Establishment of an APT
station at Tripoli
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Country
Madagascar

Malawi

Malaysia

Mali

Mauritania

Project Title
Upper-air observation
transformation of Diego
Suarez radiowind station
into a rawinsonde station

Year
approved for
circulation

OE/1/2/1

1973

*Upper-air observation

OB/l/2/3

1969

Radiosonde station at
Lilongwe

OB/l/2/1

1969

*Radiowind and radiosonde
observations at Kota
Kin abalu

OB/l/l/2

1970

*Radiosonde/radiowind
station at Tessalit

OB/l/l/l

1968

*Radiosonde station at
Tombouctou

OB/l/l/2

1971

APT station at Bamako

OB/3/1/1

1968

Establishment of a
radiowind station at
F'Derick (61403)

OB/l/l/l

1974

OB/3/1/1

1972

OB/l/l/l

1972

*Vaooas - 12 GMT radiosonde
ob,servations

OB/l/2/2

1968

*Instal1ation of new windfinding radar

OB/l/2/2/1

1968

*Vacoas APT

OB/3/1/1

1968

*Vacoas APT (DRSR modification)

OB/3/1/2

1971

*Radio equipment for transmission of data from NMe
to RTH

TE/2/1/1

1968

*Establishment of an APT
station at Nouakchott
Mauritius

Project
Indicator

Radarwind station at
st. Brandon (61986)
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Country
Nexico

Pro,ject Tt tle

Project
Indicator

*Establishment of a radiosonde/radiowind station
at Isla lSocorro (76723)

OB/l/l/4

1972

OB/6/1

1973

*Establishment of an APT
station at Ulan Bator

OB/3/1/1

1968

*APT station

OB/3/1/1

1968

*APT station Kathmandu
continuation of support

OB/3/1/2

1971

TE/2/1/1

1968

*Establishment of an APT
station at I'1anagua ("Las
Mercedes" International
Airport

OB/3/1/1

1972

*Improvement of the national
telecommunication network for
meteorological purposes

TE/l/l

1971

Strengthening of the national
telecommunication network for
meteorological purposes

TE/l/2

1972

*Implementation of a telecommunication system exclusively for
meteorological purposes in
Central America - Installation
of the telecommunication centre
at the NMC at "Las I1:ercedes"
TE/2/1

1971

*Installation of a radio facsimile receiving station at
Managua (Las Mercedes
International Airport)

TE/4/1

1971

OB/l/l/l

1972

Improvements in the
national observational
programme on board mobile
ships
N:ongolia

Nepal

Establishment of RTT pointto-point Kathmandu-Delhi
lficaragua

Niger

Year
approved for
circulation

Establishment of a radiowind
station at Agades (61024)
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Country
Niger

Pro.ject Title
Establishment of radarground station
*Completion of the radiotelephone meteorological
network

Nigeria

OB/4/1

1970

TE/l

1969
1968

OB/l/l/2

1968

*Increase in the programme
of radiosonde/radiowind
observations at (65046)
Kano

OB/l/2/1

1968

*Increase in the programme
of radiosonde/radiowind
observations at (65202)
Lagos/Oshodi

OB/l/2/2

1968

*Establishment of one APT
station at (65201) Lagos/
Ikeja

OB/3/1/1

1968

*EstablishIilent of one APT
station at Kano (65046)

OB/3/1/2

1968

TE/5/1

1968

Establishment of the RTH
at Kano

*Observational activities
increase in the observational
programme at Jiwani (41756) OB/l/2/4
Establishment of an APT
station at Karachi

Panama

Year
approved for
circulation

Establishment of new radio- OB/I/1/1
wind station at (65123) Minna
Establishment of new radiowind station at (65250)
Port Harcourt

Pakistan

Project
Indicator

OB/3/1/1

1968
1973

Establishment of supplementary regional circuit NMC
Karachi-RTH Tashkent
TE/4/1

1974

Implementation of the national
telecommunication network
TE/l/l

1972
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Country
Panama

Pro,; ect Title

Project
Indicator

Establishment of a circuit
between the national centre
for the collection of data
in Panama and a meteorological
telecommunication network in
Central America
TE/2/1
Facsimile receiving equipment

Paraguay

Poland

Romania

Senegal

1972

1971

*Installation of an APT
station Asuncion

OB/3/1/1

1969

TE/2/1

1972

OB/3/1/1

1969

Meteorological instruments

OB/2/3

1972

Implementation of the
regional circuit NMC LimaRTH Buenos Aires

TE/2/1/1

1973

*Transition to the radar
method of radiosounding

OB/l/2

1968

*Establishment of an APT
station

OB/3/1/1

1968

TE/4/1

1971

*Establishment of an APT
station in Lima

Automation of telecommunication services at Bucarest
Rwanda

1972

*Radiosonde/radiowind station
at Asuncion
OB/l/l/2

Implementation of regional
circuit NMC Asuncion-RTH
Buenos Aires
Peru

TE/4/1

Year
approved for
circulation

*Installation of equipment for
the reception of facsimile
broadcasts
TE/4/2/2

1969

Radar-wind station at
Tambacounda (61687)

OB/l/l/l

1972

Improvement of the radiosonde station at Dakar-Yoff

OB/l/2/1

1973
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Country
Senegal

Sierra Leone

Pro,j ect Title
Main regional circuit
Dakar-Kano

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circula.tion

TE/2/1/2

1972

*Establishment of a regular
facsimile broadcast from
Dakar

TE/2/4

1969

*Link between RTH Paris
and RTH at Dakar

TE/5/1

1969

*Improvement of the synoptic
stations in Sierra Leone

OB/2/2

1968

OB/2!3

1972

OB/3/1/1

1968

TE/l/l

1972

2 facsimile receiving sets

TE/4/2

1968

Radiosonde observations
at 1200 G11T

OB/l/2/1

1972

*Establishment of an APT
station in Singapore

OB/3/1/1

1969

*Establishment and operation
of a new radiosonde and
radiowind station at
Mogadiscio

OB/l/l/l

1968

OB/l/l/2

1973

*Establishment and operation
of an APT station in"
Mogadiscio

OB/3/1/1

1968

*National Telecommunications
Network

~E/l/l/2

1968

Upgrading of the surface
observation stations synoptic
network in Sierra Leone
*Establishment of an APT
station in Freetown/Lungi
Improvement of the national
collection of the basic
meteorological data
Installation of 3 RTT and

Singapore

Somalia

Establishment of an upperair station at Gardo (63225)
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Country
Somalia

Sri Lanka

SUdan

Pro,ject Title

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

Establishment of the regional
circuit connecting the NMC
Mogadiscio with the associated RTH Nairobi

TE/2/1/1

1971

Increase in upper-air
observations programme at
station Colombo (43466)

OB/1/1/1

1970

Improvement of surface
observing facilities at
Bandaranaike Airport,
Katunayake

OB/2/1

1971

*Estab1ishment of an APT
station at Katunayake Airport
Sri Lanka

OB/3/1/1

1970

*Improvement of the national
collection network

TE/1

'1969

*Estab1ishment of direct RTT
and radio-facsimile link
between Colombo and New Delhi

TE/2

1971

*Establishment of a rawinsonde
station (RW) at Dongo1a
(62650)

OB/1/1/1

1968

Establishment of a rawinsonde
station at Juba (62941)

OB/1/1/3

1968

*Estab1ishment of a rawinsonde
station (RW) at El Fasher
(62760)

OB/1/1/4

1970

*Increase in the programme
of rawinsonde (RW) observations
at station Ma1aka1 (62840)
OB/1/2/3

1968

Increased programme of radiosonde/radiowind stations at
Port Sudan and Ma1aka1
*Estab1ishment of an APT
station at Khartoum

OB/1/2/4

1974

OB/3/1/1

1970
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Countr:y
Sudan

Projeot Title

Projeot
Indioator

*Establishment of direot
telephone link between the
1-1\1/0 at Khartoum and the
synoptic station (62650)
at Dongola
*Establishment of direot
telephone link between
the MWO at Khartoum and
the synoptio station
(62752) Gedaref
*Establishment of direot
telephone link between the
MWO at Khartoum and the
synoptio station (62770)
at Geneina
*Establishment of direot
telephone link between the
MWo at Khartoum and the
synoptio station (62880) at Wau
Establishment of SS~ radiotelephone link between
Khartoum NMC and seven out
stations

Surin am

*Establishment of an APT
station in Surinam

Year
approved for
ciroulation

TE/l/l/l

1968

TE/l/l/2

1968

TE/l/l/3

1968

TE/l/l/4

1968

TE/l/2/1

1974

0~/3/1/1

1968

*Implementation of the Regional
Teleoommunioation Network
TE/4/1

1969

*Establishment of faosimile
in Surinam

TE/4/4

1968

Syrian Arab
Republic

*Provision of APT equipment

OE/3/1/1

1968

Thailand

*APT station

OE/3/1/1

1968

Togo

*Equipment for faosimile
reception at Lome

TE/4/1

1970

*Installation of APT ground
read-out station at Piaroo

OE/3/1/1

1968

Trinidad and
Tobago
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Country
Tunisia

Upper Volta

Uruguay

Venezuela

Zaire

Zambia

Project Title

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

*Upper-air observations
*Upper-air observations

OB/l/l/l
OB/l/2/1

1968
1968

*Establishment of an APT
station at Tunis

OB/3/1/1

1969

*Regional Telecommunications
Network - Establishment of
radio reception facilities
and maintenance workshop

TE/2/1/3

1971

*Improvement of the basic data
collection network
TE/l/2

1968

*Establishment of the surface
observational network in
Uruguay

OB/2/2/1OB/2/2/9

1968

*Installation of an APT
station at Montevideo

OB/3/1/1

1969

*Improvement of the national
collection of observational
data

TE/l/l

1969

*Implementation of the regional
plan of telecommunications for
South America in Uruguay
TE/2/1

1970

*Radarwind station at Maracay
(80413)
OB/l/l/3
*Implementation of the Regional
Telecommunications Plan in
Venezuela
TE/2/1
Reinstallation of a rawinsonde
station at Kinshasa/Binza
(64220)
OB/l/l/l
Installation of an APT
station at Kinshasa
OB/3/1/1
*National telecommunications
network
TE/l/l/2
Radiosonde/radiowind equipment
for Kasama (67475)
OB/l/2
*Automatic picture transmission
- Lusaka
OB/3/1/1

1974

1969

1973
1971
1968
1969
1968
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D - YAP projects for meteorological training under the longterm fellowship programme
All projects which are fully or partially
implemented are marked by an asterisk, and
those projects which have been completed
are marked with a double asterisk.

Country
Afghanistan
Argentina
Bahamas
Barbados

Belize

Project
Indicator

Project Title

*
*
*
*
**
**
*

**

TR/l

1968

TR/2
TR/l

1971
1968

Meteorological Training
long-term fellowships

TR/l

1971

Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships

TR/l
TR/2

1968
1968

Long-term fellowships in 1972
Fellowship for postgraduate studies in marine
meteorology

TR/3

1971

TR/4

1972

Long-term (4-year) fellowship
in meteorology
Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1968

TR/2

Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships

TR/3

1974
1974
1974

Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships
Training

.

TR/4
TR/5

1974

Long-term fellowships for
studying for a "Licenciatura"
in meteorology

TR/l

1973

Long-term fellowship in 1969
Long-term fellowship

TR/l

1969

TR/2

1972

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1971

Long-term (4-year) fellowship
in meteorology

TR/4

1968

Long-term fellowships
Bolivia

Botswana

Year
approved for
circulation

*
**

Brazil
British Caribbean
Territories:
Antigua

**
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Country
Bulgaria

Burma

Burundi

Pro,ject Title

Project
Indicator

** Human environment and
especially hail prevention
and artificial modification
of clouds, fog and precipitation

TR/l

1971

** Human environment

TR/2

1971

TR/l

1970

TR/2

1974

TR/l

1968

TR/2

1973

Training of a technician
specializing in meteorological
instruments

TR/l/4

1968

Post-graduate fellowships for
training in meteorology

TR/l

1972

TR/l

1972

*

Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowship in
meteorology

** Training of a Class I meteorologist
* Training of Class I
meteorological staff

Cameroon

Year
approved for
circulation

Central African
* Lonf-term fellowships in the
Republic
fie d of meteorology
Chad

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1974

Chile

*Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1970

TR/l

1968

TR/2

1971

TR/3

1971

TR/4

1971

TR/5

1971

TR/6

1972

Colombia

* Long-term fellowships
Colombian Meteorological and
Hydrological Service
* Long-term fellowships
in hydrology and hydrometeorology
* Long-term fellowships
for training meteorological
forecasters
* Long-term fellowships
agrometeorolog"J
* Long-term fellowships
in meteorology
* Long-term fellowship in
meteorology, Meteorological and
Hydrological Service, Colombia
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Project Title

Country

*

Colombia

*

Congo

Year
approved for
circulation

TR/7

1972

TR/8

1973

TR/9

1973

TR/l

1969

Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowships for
post-graduate studies
Long-term fellowship

TR/l

1974

TR/2

1974

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1970

Training facilities and aids

TR/2/1

1971

Training in meteorology
Long-term fellowships for
training in meteorology

TR/l

1969

TR/2

1973

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1970

Professional training (longterm fellowships)

TR/l

1969
1968

Two long-term fellowships

TR/l
TR/2

1974

*

Long-term fellowships

TR/3

1968

**
*

Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowships
in meteorology

TR/l
TR/2

1970
1972

*

Long-term fellowships
in meteorolog'J>-

TR/3

1972

Costa Rica

*
Cuba

Cyprus

Long-term fellowships in
hydrometeorology, Meteorological
and Hydrological Service of
Colombia
Long-term fellowships
in hydrometeorology,
Meteorological and Hydrological
Service of Colombia
Long-term fellowships in
meteorology, Meteorologioal and
Hydrological Service of Colombia

Project
Indioator

**
*

Demooratic Yemen

*

Dominican Republic

**

Ecuador

Egypt, Arab
Republio of
El Salvador

*

Training of personnel with
long-term fellowships
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Project Title

Oountry
Ethiopia

Ghana

Guinea

**
*

**
*

Training
Training in
postgraduate meteorology
Long-term fellowship in
undergraduate study in
meteorology
Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowships

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

TR/1

1968

TR/2

1972

TR/3

1974

TR/l
TR/2

1968

TR/1

1970

1973

Long-term fellowships for
* university
studies leading
to a science degree
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Country
Israel
Jamaica

Pro.iect Title

*
**

Year
approved for
oirculation

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1968

Training (long-term
fellowship)

TR/l

1968

TR/3

1968

TR/4

1972

TR/5

1972

mR/l
TR/2
TR/3

1968
1969
1972

TR/4

1974

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1968

Long-term fellowship
for university studies leading
to a B.Sc. degree

TR/l

1973

Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships

TR/l
TR/2

1970
1971

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1969

Development of the Meteorological
Service

TR/l

1968

Long-term fellowship

TR/l
TR/2

1970
1971

Long-term fellowship

TR/l

1971

Long-term fellowship for 1972

TR/2

1971

Long-term fellowships for training
meteorologists Class I
TR/l

1974

**

Jordan

Project
Indicator

Training (long-term
fellowship)
Long-term fellowship in
meteorology
One long-term fellowship
in meteorology

**

Long-term fellowship

*
*
*

Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowship

Korea, Republic of
Kuwait

Laos

*
*

*
*

Libyan Arab
Republic
Madagascar

Mali

Mauritius

Mexico

**

** Long-term fellowships in 1970

..

*
*
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Pro.ject Title

Gountry

*

Mongolia

*

Morocco
Nepal
Netherlands
Antilles

\

Pakistan
Panama

Paraguay
Peru

Philippines

Long-"term fellowships
TR/2
Training equipment for
Meteorological Department of State
University of Ulan Bator
TR/3/l
Provision of long-term
fello\<lships
TR/4

Year
approved for
circulation
1968

1969
1974

Long-term fellowships (promotion
from Class 11 to Class I)

TR/l/3

1969

*

Training

TR/l

1968

*

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1973

Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowship

TR/l
TR/2

1973
1974

*
*

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1968

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1970

*

Long-term fellowships for
meteorological studies
Long-term fellowship

TR/l

1971

TR/2

1974

Long-term fellowships

TR/I

1969

Niger

Nigeria

Project
1pdicator

*
*

*
*

Long-term fellowships leading to
a university degree in meteoro1og,v TR/l
Long-term fellowships leading to
a university degree in meteorology TR/2
Long-term fellowships leading to
a university degree in meteorology TR/3
Training of meteorologists to the
Ph.D. level
Long-term fellowships for
untversity students leading to a
B,Sc. degree in meteorology

1969
1969
1969

TR/I

1968

TR/2

1972
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Country
Poland

Romania

Rwanda

Pro.; ect Ti tIe

*
*
*
*

**
*
*
*
*

Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships
leading to doctorate of
sciences
Training of a Class I meteorologist
Training of a Class I meteorologist
Training of a
logist
Training of a
meteorologist
Training of a
meteorologist

Project
Indicator
TR/l
TR/2

Year
approved for
circulation

TR/3

1971
1971
1971

TR/l

1968

TR/l

1968

TR/2

1970

TR/3

1970

Class I meteoroClass I
(agrometeorologist) TR/4
Class I
(hydrometeorologist) TR/5

1971
1971

Saudi Arabia

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1968

Senegal

Long-term fellowships (training
of 2 Class I meteorologists)

TR/l

1972

TR/l

1968

TR/l/4

1968

TR/2

1974

TR/l
TR/2

1968

TR/3

1972

TR/4

1973

Sierra Leone

**

*
Singapore

Long-term fellowship in tropical
meteorology
Training of technicians for
maintenance of Creed and Siemens
teleprinters, meteorological
equipment, radar and rawinsonde
equipment
Long-term fellowships in
meteorology (tropical)

** Long-term fellowship

*
**

Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowship in
meteorology
Long-term fellowship in
meteorology

1971
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Project Title

Country
Somalia
Sudan
Surinam

Syrian Arab
Republic
Thailand

*
*
*
**

*
*
**
*
*

Togo
Trinidad and
Tobago

*

**
**
*

Turkey

*
*

Project
Indicator

Year
approved for
circulation

Long-term fellowship

TR/l/l

Long-term fellowship

TR/2

1968
1971

Training of Class I
meteorologist

TR/l

1968

TR/l

1968

TR/2

1974

TR/l
TR/2

1968
1971

rn/I

1968

TR/2
TR/3

1971
1973

TR/4

TR/5

1974
1974

TR/l

1974

TR/l

196~

TR/2

TR/3

1969
1971

TR/4

1973

TR/I

1968
1971

Two long-term fellowships in
meteorology
Education and Training (for
two persons)
Long-term fellowships
Two long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowship type "a"
and/or "0 11 (1971)
One long-term fellowship
A fellowship leading to Master
Degree in Meteorology with major
in meteorological statistics
Long-term fellowship
Three long-term fellowships
Long-term (3-year) fellowship
in meteorology
Long-term (3-year) fellowship
in meteorology
One long-term fellowship
Long-term fellowship in
meteorology
Long-term fellowships
Long-term fellowships

TR/2
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Pro.ject Title
Long-term fellowship
in meteorology

TR/l

*

Long-term fellowship
in meteorology

TR/2

*

1969

Long-term fellowship
in meteorology

TR/3

1969

TR/l

TR/2

1969
1970

Country
Venezuela

**

Vietnam, Republic
of
** Two long-term fellowships for
advanced training
Zaire

Zambia

Year
approved for
circulation

Project
Indicator

*
**

*

Two long-term fellowships
Practical training of Class II
meteorologists (forecasters)
Training of a technician in
telecommunications

TR/l

1968

TR/2

1969

Long-term fellowships

TR/l

1971

